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IAYC Conference in Pittsburgh = A Foremost Lineup of Speakers
With klezmer/Jewish music and genealogy/
translation being the fastest growing areas of
Yiddish, these will be areas of added emphasis.
Spearheading the translation area of will be
Sebastian Schulman the newly appointed Yiddish
Translation Project Coordinator at the Yiddish Book
Center, the largest organization fostering Yiddish.
This new position and YBC’s training session show
the importance Yiddish translation.
As announced in Der Bay this will be the first step in
founding the IAYT, the International Association of
Yiddish Translators. It is hoped that this first step
will be followed up by other conferences. IAYC is
committed to hosting these at future conferences
just as the Modern Languages Association had been
hosting the AAPY, the American Association of
Professors of Yiddish.
Among the acclaimed authors who will be
presenting, exhibiting and/or performing is Dr.
Harry Bochner co-editor of the new Yiddish-English
Dictionary; Yale Strom whose latest of his 15 books
is Shpil: The Art of Playing Klezmer. He also has
produced 7 films Dr. Barney Zumoff, who has
published 21 books in translation is an IAYC board
member and one of our highest rated speakers.
Our first panel of three Shoah survivors will tell
their remarkable stories in unusual places. Among
the three is Chaim Kamelbacher aka Harry Kamel.
His stories have been featured in Der Bay. Their
stories are of triumph and creativity.
The Forverts, the Yiddish Forward newspaper, will
be represented by the editor-in-chief Boris Sandler

who is the author of five books and Associate
Editor, Dr. Itzik Gottesman who received his
doctorate at the University of Pennsylvania and
taught Yiddish at the University of Texas in Austin.
IAYC’s top officers and conference presenters are
among the foremost international experts of Yiddish
online and have extensive websites. Prof. Iosif
Vaisman is in the George Mason University’s
Department of Bioinformatics and Computational
Biology. Prof. Refoyl Finkel is in the Computer
Science Department at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington. He has led the Saturday morning
Yiddish services.
Among the Canadian speakers will be Sharon Love
(Winnipeg). Also from there is Rochelle Zucker who
has a Yiddish music radio program; Vivian Felsen,
(Toronto) who teaches at the university; and Itsik
Goldenberg (Erie) who has one of the largest private
collections of Yiddish sheet music.
Pittsburgh presenters form the core of a program
that will match our best conference. A partial list
includes: Moishe Baran, Dr. Rosa Becker, Tito
Braunstein, Leon Brett, Prof. Barbara Burstin, Laurie
Cohen, Mitchell Kaplan, Harriet Kruman, Nicholas
Lane, Prof. Alex Orbach, Helen Faye Rosenblum,
Kathryn Spitz Cohan, and Allan Zeman.
The list goes on, and includes; Prof. Yoshi Hirose,
Prof. Ruth Wisse, Dr. Khane-Feygl Turtletaub, Dr.
Motl Rosenbush, Yonai Avner and Leo Melamed.
A registration form is on page 15 and on the website
at http://www.derbay.org/pittsburgh

This Isn’t Netflix
By Dr. Gerald M. Siegel

Just a little while ago my wife and I went to the
Edina Theater (Edina, MN is a suburb of
Minneapolis) with our friends Susan and Tom
Kafka to see the film Tell No One. We were a little
early, and while we were waiting for the coming
attractions I mentioned to Susan that I was reading
People of the Book, a recent novel by Geraldine
Brooks.

The guy across the aisle took exception. “Nah. They
use Hebrew characters, but there is no real
language.”
I was becoming indignant. “Of course it’s a
language. And our great writers wrote in it:
Mendele, Sholom Aleichem, Peretz, Asch. Even
Isaac Bashevis Singer wrote his books and stories in
Yiddish and then had them translated.”

“Do you like it?” she asked.
“Are you a professor?” the guy behind me asked.
“It’s a really good book,” I answered.
“I was at the University of Minnesota. I’m retired.”
A woman sitting in the row in front of us turned
around and said, “Are you reading People of the
Book?”
“Yes,” I answered. “I’ve read it.

He turned triumphantly to his friend. “He’s a
professor, and he says there is a Yiddish literature.”
The fellow across the aisle was not impressed. “No
way,” he said.

It’s a really good book,” she said.
A fellow sitting behind me leaned forward and
asked, “What book are you talking about?”
“People of the Book, by Geraldine Brooks,” I
answered.
“I’ve heard that’s a really good book,” he said.
“Yes,” I said. And the woman behind me also
agreed.
I turned to my wife, who had been silently enjoying
the exchange, and muttered, “They must be Jewish.
Only Yidn would have the chutzpa to mish arayn
(mix in) in a conversation like this.”
The fellow behind me leaned forward and
whispered, “That was Yiddish you were speaking,
right? Tell me, is there a written literature in
Yiddish?”
“Sure there is,” I answered. “Of course.”
“Tell that to my friend over there.” He pointed to
someone sitting across the aisle. “He says there is
no Jewish literature.”
“Well, there is. There’s a great literary tradition in
Yiddish.”

I was going to join the argument again, even more
forcefully, but then the movie began. At first I had
a little trouble concentrating. I was thinking about
our conversation. How strange to find myself
among people I didn’t know and to be speaking,
arguing, about Yiddish.
When the movie ended, the fellow behind me said,
“It was nice talking with you.” He and his wife and
the couple across the aisle left.
I don’t know which I enjoyed more the movie or
the encounter with these strangers. It’s good to
leave the Netflix behind and step out to a theater
sometimes, no? To be with old friends and watch
the movie, and then have a good cup of tea and a
good conversation about it afterward: What did
this mean? What did that mean? Why did that
character do that at just that time? Really? I hadn’t
noticed that! Now it makes sense, but then why did
she…? And it’s also nice to speak a little Yiddish
while you’re there because who can tell what will
follow?
Editor’s note: This short story was sent in by Jerry
whose book “You Shouda Been There” is light and
very enjoyable reading. The stories are mostly
grouped around Jewish holidays, Israel, and other
stories with a Yiddish tam. He lives in Edina, MN
and can be reached at: siegel@umn.edu

Language Thoughts
By Michael Sklaroff
No, I don’t speak Yiddish. Yes, I wish I did. I wish I
spoke any other language, in addition to English,
but--sadly--I remain monolingual.

Dad told a story of landing with the rest of his B-17
crew in Russia--where they would refuel after a
bombing run over Germany--and he and his
buddies encountering a young boy walking by.
Because of our last name (my father's nickname in
the Army was "Boris"), his friends said to him, "You
speak Russian, Murray. Ask this boy where we can
get some food."

I teach ESL, English as a Second Language in
Poughkeepsie, New York, in the Hudson River
Valley, and contrary to what many people think, I
don’t need to speak another language in order to
teach English to someone who’s learning it. If that
were the case, no one would learn any other
language because who would be the first to learn a
language other than the one s/he grew up
speaking?

My father didn't speak a word of Russian-although the American airmen were taught the
Russian word for "Halt!" because the Russians
would only say it once and then start shooting--but
he took a gamble and asked the boy, "Redstu
Yidish?" [Do you speak Yiddish?] The boy was
quite surprised, and answered in the affirmative,
and they had a brief conversation, and my father's
crew was duly impressed.

I have had a great deal of experience taking
beginning language lessons in a variety of other
languages including: French, Hebrew, German,
Japanese, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, and even
Yiddish. But I’ve never studied long enough or-what’s most important for most successful second
(as well as third) language learners--lived in
another country, and I think that’s the crucial
factor.

My students now are almost all Mandarin speakers
from China. They’re in ninth and tenth grade and
far from home. They have me--Me!--for twelve
hours of English each week, and as it’s a private
boarding and day school, almost all of the boys get
to see me on a daily basis in the dorm because I’m a
dorm parent, too.

Yes, there are any number of accomplished
language students who’ve made great strides
learning a foreign language, that is, a language
that’s not spoken where they live. But most people
need the sort of practice that’s best done by living
the language and culture on a daily basis.

But they speak Chinese every chance they get. And
who can blame them? Even though their parents
pay a pretty penny to send them over here, any one
of us would look for every opportunity to speak
our own familiar language in similar
circumstances.

I remember, fondly, my maternal grandmother
speaking Yiddish with several other women-assorted aunts and neighbors--in front of her house
on 47th Street and Ninth Avenue in Boro Park,
Brooklyn. I must have been six or seven, and I sat
and listened to the sounds of the language, not
understanding a word they were saying. I liked
listening, and maybe it gave me a feel for the
language, somewhere in one brain hemisphere or
another.

And that’s what it must have been like for my
grandparents, coming over from Eastern Europe-all from what’s now the Ukraine--in the first two
decades of the 20th Century. Yet some, my
grandmother among them, learned a lot of English.
She told me that when she came here, about 14
years old, she practiced speaking English to little
children in the neighbohood--New York’s Lower
East Side--in order to improve.

I remember my father speaking Yiddish with an
uncle or two, and me listening, again clueless,
wondering how he learned to do that. My father
grew up with enough Yiddish to carry on a
conversation. He also studied German in college
and put this to use as an Army Air Force prisoner
of war in Germany from October 1944 to April
1945.

For my Chinese-speaking students, whose English
is passable when they get here, it will take a similar
drive to improve. They have to break out of the
Chinese bubble they find themselves in, with
enough classmates from the old country (and
China really is an old country) so that they can
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speak Chinese almost all the time they’re not in
classes, and establish good connections with
English-speaking teachers and peers.

Vi alt bistu?
Fun Philip Fishl Kutner
Mayn fraynd, zog mir, farvos tustu zakhn, un
farvos tustu zey nisht?

My job as an English language teacher is to
welcome them to the family of English speakers. I
do that by any means necessary--speaking to them
constantly, asking questions, picking their brains,
talking about any and every aspect of my life,
trying to make connections to what they know and
what they’re interested in. If it takes acting out
emotions and situations, hey-- I was a college
theater major and I bring that training to my
classroom every day.

Mentshn vern elter ober me darf nisht vern alt-Azoy lang vi me ken redn un denken, ken men ton.
Alt iz nisht keyn frage fun vifl bletlekh men hot
opgerisn fun kalendar;
Alt iz nisht keyn frage fun vifl kneytshn men hot
afn ponem;
Alt iz nisht keyn frage fun darfn nitsn a shtekn tsu
shpatsirn;
Alt iz nisht keyn frage fun hobn a moyl ful mit
falshe tseyner.

In one respect, it’s wonderful that I don’t speak
Chinese. I have no easy means at my disposal to
understand or make them understand, other than
by speaking the target language--English--and
restating, rephrasing, acting out, using gestures,
pictures, whatever I can do aid them in their
comprehension.

Vi azoy den ken a mentsh visn az er iz alt, gor alt,
oder bald farn keyver?
Tu a kuk afn reshime un shrayb vos kumt dir tsum
zinen.

I wish foreign language in junior and senior high
school when I went, in the 1960s, was done the
same way. Only the target language (German, in
my case) and lots of it. But it wasn’t, and I think
even the best German students in my class were
not as accomplished as the Spanish students whose
teacher spoke not a word of English in his
classroom.

Nokh dem tu a kuk af vos du host geshribn. Du
vest bald visn dem entfer.
Vos tustu? Un vos tustu nisht?
Ikh darf nisht_________________________________
Ikh es nisht___________________________________

I’m sorry, too, that the Yiddish Vinkl, the Yiddish
speakers group at my local synagogue, didn’t only
meet on a Wednesday morning. I went a few times
during a summer break from teaching, but having
it at that time guarantees that it’s only for retirees
and alte kakers. No disrespect intended, as I’m more
than halfway into that realm myself, but how can
younger people learn Yiddish if they’re working
during the day.

Ikh gey nisht tsu_______________________________
Ikh her nisht__________________________________
Ikh ken nisht__________________________________
Ikh kum nisht_________________________________
Ikh muz nisht_________________________________

I appreciate the opportunity to share these
language thoughts, especially with the only other
Fishl I’ve encountered besides my great-greatgrandfather, whom I never met, but whose name
I’ve long known, and whose photo I received from
one of the many distant cousins I’ve discovered
online.

Ikh shpil nisht_________________________________
Ikh tor nisht__________________________________
Ikh trink nisht_________________________________
Ikh veys nisht vi tsu___________________________

Editor’s note: Yes, Michael does raise interesting
issues for teachers as well as students studying a
“foreign” language, just as it is with non-native
Yiddish speakers.

Ikh vil nisht___________________________________
Efsher brengt got di krankhayt un mir hobn
gornisht vos tsu ton mit ir.
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Shayles un Tshuves in “Hilkhes Libe” - “Forverts” – 5/3-19/2011
(Questions and Answers in the Matter of Love) - Fun der khaznte Khane Slek
[transliterated and annotated by Goldie Adler Gold]
Tayere khaznte,

iberlebungen beysn khurbm [experience during the
holocaust] un me hot undz gelernt im nisht tsu fregn
vegn dem.

Ikh bin tsuzamen mit mayn khaver shoyn mer vi a
yor. Er iz a voyler yat [playful chap] un hot ale
mayles [he has all the virtues] vos ikh zukh in a man.
Er hot derkherets [he has respect] far mir, fardint vi
an advokat [lawyer] un shtamt fun a mishpokhe mit
a yikhes [he comes from an aristcratic family] un iz
simpatish tsu mayn mishpokhe [and is compatible
with my family].

Itst geyt es barg arop mitn tatns gezunt [my father’s
health is declining]. Bederekh-klal [in general] iz er
bay di klore gedanken [clear-headed], ober a mol
vert er tsemisht un heybt on tsu redn oyf yidish
[occasionally he gets mixed up and begins to speak in
Yiddish}, ruft mikh bay zayn shvesters nomen [calls
me by his sister’s name].

Ikh bin geven gliklekh fun undzer batsiung
[relationship]. Ober letstns, iz mir nimes gevorn [but
lately I am bored]. Mir zenen farkrokhn in a lokh
[stuck…], vi an alt khasene-gehate porl [old wedded
couple] khotsh mir zenen bloyz 27 un 33 yor alt. Ikh
trakht az s’iz shoyn tsayt ikh zol zikh tsesheydn [I
think it already is time to separate] mit im, ober efsher
hob ikh a toes [mistaken]. Vi meynt ir?

Mir zenen frier keyn mol nisht geven azoy
naygerik [We previously were not eager] tsu visn vegn
zayn khurbm geshikhte [to know about his
experiences in the holocaust], ober haynt halt ikh, az
di tsayt iz gekumen ven me darf dos hern. Mayn
bruder un shvester zenen nisht maskem [don’t
agree] un haltn me zol im lozn tsuru [leave him
alone].

Nimes gevorn
Vos halt ir iz mer vikhtik [important] – tsu visn vos
s’iz geshen [happened], oder tsu lozn undzer tatn
aleyn?

Tayere nimes…
Hot ir im lib? Ven ir shtelt zikh for [imagine], az in
der tsukunft [future] vet ir beyde khasene hobn, vos
filt ir? Kent ir zikh forshteln dos oyfhodeven
kinder [can you imagine raising children] mit im?
Ven epes interesant kumt for in ayer lebn iz ayer
khaver der ershter mentsh mit vemen es vilt zikh
dertseyln [tell him]? Ven ir vert tserudert [when you
become upset}, zukht ir hilf bay ayer khaver? Ven ir
entfert erlekh [sincerely] oyf di kashes [questions],
vet ir kenen oysplontern [resolve] vos ir zolt ton
vayter.

Tsveyter dor [second generation]
Tayerer tsveyter dor,
Mir dakht, az aza bashlus [decision] ken ayer tate
nokh alts aleyn makhn kolzman [as long as] er iz
baym zinen [he has his wits about him]. Ir un ayer
bruder un shvester muzn zogn ayer tatn klore
diburim [not mince words]; im dertseyln az di
mishpokhe geshikhte iz vikhtik [tell him that the
family history is important] far aykh, un ir vilt visn
fun vanen er shtamt [you would like to know from
where he came], vegn zayne kinder yorn, un ver iz
geven in der mishpokhe far der milkhome [family
before the war], un azoy vayter [etc.].

----Tayere khaznte,
Mayn tate iz a yid fun der sheyres-hapleyte
[survivors]. S’iz geven nisht laykht tsu vaksn mit
aza foter [it wasn’t easy to grow up with such a father].
Zeltn hot er geredt tsu zayne dray kinder. Ven er
hot yo geredt, hot er undz gezogt muser [reproof]
vegn undzere manirn [about our manners] (velkhe
zenen geven gants gute), undzere tseykhns [marks]
in shul (velkhe zenen oykh geven gants gute).
Mayn tate hot keyn mol nisht geredt vegn zayne

Oyb s’iz im tsu shver aykh tsu dertseyln, volt im
efsher laykhter geven [it would be easier] zi tsu
dertseyln an andern mentsh fun der fremd [to tell
someone else, a stranger], velkher ken zayn geshikhte
oyfkhapn oyf video [capture on video]. Zol ayer tate
zikh meyashev zayn [reflect]. Ikh hof az er vet
bashlisn [I hope he will decide] aykh tsu dertseyln
zayn lebns-geshikhte [to tell you his life story].
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The Night My Father Ran Away From His Own Wedding – Part II
©"1999"By Sonia Pressman Fuentes

or two. So he did what he had always done when
faced with a problem. He acted. He ran away.

When Zysia arrived back in Piltz, he was no longer
so self-assured. Udel was less than pleased with her
handsome son's choice of a wife. What did he see in
this young woman anyway? She was tall and thin,
with hardly any bosom, she was left-handed, she
was years older than he was, and, what's more, she
had freckles. Who knew what she might have done
in that big city of Warsaw? Hadn't they just read
that a young unmarried woman with the same last
name--Dombek--had just given birth to twins there?
How did Zysia know that that woman and Hinda
Leah weren't one and the same? If he insisted on
marrying into that family, why didn't he marry
Itzhak Mosche's red-haired stepdaughter? Now,
there was a beauty for him. And, better still, why
didn't he marry the young woman to whom his
mother had betrothed him before his birth when she
was in the mikve--the ritual bath? That young
woman had grown up to be a schoolteacher.

Then followed one of the most bizarre events in
Piltz's history. Everyone who had been making
ready for the wedding--the town elders, Yeshiva
bokherim (young male Talmudic scholars),
housewives, children, dogs, even some stray
chickens--ran through the streets of Piltz chasing
Zysia. Up and down the narrow alleys they went,
the women brandishing broomsticks, the men,
canes, shouting at Zysia as they ran.
Finally, the leader of this motley group, a bearded
patriarch, caught up with Zysia, raised his cane,
and struck him on his high hat, which instantly
collapsed. Immediately, the rest of the community
was upon Zysia, berating him for his conduct and
threatening him with all forms of earthly and
heavenly retribution. How could he run away from
his own wedding after everything had been
prepared? How could he shame Hinda Leah, a
yesoyme, in front of the whole community? Why,
her dead mother would rise up out of the grave if
this were permitted! Even Uncle Hirschberg was
there, and now he did indeed offer a second nadn.
The wedding had to go on.

Zysia was assailed by doubts. How much did he
really know about this woman whom he was about
to marry? He had after all merely taken a short walk
with her a year earlier and received some letters
from her thereafter. Was that enough on which to
base a lifetime together?
That night when Zysia was asleep, Schandla
Dombek, Hinda Leah's long-deceased mother,
appeared in his dream, and said, "Zysia, marry my
daughter. She will make you a good wife." Zysia
awoke, convinced that he had received a sign from
on high. Thereafter, all his mother's entreaties went
for naught.

By this time, Zysia was no longer interested in
Hinda Leah or her dowry, but the combined forces
of the shtetl's wrath were too much for him.
Reluctantly, he agreed to return to the synagogue.
And so they were married. As they stood under the
khupe--the wedding canopy, Zysia, instead of
whispering his eternal devotion, told Hinda Leah
he was marrying her under duress and would be
leaving for Germany the next day--alone. Hinda
Leah nodded and determined to kill herself as soon
as she could decently do so after the wedding. The
ceremony ended with Zysia's refusal to kiss the
bride. Instead, he told her he would continue to
save his kisses for his mother, who had been right
all along.

So, July 14, 1913, the day of the wedding, arrived.
Zysia, decked out in a tuxedo and collapsible top
hat, found himself talking to Uncle Hirschberg at
last. The uncle kept putting his hand in his pocket,
and Zysia was sure that each time it would come
out with the long-awaited nadn. But, instead, each
time Uncle Hirschberg's hand came out empty or
holding his pocket watch. Finally, Zysia broached
the question and learned that there was to be no
nadn after all. Uncle Hirschberg told him some
ridiculous story about a gambler, but Zysia knew
better: he had been tricked. They trapped him with
these elaborate preparations, thinking he would
have no choice but to go through with the wedding.
If that was the case, they didn't know Zysia
Pressman! He was no fool they could trick into
marriage by deception. He hadn't gotten this far in
life without learning a thing

When the festivities ended, the whole shtetl
escorted the couple to their bridal cottage. Some
maintained their vigil throughout the night,
peering into the windows to see what was
happening, as was the town custom.
Inside the cottage, Hinda Leah went into an
anteroom and undressed surreptitiously, away from
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the prying eyes at the windows. Then, Zysia went
through the same process. Hinda Leah was already
under the covers when Zysia came in with two big
cotton wads in his hands. "What on earth are these?"
he asked. Haltingly, Hinda Leah explained that
these were what passed as her breasts. She lowered
her head. Now that he knew, Zysia would surely
keep his promise to leave her. Instead, he burst into
uproarious laughter, and Hinda Leah wondered
whether he might not be ready to forgive her after
all. Perhaps things could still work out for them.
And that night, in spite of the occasional faces
appearing at the windows, they did.

Leah still did not completely trust her young
husband. He had already run away twice, once
from Poland and once from her. One never knew
when he might take it into his head to leave again,
this time never to return. She was not a young
woman any more, but a matron, and she had to
take care of herself. Just before she and Zysia had
left Piltz, her uncle had thrust a small packet of
bills into her hand, and she was determined to keep
it for herself. She wrapped it in cloth and hid it in
one of the kitchen cupboards. Every day, when she
came home from her shopping, she checked to
make sure her money was still safe. And each time
she found her packet of bills, she relaxed, secure in
the knowledge that all was well.

Next morning, Hinda Leah and Zysia bade
everyone good-bye and boarded the train for
Germany with their suitcases. They were just getting
settled in their seats when Zysia exclaimed, "Oy,
Lina, I forgot one of my bags." Before she realized
what was happening, he jumped off the train,
promising to catch up with it at the next stop. Hinda
Leah was stunned. A fellow passenger, seeing her
distress, came over and asked what was wrong, and
she told him. "You don't mean to tell me that that
young man who just jumped off the train is your
husband?" he asked. "And he's going to join you
later? You don't really believe that yourself, do
you?" She had to admit that she didn't. "Why, that's
the oldest trick in the book," he continued. "He's
taken your nadn and run away. You'll never see him
again."

But then came the day when Hinda Leah went to
the cupboard to find it bare. Frantically, she
searched throughout the closets, the entire kitchen,
and the rest of their small apartment. Her savings
were nowhere to be found. There was no sign of a
break-in, nor was there the type of disarray that
accompanies a robbery. There was only one
answer. Obviously, Zysia had found the money
and taken it. That was all he had really been after
from the beginning. Now her life was truly over.
That evening, when Zysia came home, she told him
about the missing money. "Of course I took it," he
said. "Did you think I married you for love? I
married you for your money, and now I have it.
Now I have what I wanted."

With that, the stranger returned to his seat, and
Hinda Leah was left alone to face the complete
desperation of her situation. She was twenty-two
years old, no longer a virgin, married but without a
husband, on her way to Germany, where she knew
neither the language nor any person and had hardly
any money. She started to cry softly.

Hearing her worst fears confirmed, Hinda Leah ran
to the window determined to end her life. But
before she reached the window, Zysia caught her.
He cradled her in his arms and smothered her face
with kisses. "Lonya, darling," he said. "Did you
really think I stayed with you all these months
because I wanted your money? Why, I make more
than that in a month now. Don't you know I love
you? I only took that money to teach you a lesson.
We don't need to keep such secrets from each other.
Here, take it back." He reached into his pocket,
pulled out the packet of bills, and handed it to her.
Hinda Leah looked at the money, returned it, and
mumbled something about putting on the tea.

And this is how Zysia found her when he came
aboard the train at the next stop, true to his word,
missing suitcase in hand. [I never learned how he
managed this feat.] Zysia comforted his distraught
bride, calmed her fears, and held her hand all the
way to Neu Isenburg.
Once they were settled in their small apartment,
Hinda Leah became her old resourceful self again.
While Zysia was out one day looking for work, she
went to see his former employer. Didn't he know
skilled tailors and foremen were hard to find? Didn't
he believe in marriage? Didn't he realize she would
be able to help with the light sewing at home? He
did indeed, and Zysia was reinstated in his job.
The couple settled down to married life, but Hinda

Zysia never again told Hinda Leah that he had
married her for love. During the 54 years of their
marriage, he always said he married her for her
nadn.
--------------------------------------------------This is the first chapter of the author’s memoir, Eat
First—You Don’t Know What They’ll Give You. The
book is available from amazon.com or xlibris.com
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Howard Jacobson’s The Finkler Question: Part II
Yiddish Humor and Jewish anti-Zionism
Prof. Yoshiji Hirose - Professor of Literature, Notre Dame Seishin University, Okayama, Japan
Sam Finkler, a famous philosopher, is a well-known
anti-Zionist, who is the central figure in the
ASHamed Jews (fictional group name) in London.
His philosophy regarding Israel or Jews in Palestine
is too opaque and arcane for the non-Jew Treslove to
understand.

Jew, I am ashamed because he’s not” (121). Finkler’s
dilemma is illuminated in his love affairs with Jews
other than his converted wife. Tyler confesses to
Treslove, “I’m still the shiksa (non-Jewish woman) to
him. If he wants the forbidden he can get it at home.
The irony is that he’s out f..king Jews” (78).

Though he detested his fellow Jews for their
clannishness about Israel, Finkler couldn’t hide
his disdain for Treslove for so much as daring,
as an outsider, to have a view. ‘Because of the
blood that will be spilled while we sit and do
nothing,’ he said, spraying Treslove with his
contempt. And then, to Libor, ‘And because as a
Jew I am ashamed.’ (26)

In regard to Finkler’s distortion, his wife explicates
precisely the Jewish mentality in Britain:
‘Endlessly falling out in public about how
Jewish to be, whether they are or aren’t,
whether they’re practicing or they’re not,
whether to wear fringes or eat bacon, whether
they feel safe here or precarious, whether the
world hates them or it doesn’t, the f..king
Holocaust, f..king Palestine . . .’ (121-21)

Sam criticizes his fellow Jews for their “clannishness
about Israel,” but he does not wish outsiders to
judge Israelis and blames them for the Palestine
situation, without the knowledge of life always
harassed in Israel. Like Treslove, other non-Jewish
British people, for Sam, are not entitled to express
their judgments on Palestinian problems, because
they do not like to be involved with the
controversial issue. In fact, Britain is responsible for
causing the initial Palestinian refugees by the fact
that she admitted both sides, namely Jews and
Palestinians, to establish their own nations in the
same area by the Balfour declaration in 1917. As a
result of the declaration, the future confusion in
Palestine could have been assumed.

As a result of her husband’s affairs, Tyler also starts
having a relationship with her husband’s friend
Treslove, who is mistaken for a Jew and mugged
by a woman on the street.
Jacobson intentionally uses non-Jewish main
characters, Tyler and Treslove, to provide inside
information about the Jewish world. This is a wellwrought literary strategy: Tyler is a bridge between
Christians and Jews as a converted Jewess showing
much sympathy to Jews, and Treslove becomes
more conscious of the Jewish question after being
mugged on the street. Therefore, the reader is
allowed to switch his/her perspective of Jewish
society in Britain from outside to inside. In
particular, Treslove is a shlimazel-type figure
character in order to demonstrate the complex issue
of Jewish anti-Zionism in Britain.

In the beginning, Sam was very critical about Israel
as a central member of the ASHamed Jew, but he
eventually changes his position into a more
conservative Jewish attitude facing the never-ending
anti-Semitism in Britain. His ambivalence is
projected into the book title “the Finkler question,”
in other words, “the Jewish question,” which cannot
be answered without contradictions.

The United Nations resolution of 1975 equated
Zionism with racism. Knowing from hard
experience what real racism was, the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. insists:

III Jewish anti-Semitism
“When people criticize Zionists, they mean
Jews; you are talking anti-Semitism.”3

Finkler’s wife Tyler was born a Catholic, but she
converted to Judaism after she married him. The
irony, however, is that Finkler is neither interested
in Judaism nor in being a Jew in Britain, where there
still strongly remains an anti-Semitic tendency.
According to Tyler, “He’s ashamed because he’s a

This remark from King provides a clue to
understanding why Finkler accuses his own son
Immanuel of being a “racist” (190). Outside the
Oxford Union, Immanuel starts arguing about
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Israel with an Orthodox Jew. And he “accuses them
of stealing someone else’s country” (189).

‘This is a racist assault, Immanuel.’
‘Dad, how can it be a racist assault when
they’re the racists?’ (189-90)

Immanuel levels his own accusation:
“They were Zionists. The real meshuggeners
(crazy people) with black hats and fringes” (189).

This dialogue between father and son is an accurate
reflection of Jewish anti-Zionism and British antiSemitism. As Immanuel demonstrates, the target of
anti-Jewish hostility today is less the individual Jew
than the Jewish state. Israel has been accused of
everything from reenacting the crimes of
Auschwitz to a “genocidal” war against the
Palestinians.

Learning of his son’s assault on an Orthodox Jew,
Finkler is deeply shocked at this son’s anti-Semitic
behavior, though Immanuel does not understand
how outrageous an act it is to knock a Jew’s hat off.
I just told them all what I thought of them and
their shitty little country and called one of them,
who came up to me, a racist.’

Despite the fact that Immanuel is Jewish, his
behavior toward the Orthodox Jew is nothing but a
“racist assault.” Immanuel, however, does not
understand how he can be racist toward Jews,
because he is well aware that he is one of them. But
perhaps he is not aware that covering one’s head is
commanded by God in the Bible.

‘A racist? What had he said to you?’
‘Nothing. It wasn’t about him. I was talking
about his country.’
‘Was he an Israeli?’

And Moses said to Aaron, and to Eleazar and
Ithamar, his sons, “Do not uncover your heads
nor tear your clothes, lest you die, and wrath
come upon all the people. (Leviticus 10:6)

‘How do I know? He wore a black hat. He was
there to oppose the motion.’
‘Did that make him a racist?’

‘I can think of other words, too. But we weren’t
playing Scrabble.’

To a non-religious Jew, like Immanuel, it is
impossible to read the cultural and religious code
behind wearing a hat. Finkler sees himself, as a
member of the ASHamed-Jews, as responsible for
his son’s assault by rejecting Jewish religious
traditions and culture. To a great extent, it is true
that Immanuel’s hatred of Israel comes from selfhatred.

‘And then what happened?’

IV The Shande Jews

‘And then I knocked his hat off.’

Tyler, Finkler’s wife, writes a Will in the form of
memorandum.

‘Well, what would you call it?’
‘I can think of other words.’

‘You knocked a Jew’s hat off.’
‘The shande Jews my husband spends his
evenings with, (when he isn’t spending them
with his mistress), accuse Israelis and those
they call ‘Zionist fellow-travellers’ of thinking
they enjoy a special moral status which entitles
them to treat everyone else like shit; but this
accusation is itself founded on the assumption
that Jews enjoy a special moral status and
should know better.’ (273)

‘Is that so terrible?’
‘Jesus Christ, of course it’s so terrible. You don’t
do that to anyone, least of all a Jew.’
‘Least of all a Jew! What? Are we a protected
species now or something? These are people who
bulldoze Palestinian villages. What’s a hat?’
‘Did you hurt him?’

The Yiddish word, “shande” means ashamed,
therefore she refers to the ASHamed Jews in Britain
as “shande Jews.” Tyler criticizes them for their

‘Not enough.’
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baseless assumptions about Israelis. In other words,
she suggests that their feelings about the Jewish
state are anti-Semitic. She categorically rejects the
idea that Jews believe they enjoy a special moral
status and that Israelis disrespect non-Jews. On the
contrary, Jews are fated to be harassed for no good
reason. “It was a password to madness, Jew—one
little word with no hiding place or reason in it. Say
‘Jew’ and it was like throwing a bomb” (186).

Heldzl and Haggis
by Philip “Fishl“ Kutner
Being raised on a chicken farm in New Jersey meant
that there were plenty of chicken necks. That’s why
mom made heldzl and not kishke.
In prior writings I have mentioned how we took the
chickens to the shoykhet in Trenton, and we boys did
the plucking afterwards. If we tore the skin while
plucking, mom did not make a fuss, but if the skin
on the neck was torn, then it became a major
tragedy and we were punished.

This message is aimed at her husband, Finkler
himself. In other words, Finkler unconsciously
holds Israelis to a higher moral standard than other
nations. This is simply a reaction against his own
emotional attachment toward Israel or Jews as one
of them, even though he deliberately tries to deny
it, as seen in his dream of punching his father in his
stomach. This is reflected in his abhorrence of his
father, who tries to hide his higher educational
background, and reverts to Yiddish expressions
among Jews.

So, heldzl is the stuffed neck of a fowl. What is it
stuffed with, and why use the skin of a chicken?
You needed a casing that could be chewed or at
least was not poisonous. You made stuffing by
combining chicken giblets, flour, mashed potatoes,
onions, shmalts, eggs, garlic, salt, and pepper.
Kishke is the intestinal tubing of an herbivore,
mainly a cow. This is larger and mom used it less
frequently because we had only a few milk cows.

As a boy, Finkler believed that his father did it to
make money, but his father’s deep psychology can
be analyzed as his own expression of Jewish
identity. It is most probable that Finkler realizes
this when he encounters harsh criticism of Israelis
by a non-Jewish woman at an ASHamed Jews
meeting. Tamara Krausz, a famous academic
member of ASHamed Jews, “a woman whose quiet
authority commanded respect not only in England
but in America and the Middle East, wherever antiZionists . . . were gathered” (169). She analyzes the
history of modern Israel:

Haggis—what is it and why put it in the same
category as heldzl and kishke? Haggis is a Scottish
dish similar to kishke. (Remember that a person from
Scotland is a Scotsman or Scottish. He is not
scotch—which is an alcoholic beverage.
Just as heldzl and kishke were delicacies for us Kutner
boys on our Jersey chicken farm (in California it is
called a chicken ranch), Haggis is a special dish for
Scots. The birthdate of Bobby Burns, the famous
Scottish poet, is honored yearly on January 28 with
the ceremony of Piping in the Haggis. A bagpipe
player in kilts, the traditional Scottish garb, precedes
the person carrying in the Haggis on a silver tray.

Sent mad in the Holocaust, not least by their
own impotence and passivity, Jews were
spilling what was left of their brains over the
Palestinians and calling it self-defense. (169)
Thus Krausz argues that Jewish madness begets
madness if Jews do not reflect on what kind of life
they are leading. Finkler does not share the theory
of madness begetting madness.

We need to emulate the Scottish folks and make a
ceremony of bringing in the heldzl/kishke. What is
needed is for someone to come up with an existing
holiday, or a new one, and a fitting song that befits
the occasion.

Immanuel’s violent attack on a Hasidic student is
considered to reflect on his father Finkler. These
minor incidents gradually lead Finkler to his
ambivalent attitude toward Judaism and Zionism.
In fact, it is a difficult decision for Sam to shift from
his harsh criticism of Israel to a rather mild attitude
toward Zionistic philosophy.

Jewish food has always played a special role in
Jewish life, and certain dishes are associated with
specific holidays like Peysakh matses, Shvues blintses,
Purim hamentashn, and Khanike latkes.
Each of us may well remember our Mama and her
emphasis on food—“Es, es, mayn kind”. How could
you refuse?

(Part III, the final part will be in the next issue)
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Mame, ikh veys nisht vos tsu
shraybn? Gib mir an eytse.
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
Zunele, veysn zey vegn dem kumendikn konferents
fun yidish klubn in pitsberg? Es dakht mir az es iz in
pensilveynye.
Mame iz es tsu fri far undz tsu dertseyln vegn dem
konfernts? Zoln mir vartn a por khadoshim?
Efsher yo, un efsher nisht, ober vos ken shatn? Ikh
veys az du host a reshime fun mentshn vos hobn
gegangen tsu frierdike konferentsn, ober s’iz do a
sakh andere yidn vos zenen interesirt mit yidish.

Der Bay
Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner
Website: http://www.derbay.org
E-mail: FISHL@derbay.org
Home Phone: 650-349-6946
Published Since January 1991
• Please make checks for chai, payable to
Der Bay. If you’ve been blessed, please do
send a LITTLE extra. Label date is when
you LAST contributed.
• Networking, Networking, Networking,
is having others help you get what YOU
want. Der Bay is a great networking tool.

Mamenyu, ales du zogst iz “efsher”. Ikh vil visn vos
iz zikher.

• Contribute in memory of a dear one,
or send someone a Der Bay subscription.

Zikher, zikher iz nor dem toyt un shtayern.

• Listings in Der Internatsionaler Kalendar
in the hardcopy and the website are free.

Mame, ben franklin hot dos geshribn in a briv er hot
geshikt tsu Jean-Baptiste Leroy in dem yor 1789. Er
hot oykhet gezogt az der vos ligt mit hint, vekt oyf
mit flign.

• Send a notice of Yiddish club meetings,
lectures, classes, a DVD release, or gigs.
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“Feast of Yiddish Language and Culture”
15 IAYC Conference - Pittsburgh, PA – April 26-29, 2013
th

With the approaching time for us to meet at the
conference, that has something for everyone, here is
the update. This conference will be known for its
innovations and breaking the mold of doing it all the
old way. There are enough traditional lectures and
entertainment to act as the framework on which to
build the many new opportunities for direct
involvement as well as a fuller schedule.
An hour has been added in the middle of the day so
that we have such programs as the top three
musicians of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra,
including the conductor, doing a performance of our
kind of music. Another midday program is the
exciting Ger Mandolin Orchestra Project with the
creator, Israeli sabra, Avner Yonai.
Then at the end of the evening entertainment, and
starting at 11pm there will be “Yiddish in Slippers: A
Dream Sequence” of activities and performances by
our own attendees who will show their personal
creations. Another innovation is the one-on-one
computer lessons for beginners. For the first time we
have an “Artist in Residence” who will wow you.
Each evening there will be entertainment featuring
Yale Strom and Elizabeth Schwartz, then Binyumen
Schaechter (conductor of the Jewish People’s
Philharmonic Chorus) and The Shekhter Tekhter,
also The Lori Cahan Simon Ensemble.
In addition to the featured act each night there will
be an opener of exciting new local talent that are
unbelievably exciting. In addition, Leo Melamed of
Chicago will be performing his specialty.

We have a special room rate, free transport to and
from the hotel and free parking. Check out the
websites http://yiddishconference.com/2013/ and
http://www.derbay.org/pittsburgh for updates.
With 38 speakers covering all phases of Yiddish and
with no presentation given twice, remember to check
the schedule to know when to attend. You will be on
the go, from Fishl’s “Orientation Session” and
Harvard’s Prof. Ruth Wisse lecture on “Chaim Grade
and Bashevis Singer” on Friday, to the Monday
closing singing and dancing with leaders bringing us
up and out on the dance floor—before lunch, closing
ceremonies, and group photos.

A Brief Description of Some of the Presentations at the IAYC Conference
ITSIK GOLDENBERG - "My Adventure in Yiddish
Sheet Music from 1900s to 1920”. He undertook the
cataloguing of a large collection of Yiddish sheet
music published from 1890-1950. Itsik will describe
this project, with an emphasis on music performed
and published before 1920. This will include a slide
presentation illustrating the beautiful graphics, with
examples of music popular in the Yiddish Theatre
mainly in the early 1900s.

PROFESSOR IOSIF VAISMAN – “Yiddish: The
Language of Ideology, And Ideology of Language.”
The talk will describe how 20th century
movements, including Zionism, Bundism,
Communism, and Socialism, used Yiddish to
achieve their goals and shaped the ideas of the
place and role of Yiddish. He is the current IAYC
president and one of the foremost Yiddish experts
in cyberspace.

DR. ALLAN “AL” ZEMAN – “My Journey into
Yiddish Stroytelling”. Al’s interest in Yiddish
literature was developed after retirement with
emphasis on the ability of Yiddish storytelling to
illuminate both Jewish history and the universal
human themes of triumph, tragedy, and adjustment.
From 2002-2006 he hosted a weekly radio program
of Yiddish stories in English translation, and
currently conducts programs of Yiddish stories in
English translation.

DR. HARRY BOCHNER “The New Comprehensive
Yiddish-English Dictionary”. It is the first major new
Yiddish-English dictionary in 45 years. This
presentation will discuss why we needed a new
dictionary, how this one came to be, and what it
offers that previous dictionaries do not, with
examples of interesting words and expressions.
This presentation will also discuss the new on-line
version of the dictionary, what it has to offer, and
how it's being used by the new Forverts web site.

LEON BRETT – “My Survival Experience as a
Partisan”. Leon recounts his escape in Lithuania.
This band of Jews captured the Kelme on the main
road between Germany and Russia. He is on a panel
with Moshe Baran and Leon’s wife Sarah’s whose
stories are equally fascinating. Also telling his
experiences is Harry Kamel who was on a collective
farm in Uzbekistan and conscripted into the Red
Army. He was wounded fighting the Germans.

SUSAN MELNICK – “Rauh Jewish Archives:
Digitization of Historical Jewish Materials”. The
RJA is the primary resource in studying Western
Pennsylvania’s Jewish history. It has collections of
over 150 years of the regional Jewish experience.
Susan, the archivist, will talk about the history and
mission of the archives, preservation of materials,
how to access the collections and demonstrate the
tools for exploring the archives online.

AVNER YONAI – “Recreating the Ger Mandolin
Orchestra of the 1920s and 1930s”. Avner recounts
his experiences after his IDF duty, coming to the US,
co-founding a successful company, and his research
in finding the music in Poland that his grandfather’s
orchestra played. He assembled great mandolin
players and performed in Berkeley, CA and at the
Warsaw Jewish Music Festival. He will show a
video that also includes the performances.

DR. KHANE-FAYGL TURTLETAUB – SholemAleykhems lebn iz geven aza interesants, az es volt
aleyn gekent zayn eyne fun zayne mayses. Zayn
lebn hot ale elementn fun a guter dertseylung:
zeyer a frumen tatn vos iz geblibn an almen mit
tsvelf kinderlekh, a beyze shtifmuter, a yunge libe,
a gutn kop un a khush far humor. A moliz im
gegangen mit der puter arop: punkt vi in a mayse
fun Sholem-Aleykhem.

YALE STROM “Shpil: The Art of Playing Klezmer”.
Since the revival of klezmer music in the mid-1970s,
klezmer and Yiddish song have come to serve as the
force for the resurgence of interest in European
Jewish culture. Strom will cover the history of
klezmer, how its resurgence aided in the revival of
Yiddish culture throughout the world and how one
can learn to play klezmer. Bring your instrument including your voice - by the end of his lecture,
you'll come out at least humming a new tune.

PROF. ALEXANDER ORBACH – “Russian Jewry,
1772-1990; in Search of Community”. We examine
the experiences of the Jews living in the Russian
Empire from the Partitions of Poland (1772) to the
establishment of the Soviet Union (1921) with
special attention to the disparate groups that
together constituted the Jews of Russia as well as
the constructive efforts undertaken by Jewish
religious, political and cultural leaders aimed at
fashioning a coherent entity called Russian Jewry.
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Shayles un Tshuves in “Hilkhes Libe” - “Forverts” – 3/30-4/5, 2012
(Questions and Answers in the Matter of Love) - Fun der khaznte Khane Slek
[transliterated and annotated by Goldie Adler Gold]
Tayere khaznte,

zey zoln hobn tsutroy [trust] tsu aykh. S’vet efsher
nemen a bisl tsayt, ober ven zey veln zen, az ir
hot hatslokhe [success], a dank ayer nayer umophengikeyt veln zey zayn shtolts [be proud] mit aykh.

Mayn bruder un shvester zenen gants andersh fun
mir. Zey hobn tomid geton [always did] vos undezere
tate-mame hobn gevolt zey zoln ton. Zey hobn zikh
oysgetseykhnt [excelled] in mitlshul, gegangen in
gute universitetn, gearbet, gefunen a man un a froy,
khasene gehat, un mayn bruder hot tsvey kinder.
Zey lebn nisht vayt fun tate-mame un zenen getraye
kinder. Zey zenen oykh gut tsu mir.

Tayere khaznte,
Undzere eyniklekh veln farbrengen peysekh mit
undz. Mir freyen zikh azoy! Zeyere tate-mame
forn avek a vokh oyf a shif, un mir kenen hanoe
[pleasure] hobn fun zey. Ikh zorg zikh nor vegn
kashres. Mir haltn a shtreng koshere hoyz [I have
a strictly kosher house], ober nisht undzer zun un
shnur. Ikh zorg zikh tsi undzere eyniklekh veln
gut farbrengen, vayl zey veln nisht kenen peysekh
esn alts vos zey viln. Ikh hob oykh nisht lib zikh
tsu krign mit zey. Vos leygt ir for?

Ikh bin ale mol geven dos nisht gerotene [I always
was the unsuccessful] kind in der mishpokhe. Ikh
bin an oremer student, gegangen in nisht keyn
vazshnem [unremarkable] universitet, a bisl tsores
gehat mit der politsey (nisht keyn ernste [not
serious]). A klal [in short] – mayn sheyger lebn [way
of life] iz avek oyf an ander veg.

Koshere Bobe
Mayne tate-mame zenen gevorn oyfgeregt [angry],
vos ikh vil zikh aribertsien [move] keyn Calif., oyf
der anderer zayt land. Ale kroyvim [relatives]
undzere voynen eyner lebn dem andern: mumes,
feters, shvester-kinder [aunts, uncles, cousins} – ale.
Mayne tate-mame meynen az ikh vil dos ton zey
vey, ober der emes iz, az ikh hob lib mayn
mishpokhe. Ikh farshtey ober az mir volt beser
geven ven ikh for avek fun zey. Ikh volt demolt
gevorn mer umophengik [independent] un oyfgehert
zikh tsu farglaykhn [compare] mit mayn shvester un
bruder. Vi ken ikh dos ton un nisht vey ton mayn
mishpokhe?

Tayere koshere…
Redt foroys mit ayere eyniklekh vegn kashres un
peysekh. Zey darfn farshteyn az in ayer heym
darfn zey folgn ayere tnoim [conditions]. Es zaynen
faran a sakh kikhlekh-gemishekhtsn [cookie
mixtures] vos men ken koyfn peysekh in di
gesheftn, un ayere eyniklekh veln gevis hanoe
hobn baym bakn mit aykh. Me kon zey oykh
mitnemen ayntsukoyfn inem koshern gesheft, zey
zoln aleyn oysklaybn di nasherayen vos zey viln
esn. A khuts dem [besides], farbrengt mit zey un
zorgt zikh nisht vegn esn.

Darf umophengikeyt [independence]
Tayere khaznte,
Tayerer umop…,
Tsi past, ikh zol fregn bay mayn shnur, tsi ikh meg
araynkumen inem shpitol-tsimer in velkhn zi geyt
tsu kind?

Es zet mir oys, az ir hot zeyer a logishe, durkhgetrakhte sibe [logical, thought-out reason] far vos ir
vilt zikh avektsien. Redt zikh iber mit tate-mame
un zogt zey punkt [exactly] vos ir hot mir geshribn
– az ir tut dos nisht zey vey tsu ton, nor kedey ir
zolt kenen vern mer umophengik. Ir vilt mer nit
filn vi ir shteyt in di shotns [shadows] fun ayer
shvester un bruder. Zogt zey az ir vilt zey zoln
kumen tsu gast [visit] un makht a plan, ir zolt
aheymkumen yontef, zey zoln zikh rikhtn oyf aykh
[expect you]. Zogt zey, az ir vilt mit zey oft
[frequently] redn un klingt zey take on [call them],

Shviger
Tayere shv…,
Neyn, es past zikher nisht. Zi volt avade aykh
nisht gekont opzogn, to fregt afile nisht. Oyb zi vil
aykh lebn zikh, vet zi aykh farbetn. To blaybt inem
vart-zal un di gute psure [good news] vet in gikhn
kumen.
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Harold Ticktin
By Bert Stratton

!

Harold Ticktin, 85, writcolumn
for the Cleveland Jewish News
on Yiddish. For instance, he
writes about what baleboste
means, or balegole. (Female
boss and wagon-driver.)
Harold Ticktin, 2012

Harold occasionally reflects on
early-20th century leftist politics for magazines like
Jewish Currents.
*********
I wanted to know Yiddish permutations on “How’s
it going?” — from “How are you?” to “What’s
happnin’, man?” He gave me some options—none
perfect, and concluded, “Translation is treason.”
He continued, “There once was a pharmacist who
did a big business in trusses. His slogan was Ayer
kile iz undzer gedile — your hernia is our pleasure. I
told the pharmacist that was a horrible translation.
He told me to come up with a better one. I said,
‘Your rupture is our rapture.’ Now tell me,
wouldn’t that make a great bumper sticker for an
abdominal surgeon?”
Ticktin is a retired workers’ comp lawyer. He can
speak decent Italian, French and Spanish, as well as
Yiddish. One of his favorites translations is All
Screwed Up, he said, for the Lina Wertmuller film
Tutto a posto e niente in ordine, which literally means,
“everything ready, nothing works.“ “You don’t
translate, you render,” Ticktin said.
Ticktin continued, “James Thurber ran into a
woman in Germany who said, ‘I love your work in
German.’ Thurber said, ‘Yes, it’s true, my work
loses something in the original.’”
Ticktin lives three miles from his old stomping
grounds — the Kinsman neighborhood. Harold
grew up on East 154th Street, Cleveland, handled
by the Shaker Heights-Cleveland line. He said
Shaker had been “hakodesh hakadashim [the Holy of
Holies] — the other.” Shaker had been nearly
unapproachable, like the inner sanctum at the
Temple in Jerusalem. “I didn’t know anybody in
Shaker. Well, to tell the truth, maybe one person.”

Kinsman Road was Ticktin’s main artery. He said,
“I walked [down Kinsman] from 154th to East 140th
to observe the class struggle. My father was a
Yankee. He came here when he was two. He liked
baseball. What did he know about politics? He
knew: Roosevelt was great and Hitler was bad.”
At East 146th Street, Harold met his first Marxist. “I
was converted to Marxism on the train to the Philly
Navy Yard in 1946. It was just west of Pittsburgh.”
The upshot: “I saw the God who was to fail,
though I still have a warm spot for Marx, for his
Lincoln correspondence,” Harold said. “I’m a
member of the extreme center now. You know
what Bismarck said? ‘If you’re not a Marxist when
you’re twenty, you have no heart, and if you’re still
a Marxist when you’re forty, you have no mind.’”
I wanted Ticktin to give me a tour of Kinsman —
the proste, working-class Kinsman of his youth.
“How about it?” I said. Ticktin quickly agreed and
we got in my Lolly the Trolley — my Mercury
Sable.
**********
Stop 1. Woodhill Park at East 116th Street. Ticktin:
“I remember a huge swimming pool at Woodhill
when I was ten years old. One day everybody got
out of the water. So, why? Because Frieda Katz, a
geferlekher communist, came to the pool with a
black couple. The place cleared out. This was
Frieda Katz from Katz’s Deli at East 147 th and
Kinsman. When you’re ten years old, it’s scary to
see a whole mob hooting.”
Stop 2. Seiger’s deli at 118th Street.
Ticktin: I knew Hymie Seiger best. He had gone
off to
Yeshiva
in junior
high. He
just left. I
really
didn’t
even
know
what a
yeshiva
was.

Stop 3. East 121st. “This was where I attended the
one Seder I remember, as a child.” On that street,
Ticktin eventually became president of his shul.
Council Educational Alliance building, now a
Masonic hall
Stop 4. 13512
Kinsman, the
Council Education
Alliance. “The apex
and GHQ [general
headquarters] of
my youth. The
Communist Club
met there.” It was a
settlement house.
Cleveland Public
Library - Mt.
Pleasant branch

“In the 1936 election, the Communist Club painted
‘Vote Communist’ in blue on the library at East 140th.
The library had been a bank before. Some club
members got mad because the graffiti was blue.
They said, ‘We need to paint it red.’ A kid who was
re-painting it got caught. He was defended by Yetta
Land, who handled all the communists. The painter
was not punished too severely; he was a juvenile.”
Formerly Spumoni's (middle store)

Stop 5. East 142nd and Kinsman. “We called this
place Spumoni’s. The real name was Giaimo’s —
an ice cream place. The communists met across the
street above the Woolworth’s, which is long gone.
“On Saturday nights all the single Jewish guys
would hang out here at Spumoni’s and greet each
other Marty-style, like, ‘Whadaya want to do,
Marty?’ This went through the 1940s and 1950s.”
“What’s Marty-style.”
“Like Marty, the movie with Ernest Borgnine. You
don’t remember it?”
“No.”
“Single Jewish guys—and married Italians—hung
out, to go out on the town. I always envisioned a
cowering Italian wife in the kitchen back home
saying, ‘Tony, when you gonna be home?’”
Stop 6. East 154th Street/ the Shaker Heights line.
“Hakodesh — the other,” Ticktin said. “I was in
New York City once and stopped in at YIVO for a
list of places European Jews had vacationed before
the war. I needed this for a speech in Yiddish.
They asked me, ‘You mean intellectuals? Peasants?
We’ll get back to you.’ They didn’t get back to me.
A few weeks later, I’m at a gathering of Jews and
Poles in Cleveland, an American Jewish Committee
meeting, and I meet the speaker, a prominent
Polish Jew, Lucjan Dobroszycki, the editor of the
Chronicle of the Lodz Ghetto. I ask him about
vacation spots before the war. He looks at me and
says, ‘This is the second time in two weeks
somebody has asked me this question.’ End of the
line, Lucjan Dobroszycki.”
Stop 7. I drive Harold Ticktin into Shaker Heights—
another end of the line.
–
The photos, above, are from 2012, except the former
Seiger’s deli pic, which is from 2010. Seiger’s —
later New World Restaurant — is now boarded up.
Yiddishe Cup’s bandleader, Bert Stratton, is
Klezmer Guy. He knows about the band biz and
the real estate biz too. So maybe he’s really Klez
Landlord. Klezmer Guy was a reporter for Sun
Newspapers. He has written for the Jerusalem Post
(op-ed), the Cleveland Plain Dealer (op-ed), and the
New York Times (op-ed), and won two Hopwood
Awards.

Hershl Hartman Writes
Congratulations Fishl on the most literary edition
that I can remember, and on your Yiddish writing.
There's a Yiddish connection to your heldzl/
kishke/haggis item you should know about. The
most complete study of the folk-origins of all of
Robert Burns's 324 songs and their arrangements
was done by my dear friend and noted composerarranger, Serge Hovey.
"Hovey's first works in a classical-ethnic vein were
Tales From the Old Country (1948 recording of
translated Yiddish stories) and the music for the
plays The World of Sholem Aleichem (1953) and
Tevya And His Daughters (1957, precursor to
"Fiddler"); Sholem Aleichem Suite (performed by the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra in 1958..." —
Introduction by his late widow, Esther Silver
Hovey, to The Robert Burns Song Book, Vol. I, Mel
Bay Publications, 1997.
Esther (maid of honor at my wedding to May
Stein) met Serge when the 100-voice Jewish Young
Folksingers chorus she founded and accompanied
was rehearsing his cantata (text by Aaron Kramer)
The Ballad of August Bondi (Jewish anti-slavery
fighter with John Brown). Esther's father's klezmer
musicianship aided Serge in his Yiddish-based
compositions, as did Serge's close friendship with
poetry-translator Kramer and actor/singer
Herschel Bernardi, child prodigy of the Yiddish
stage, later most famed as Lt. Jacobi on tv's Peter
Gunn and eventually as Tevye in "Fiddler."
Bernardi was offered the role of Lazer Wolf in the
original Fiddler production. Insulted not to have
been asked to play Tevye, given his extensive
experience in reading the Tevye stories on stage in
both NY and Hollywood, he took the lead role in
Bajour, the musical based on Rom (Gypsy) culture.
By sheer coincidence, before both musicals
opened, I ran into him on West 48th St. with his
co-star, Chita Rivera, heading to interview a
fortune teller as background for their roles. (Later,
Herschel did star in Fiddler on Broadway and on
tour.)
There's more to Serge's story and his contributions
to both Jewish and world culture. As he wrote,
"It's possible that my search for American cultural
roots has been a vicarious way of establishing my

my own identity." His father, Carl, was a
Mayflower descendant who edited The
Metropolitan magazine. Serge's mother was Sonya
Levien, a Yiddish-speaking immigrant from
Russia who grew up on Manhattan's Lower East
Side, was one of the first women lawyers to be
admitted to the Bar, was proposed to on bended
knee on Fifth Ave. by Upton Sinclair, and became
a leading Hollywood screen writer with a hand in
most of MGM's top-hit musicals. Young Serge
grew up in his parents' Sunday salons in Malibu,
knowing George Gershwin (who selected the
boy's piano) and many refugees from Nazi
Germany, including his teachers Arnold
Schoenberg and Hanns Eisler.
Serge wrote and played the authentically Yiddishsounding piano music for The World of Sholem
Aleichem. Virtually unknown is that the play,
produced at a hotel theater on West 56th Street, gave
birth to a term that encompasses much of current
American drama. NY Times critic Clive Barnes
wrote in 1953: "The best play this year is…offBroadway." (How that space came to house the
production is an untold story of Yiddish theater.
Interested readers may contact me for the lengthy
details: hershl@sholem.org)
Four years later, the same producers mounted Tevye
and His Daughters at the Carnegie Playhouse, with
Serge providing incidental music, also true to the
Yiddish folk tradition. At one point during
rehearsals, Serge suggested to author/producer
Arnold Perl that a certain scene almost begged for
introduction of a Yiddish folk song. Perl demurred,
saying: "What d'you wanna do? Turn this into a
musical?" When Perl, some years later, did just that,
he turned to a Broadway composer whose music for
Fiddler is mostly in a major key, more attuned to
Times Square than to Anatevka…
Serge's research on the origins of Robert Burns' 354
songs took decades. At one point, he was intrigued
by the similarities between Scottish and Yiddish:
both include similar sounds and both were
denigrated as "inferior" languages. And, yes, when
his Yiddish-educated widow, Esther, was honored
by the Robert Burns Society for her indefatigable
work--with their son, Daniel-- in having Serge's
work recorded and published, the chief culinary
attraction at the dinner was…haggis.
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Preliminary Schedule as of Feb 14, 2013
Fri.%1pm%
Fri%2:30pm%
Fri.%4pm%

Fishl%
Prof.%Ruth%
Moshe%%
Leon%%&%Sarah
Harry%%
Susan%
Dr.%Allan%%

Kutner%
Wisse%
Baran%G%Panel%
Brett%G%Panel%
Kamel%G%Panel%
Melnick%
Zeman%

Conference%Overview%
Chaim%Grade%and%Bashevis%Singer%
Flares%of%Memory%G%Panel%in%Y%
With%the%Jewish%Partisans%
Poland%to%Uzbekistan%in%the%Shoah%
The%Rauh%Jewish%Archives:%Digitization%of%Historical%Jewish%Materials%
My%Journey%into%Yiddish%Storytelling%

Sat.%9am%
10:30am%

Dr.%Itzik%
Kolye%
Vivian%
Sharon%
Dr.%Barney%
Avner%
Tito%%
Kolye%
Helen%Faye%%
Yale%
Rosa%
Ruth%%
Itsik%
Dr.%Itzik%
Sharon%

Gottesman%
Borodulin%
Felsen%
Love%
Zumoff%
Yonai%
Braunstein%
Borodulin%
Rosenblum%
Strom%
Becker%G%Panel%
Kaplan%G%Panel%
Goldenberg%
Gottesman%
Rivo

The%New%Forverts%Website%
Making%Yiddish%Exciting%for%Teachers%and%Students%G%Beginners%
Yiddish%Women%Writers:%%New%Translations%
A%Synopsis%of%the%Jewish%Experience%in%Japan%
Standard%Transliteration%Can%Bring%Us%Together%
Recreating%The%Ger%Mandolin%Orchestra%
Jewish%Theater%of%Pittsburgh%
Making%Yiddish%Exciting%for%Teachers%and%Students%G%Intermediate%
Jewish%Short%Fiction%in%the%Mainstream%
Shpil:%The%Art%of%Playing%Klezmer%
Studying%Yiddish%Abroad:%Tel%Aviv%
Studying%Yiddish%Abroad:%Paris%
My%Adventure%in%Yiddish%Sheet%Music%of%the%20s%and%30s%
Teaching%Yiddish%Folklore%
Yiddish%Cinema:%A%Glimpse%of%Jewish%Life

Sun.%9am%
Naftali%
Sun.%10:30am% Prof.%Refoyl%
Prof.%Yoshiji%
Nicholas%%
Prof.%Iosif%
Sun%Noon%
Musical%%%

Ejdelman%
Finkel%
Hirose%
Lane%
Vaisman%
Program%

Sun.%2:30pm% Prof.%Harry%
Prof.%Barbara%%
Laurie%%
Harriet%%
Sun.%4pm%
Alva%
Dr.%Alex%
Sebastian%
Rochelle%

Bochner%
Burstin%
Cohen%
Kruman%
Dworkin%
Orbach%
Schulman%
Zucker

Yiddish%Farm:%A%New%Way%to%Bring%Yiddish%to%the%Next%Generation%
Creating%a%New%Folksong%in%Yiddish%
Reading%Chaim%Grade%in%Japan%
Jews%of%the%Baltic%States%
Yiddish:%the%Language%of%Ideology%and%Ideology%of%Language.%
Pittsburgh%Symphony%Orchestra%Concertmaster,%Noah%BendixGBalgley
Pittsburgh%Jewish%Music%Festival%Director,%Aron%Zelkowicz%
Pianist,%Rodrigo%Ojeda%
The%New%YiddishGEnglish%Dictionary%
Highlights%of%Pittsburgh%Jewish%History%
Library%Resources%&%Yiddish%Culture%
Mameloshn%and%Jewish%Culture%in%the%Soviet%Union%
Gefrishte%Mayses%
Russian%Jewry,%1772G1990;%in%Search%of%Community%
Training%a%New%Generation%of%%Translators%at%the%Yiddish%Book%Center%
Yiddish%in%the%21st%Century:%"Di%Yidishe%Gas"%in%the%Global%Village

Mon.%9am%
Mon.%10:30%

Rosenbush%
Goodman%
Spitz%Cohan%
Turtletaub%
Program%
Ceremonies%

Humorous%Yiddish%Expressions%
Jewish%Superstions%
Innovative%Programming%of%Jewish%Film%
Sholem%Aleichem:%A%Character%from%Kasrilevke%
Performers%Leading%in%Singing%and%Dancing%
Announcement%of%the%XVI%IAYC%Conference%

Sat.%Noon%
Sat%2:30pm%

Sat.%4pm%

Mon.%Noon%
Mon.%1pm%

Dr.%Motl%
Ruth%%
Kathryn%
Dr.%KhaneGFaygl%
Musical%%
Lunch%

F,%S,%S,%%

Nightly%

Entertainment% Also%From%11pm%G%Yiddish%in%Slippers:%A%Dream%Sequence%

15th IAYC

International Yiddish Conference and Retreat
April 26–29, 2013 Doubletree by Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh, PA
REGISTRATION
Full Conference includes: Meals, Entertainment, Workshops, Sessions, Beginner & Intermediate Yiddish
Classes, Films, Dancing, Exhibitors, Vendors, Historical Characters, Translators, Computer Lab, Films,
Nightly Retreat: “Yiddish in Slippers: A Dream Sequence”. Conference in Yiddish & English
[ ] Early Registration: Full Conference & All Meals: $295 Payment must be sent by 2/28/13
[ ] Early Registration: Full Conference & All Meals w/ Glatt Kosher Dinners: $325 If Paid by 2/28/13
[ ] Full Conference Including Meals after February 28, 2013: $335; after 4/2/13: $365
[ ] Full Conference & Meals with Glatt Kosher Dinners after February 28, 2013: $365; after 4/2/13: $395
[ ] Friday (Dinner & Retreat) = $75

or [ ] Friday w/ Glatt Kosher Dinner = $85

[ ] Saturday (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner & Retreat) = $135 or [ ] w/ Glatt Kosher Dinner = $145
[ ] Sunday (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner & Retreat) = $135 or [ ] w/ Glatt Kosher Dinner = $145
[ ] Monday (Breakfast & Lunch) = $65.00 After April 2nd, add 20 % for individual days.
Breakfast & Lunch: Dairy and/or Parve; Dinner is Kosher Style. (Glatt Kosher Dinner Option Above)
Cancellation policy: Refund less 25% processing fee, until April 2nd. No refunds after April 2nd.
Amount Enclosed: $_______(American dollars only) Make check payable to: IAYC 2013 Conference
MAIL completed form & check to: IAYC Pittsburgh, P.O. Box 13301, Pittsburgh, PA 15243
[ ] Female [ ] Male [ ] Title: _____ Name: ____________________________________________
Additional Name You Would Like On Your Badge: ________________________________________
Street Address______________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________ State/Province: __________ Zip: _________ Country: _________
Phone: _________________

Cell: _________________

E-Mail:____________________________

HOTEL & AIRPORT SHUTTLE

Call Doubletree Greentree by Hilton (800) 222-8733 for Discounted Conference Rate.
Tell reservations: “Group is Yiddish Clubs and the Group Code is IYC Date is April 26th, 2013”.
The room rate is $109.00 plus taxes per night (single or double occupancy). Free Hotel Parking.
Discounted Conference Rate extends for three days before and after the Conference.
Free Transportation from Pittsburgh Airport: Call Doubletree Greentree Hotel at (412) 922-8400
Visit: www.derbay.org/pittsburgh and yiddishconference.com for more Conference info, or contact:
Fishl Kutner: (650) 349-6946, fishl@derbay.org or Nina Kaplan: njkndk527@aol.com
[ ] I am interested in sharing a room and would like to request a roommate. Please contact me.

Mame, entfer mir
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
Vos denkstu iz der untersheyd tsevishn di
khasidishe, ortodoksishe, konservative, reform un
sekulere yidn?
Fishele, di khasidim filn zikh kalt a gants yor. Di
mener trogn shtraymlen afn kop un lange kapotes, un
di vayber trogn kleydlekh mit lange arbl un kimat biz
di shikh, un zey trogn shaln af di kep. Di ortodoksishe
un konservative zenen normal gekleydt, ober di
reform yidn geyen arum halb naket—di mener trogn
nisht keyn yarmulkes, tsitsis, oder talesim, un di
vayber trogen gor kurtse kleydlekh. S’iz a shande far
di goyim.
Mame, dos iz a modner (nayer, interesanter) oyfn vi
tsu bashraybn dem untersheyd. Ikh hob dervartet az
du vest redn vegn dem esn fun di khasidim un di
reform yidn. Ikh volt gezogt az di khasidim nemen
on heksheyrim bloyz fun zeyere eygene rebbes un di
reform un sekulare yidn zenen khazir-fresers.
Dos iz oykh emes. Ober gedenk—a yid iz a yid, un
mir darfn ale yidn lib hobn.

Der Bay

Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner
Website: http://www.derbay.org
E-mail: FISHL@derbay.org
Home Phone: 650-349-6946
Published Since January 1991
• Please make checks for chai, payable to
Der Bay. If you’ve been blessed, please do
send a LITTLE extra. Label date is when
you LAST contributed.
• Networking, Networking, Networking,
is having others help you get what YOU
want. Der Bay is a great networking tool.
• Contribute in memory of a dear one,
or send someone a Der Bay subscription.
• Listings in Der Internatsionaler Kalendar
in the hardcopy and the website are free.
• Send a notice of Yiddish club meetings,
lectures, classes, a DVD release, or gigs.
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Let’s take you behind the scenes to share just a few
the highlights and innovations.

The Face of Life by Hawaiian Artist, Fannie Narte, was
inspired by I Never Saw Another Butterfly—a poem by
Paul Friedmann who died at Auschwitz.

We’ve added an extra hour of entertainment in the
middle of the day. Hear the story behind the Ger
Mandolin Orchestra Project. Avner Yonai, the
Israeli-born producer, will appear to showcase the
revival of the mandolin music his maternal
grandfather’s eleven-piece orchestra played as they
traveled around Poland in the late 1920s and early
1930s. His grandfather, who immigrated to Palestine
in 1935, was the orchestra’s only survivor of the
Shoah. The revival of the Ger Mandolin Orchestra
features internationally renowned Mike Marshal and
other world-famous mandolin players from Israel,
Czech Republic, Canada, and the United States.
Hear Eastern European and Klezmer music from:
• Noah Bendix-Balgley - The Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra Concertmaster
• Aron Zelkowicz - The Pittsburgh Jewish Music
Festival Director
• Rodrigo Ojeda - Concert Pianist

Yiddish in Slippers: A Dream Sequence, our nightly
retreat where you participate in interactive dreams.
Heighten your cultural experience as dreamweavers
transport you through time to another place. Each
dream has an authentic historical premise.

The Magic Carpet awaits you to add names of loved
ones, poetry, small memorabilia, and memories. The
canvas is covered with the outline of the hands of
previous conference attendees. Some have the names
of family members lost in the Shoah written in the
fingers and the extermination camps written in the
palm.

Forty speakers offer presentations and programs for
Yiddish newcomers and Yiddish mavens. From
Harvard’s Professor Ruth Roskies Wisse prtation on
“Chaim Grade and Bashevis Singer” on Friday, to
Monday afternoon’s musical review and expert folk
dancing.

Artist-in-Residence, Sherri Roberts, President of
Fiberarts Guild of Pittsburgh will guide participation
in a commissioned art exhibit. Create an annotated
Yiddish textile art piece to take home.

Visit our website: yiddishconference.com/ for our
latest updates. Enjoy special room rate, free
transportation between the hotel and the airport, and
free hotel parking.

Mishpokhe Kheyndlekh

Transliterated by Ana Berman
Ibergezetst fun yidish, funem forverts
A Yid hot gezukht a shtele [job] un hot, sof-kol-sof,
[finally] gekrogn an intervyu mit an ongezeener
[outstanding] firme.

“Vos iz di gute nayes?”
Entfert der opshatser: “Ir hot a Stradivarius un a
Pikaso.”

Yenem frimorgn hot er zikh ober farshlofn. Er hot
zikh gikh opgeshpritst [splashed water on his face],
gegesn frishtik [breakfast] un zikh arayngezetst in
oyto. Ven er iz ongekumen [arrived], hot er ober
[however] nisht gekent gefinen keyn parkir-ort
[parking space].

“Azoy gor! Oysergeveyntlekh [exceptional]!”
“Yo, ober di shlekhte nayes iz, az Stradivarius iz
geven a knaper moler [not so hot as a painter], un
Pikaso hot nisht getoygt [not adept] tsu makhn
fidlen.”

“Gotenyu—bet er—oyb du gefinst mir a parkir-ort
vel ikh geyn in shil yedn Shabes un keyn mol nisht
zogn mer keyn ligns.”

***
Der kremer hot gehat groys agmes-neyfesh,
[anguish] ven glaykh in shkheynes [neighbors] mit
zayn gesheft hot zikh geefnt an enlekhs [similar],
mit a shild [sign]: “VILDE METSIES”.

Tsvey minut shpeter hot er gefunen an ort, un
oysgerufn: “Farges vos ikh hob gezogt—kh’hob
shoyn gefunen!”
***

Er hot nokh mer gelitn [lost] ven mit a khoydesh
shpeter hot zikh lebn di tsvey gesheftn geefnt a drit
gevelb [store], mit nokh a shild: “DI NIDERIKSTE
PRAYZN”.

Nokh dem vi Perl un Berl zenen aheymgekumen
fun shpitol [hospital] mit zeyer ershtn kind, hot Perl
gebetn ir man ibertsupakn [change] di vindelekh
[diapers].

Der kremer iz arayn in a panik. Mit a mol iz im
ayngefaln a gedank.

“Kh’bin farnumen,” [I’m busy} hot Berl gezogt. “Ikh
vel es ton baym tsveytn mol”[next time].

Er hot oyfgehangen di greste shild fun ale, mit di
verter: “HOYPT ARAYNGANG”.

Ven s’iz gekumen di tsayt vider ibertsupakn dos
oyfele [infant] hot Perl vider [again] gebetn baym
man ibertsupakn dos kind.

***
Eyn ovnt zenen tsvey khavertes, beyde in di
fertsiker, gegangen in a nakht-klub. Zey hobn ober
bald derzen, az di arayngeyer [newcomers] zenen
ale in di tsvantsiker, un hobn, antoyshte
[disappointed], bashlosn aheymtsugeyn [decided to go
home].

A tsetumlter [confused] hot Berl geentfert: “Nisht
dos tsveyte vindele hob ikh gemeynt, nor dos
tsveyte kind!”
***
Goldshteyn hot oysgeleydikt [cleaned out} dem
boydem [attic] un gefunen dort an alt moleray
[painting] un a fidl. Meynendik [thinking], az zey
konen efsher [that perhaps they] hobn a vert [worth]
hot er zey gebrakht tsu a litsitatsye-hoyz [auction
house].

Bay der tir iz ober a sheyner, hoykher man
tsugekumen tsu zey. “Efsher zoln mir nisht
antloyfn [leave] azoy gikh,” hot eyne gezogt tsu der
tsveyter.
Mit a breytn shmeykhl hot der yungerman
oysgeshtrekt [extended] di hant tsu eyner fun zey un
gefregt: “Gedenkst mikh? Du bist geven mayn
lererin funem dritn klas!”

Nokhn bakukn [observation] di khfeytsim
[merchandise] hot der opshatser [appraiser] gezogt:
“Mister Goldshteyn, ikh hob gute nayes un
shlekhte nayes.”

***
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Comprehensive Yiddish-English Dictionary
by Solon Beinfeld and Harry Bochner, Editors-in-Chief
Including over 37,000 entries compiled by a team of
expert Yiddish linguists, this Dictionary surpasses its
predecessors. The user-friendly entries include
words for standard and literary, as well as colloquial,
contemporary, and conversational usage, and a wide
range of terms from all sources of Yiddish, including
those of Hebraic-Aramaic, Slavic, and Romance
compiled as well as Germanic origin, never before in
one Yiddish-English dictionary. The lexical corpus is
from the acclaimed Dictionnaire Yiddish-Français, by
Yitskhok Niborski and Bernard Vaisbrot, published
by the Bibliothèque Medem in Paris.

Memorial Museum, and funding from individuals
and foundations that understood the importance of
Yiddish. Gradually, scholars in the US, Canada,
England, and Israel became staunch advocates.
Prof. Max Ticktin of the Judaic Studies Program at
George Washington University, a firm believer in
the need to advance Yiddish studies in the 21st
century, was also an early advocate of the project.
In 2011, Indiana University Press was chosen
because of its strong reputation in publication of
other important Judaic book and reference
materials, and also because of its commitment to
pricing the Dictionary at a reasonable cost, making
it affordable to a wide circle of interested readers.

The English version is the result of a ten-year effort
by Yiddishists concentrated in Greater Boston.
Solon Beinfeld, Professor Emeritus of History at
Washington University in St. Louis, realized the
merits of the Yiddish-French Dictionary while
researching at the Medem Library in Paris, the
largest surviving repository of Yiddish materials in
Europe; it was an impressive result of nearly
twelve years of work on the most up-to-date
Yiddish dictionary in existence. “I wish we had an
English version of this Dictionary”, he told
Yitskhok Niborski during a conversation. Niborski
agreed that an English-language version would be
very desirable, given the greater potential for such
a work not only in the English-speaking world, but
also in the many countries where English is a major
second language. He asked Beinfeld whether he
could initiate such a project himself, and thus the
project for the Yiddish-English version was
launched.

Earlier Yiddish-English dictionaries often were so
incomplete that readers had to consult German,
Hebrew, Russian, Polish, etc. dictionaries to find a
word, or so out of date that their English glosses
were not useful. Prof. Dov Ber Kerler of Indiana
University, stated that the Dictionary, “is superbly
attuned to serve the Anglophone Yiddishophiles
and to effectively convey all the Yiddish and the
English semantic, idiomatic, and lexical nuances
that make a proper bilingual dictionary a true
success.” Samuel Norich, publisher of the Forward,
said it is, “an essential tool for all in the Englishspeaking world who want to have access to the
incomparable riches in the vast corpus of Yiddish
literature, in Yiddish books and a Yiddish press
published over the last five centuries.”
See: www.verterbukh.org and a podcast from YBC:
http://www.yiddishbookcenter.org/audio/compr
ehensive-yiddish-english-dictionary

Back in the US, Professor Beinfeld contacted
members of the Khalyastre (“Gang”), a Yiddish
conversation group in the Boston area. A core team
of Yiddish-speaking linguists and computer mavens
was formed, including Barry Goldstein and Harry
Bochner. Dr. Bochner, a Harvard-trained linguist and
programmer, created a system whereby the Yiddish
lexical base could be easily accessed to insert English
definitions in place of the French. The definitions
were created via a lengthy process where at least two
translators worked on words beginning with each
letter of the Hebrew alphabet. A third member of the
team then reconciled the proposed definitions. The
editors then went over the definitions yet again.

Dr. Solon Beinfeld taught modern Jewish history
at Washington Univ. in St. Louis and translated The
Last Jew of Treblinka by Chil Rajchman.
Prof. Harry Bochner, a linguist and Yiddishist, is
author of Simplicity in Generative Morphology.
Dr. Michael Motl Rosenbush, fluent in French,
Yiddish and English, was a valuable team member.
Comprehensive Yiddish-English Dictionary
Editors-in-Chief: Solon Beinfeld and Harry Bochner
744 pages, 7 x 10; Cloth, ISBN 978-0-253-00983-8

The project, with a Forward Association grant,
enabled Dr. Bochner to devote more time to the
Dictionary. Then came help from Elizabeth Kessin
Berman, a former guest curator at the US Holocaust

To order: call 1-800-842-6796 or log onto
http://iupress.indiana.edu
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A Mayse
By Dr. Sheldon Soss
It was one of those truly miserable mid January
mornings. With the temperature hovering in the
mid-thirties, the rain was coming down in
torrents. Didn’t God know that if he dropped the
temperature a few degrees, it would be a blizzard
and perhaps school would be cancelled? No such
luck. It was 1950—I was twelve and on my way to
Warner Junior High School in Wilmington,
Delaware. Having been adequately fortified by my
Mom to meet the elements, with the usual teaspoon
of cod liver oil, a piping hot mug of Ovaltine, and
the admonition to “breathe deeply, Honey, the
fresh
air is good for your lungs,” I headed for the door.

Synagogue on Eighteenth and Washington Street.
He needs to get some charity money from the
rabbi. Here’s a dime for his fare.” Suddenly I found
myself in a state of utter amazement. How had I
understood this strange man. It was some time
before I figured the whole thing out.
Meanwhile, he sat with me and explained that he
was on his way back to New York and that he
needed some additional travel money to complete
his trip. Once again I was dumfounded that I could
understand almost every word he said, and, on
occasion, responded in a rudimentary fashion.
And then came the “aha” moment. At the age of
five or six I had started to help out in my Dad’s
butcher shop. Friday after school and Saturday I
would travel downtown to the Economy Meat
Market at 311 King Street. I’m sure you’ve guessed
by the aforementioned that my family was not
particularly observant. As a matter of fact, the vast
majority of the meat was gants treyf. It was during
these times that I became aware that Yosl and Gitl
(Dad and Mom) would repair to the rear of the
shop and commence a “conversation” in a strange
language. The decibel level of said conversation
would frequently increase as it progressed.

“Wait a minute dear,” she said, “I think it’s too
nasty out for you to walk to school today.” Can you
imagine such love and concern? Hell, it was only
two miles from my house to school. With that,
Mom pressed a shiny new dime into my palm and
kissed my cheek as she showed me out the door.
Getting to school by bus was a bit of a shlep. One
had to take the Number Five, Vanderver Avenue,
get off downtown and transfer to the number
Twelve, Washington Street. It was during the
second leg of my journey that IT happened. I was
comfortably ensconced towards the rear of the bus
reading my Captain America comic when I heard a
ruckus coming from the front of the bus. In an
angry loud voice, I heard the driver say, “Mr., I’m
not going to tell you again, either put a dime in the
box or get off the bus.”

It was not until years later that I figured out that
this “chat” frequently had a common theme. You
see, Dad was a very charitable man, and could not
bear to let anyone leave the shop who might go
hungry because he couldn’t pay. Mom would
berate Dad, “Yosl, how can you fill Mr. Smith’s
order on credit? You know that he’ll never pay. We
have rent to pay. I want to buy Sheldy a new pair
of shoes before he starts back to school, etc.” It
always ended the same way. Mr. Smith got his
meat and Mom sulked.

When I looked up I saw an elderly gentleman
dressed in black. He wore a black fur hat with a
wide brim from which I could see protruding from
in front of his ears, curls of black hair flecked with
gray. In addition, he had the biggest beard that I
had ever seen and had on a very long black coat
that reached almost to the floor. All in all, this was
a very strange sight, and one that I had never
encountered.

These events occurred some 62 ago, but seem just a
yesterday away. Over the years I have listened to
and spoken Yiddish infrequently. I have never
come to terms with the fact that it is I who am
listening and talking. There is an unreality to this
whole issue, and so I have decided that somewhere
deep in my thought-construct there resides a
dybbuk—not the usual malicious evil sort, but a
sweet and smiling spirit who wants to connect me
with my heritage. It is he who listens and speaks.

“Meester busman, ikh vil geyn tsu mayn rebe. Ikh darf
hobn a bisl tsedoke.”
For a reason, unknown to me at the time, I jumped
up and ran to the front of the bus. “Sir, I said, “this
elderly gentleman would like to go to Beth Shalom
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15th International Association of Yiddish Clubs Conference
Friday, April 26, 2013

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Fishl Kutner Orientation Session
2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
THE PROF. RUTH WISSE LECTURE - PLENARY SESSION A
• Prof. Ruth Wisse
Chaim Grade and Bashevis Singer
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS - SESSION I
• Moshe Baran
Flares of Memory
• Leon Brett
With the Jewish Partisans
• Sarah Brett
From the Lodz Ghetto to Auschwitz to Mauthausen
• Harry Kamel
Poland to Uzbekistan in the Shoah
• Susan Melnick
Rauh Jewish Archives: Digitization of Historical Jewish Materials
• Helen Faye Rosenblum: Rauh Jewish Archives: Digitization of Historical Materials
6:00 p.m.
CHICAGO YIVO EVENING
8:00 p.m.
EVENING ENTERTAINMENT: GRAND BALLROOM
• Ben & Rebecca Nadler:
Brother-Sister Team of Vocalists
• Accompanist
Pianist
• Leo Melamed:
My Story and A Mayse fun a Mantl
• Lori Cahan Simon Ensemble: Yiddish Around the Year: Lori Cahan Simon (Vocalist)
Alex Fedoriouk (Cimbolam) - Steven Greenman (Violin) - Walt Mahovlich (Accordion)
11:00 p.m.
YIDDISH IN SLIPPERS: A DREAM SEQUENCE
Saturday – April 27, 2013
7:00 a.m. - 8:15 a.m.
Shabes Services at the Hotel: Hebrew & Yiddish
• Leon Brett: Pittsburgh • Dr. Refoyl Finkel: Lexington • Dr. Markle Karlen: Minneapolis,
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
THE FORVERTS HOUR – PLENARY SESSION B
• Dr. Itzik Gottesman: The New Forverts Website
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS - SESSION II
• Kolye Borodulin:
Yiddish for Teachers and Learners: Level I
• Vivian Felsen:
Yiddish Women Writers: New Translations
• Sharon Love:
A Synopsis of the Jewish Experience in Japan
• Dr. Barney Zumoff: Standard Transliteration Can Bring Us Together!
Noon – 1:00 p.m.
• Avner Yonai: Recreating The Ger Mandolin Orchestra of the 1930s
2:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS - SESSION III
• Kolye Borodulin:
Yiddish for Teachers and Learners: Level II
• Tito Braunstein:
Jewish Theater of Pittsburgh
• Dr. Allan Zeman
My Journey into Yiddish Storytelling
• Yale Strom:
Shpil: The Art of Playing Klezmer
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS SESSION – IV
• Rosa Becker:
Studying Yiddish Abroad: Tel Aviv
• Ruth Kaplan:
Studying Yiddish Abroad: Paris
• Itsik Goldenberg:
My Adventure in Yiddish Sheet Music of the Early 20th Century
• Dr. Itzik Gottsman:
Teaching Yiddish Folklore
• Sharon Pucker Rivo:
Yiddish Cinema: A Glimpse of Jewish Life!
6:00 p.m.
THE WORKMEN’S CIRCLE EASTERN EUROPEAN EVENING
7:30 p.m.
SIXTH IAYC YIDDISH LIFETIME SERVICE AWARD
• Prof. Refoyl Finkel:
Presentation of the IAYC Lifetime Yiddish Service Award
• Dr. Barney Zumoff:
Recipient of the IAYC Lifetime Yiddish Service Award
8:00 p.m.
YIDDISH STAR-STUDDED MUSICAL PROGRAM
• Janet & Dr. Jack Mostow: Vocalists
• Dr. Shirley Barasch:
Renowned Pianist
• Yale Strom:
Acclaimed Ethnomusicologist, Klezmer Violinist
• Elizabeth Schwartz:
The Edith Piaf of Modern Yiddish Singers
• Alexander Fedoriouk:
Cymbalist
11:00 p.m.
YIDDISH IN SLIPPERS: A DREAM SEQUENCE
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Sunday– April 28, 2013
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
GRAND BALLROOM - PLENARY SESSION D
• Naftali Ejdelman:
A New Way to Bring Yiddish to the Next Generation
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS SESSION - V
• Prof. Refoyl Finkel: Creating A New Folksong in Yiddish
• Prof. Yoshi Hirose: My Journey to the World of Yiddish
• Nicholas Lane:
Jews of the Baltic States
• Prof. Iosif Vaisman: Yiddish: The Language of Ideology and Ideology of Language
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
CONCERT MUSICAL PROGRAM
• Noah Bendix-Balgley: Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra Concertmaster
• Aron Zelkowicz:
Pittsburgh Jewish Music Festival Director
• Rodrigo Ojeda:
Pianist
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Lunch
2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS SESSION - VI
• Dr. Harry Bochner:
The New English-Yiddish Dictionary
• Dr. Barbara Burstin:
Highlights of Pittsburgh Jewish History
• Laurie Cohen:
Library Resources and Yiddish Culture
• Harriet Kruman:
Mameloshn and Jewish Culture in the Soviet Union
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS SESSION - VII
• Alva Dworkin:
Gefrishte Mayses
• Dr. Alex Orbach:
Russian Jewry 1772-1990; in Search of Community
• Sebastian Schulman: A New Generation of Translators at the Yiddish Book Center
• Rochelle Zucker:
Yiddish in the 21st Century - "Di Yidishe Gas" in the Global Village
THE DER BAY EVENING
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
DINNER - GRAND BALLROOM
7:30 p.m.
FIRST IAYC COMMUNITY LIFETIME SERVICE AWARD
• Harold Ticktin:
Presentation of the First IAYC Community Service Award
• Mrs Arthur George Fidel Acceptance for Arthur George Fidel o”h
8:00 p.m.
CANTOR BEN ROSNER & JACLYN GRANICK DUO
• Cantor Ben Rosner:
Singer
• Jaclyn Granick:
Singer
• Don Megahan:
Pianist
9:00 p.m.
DI SHEKHTER TEKHTER: THE SCHAECHTER DAUGHTERS
• Binyumen Schaechter: Pianist: Director of the Jewish People’s Philharmonic Chorus
• Rena Schaechter:
Singer
• Temma Schaechter:
Singer
11:00 p.m.
YIDDISH IN SLIPPERS: A DREAM SEQUENCE
Monday– April 29, 2013
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
HARRY V. LERNER MEMORIAL LECTURE
• Dr. Motl Rosenbush:
Humorous Yiddish Expressions
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
LECTURES/WORKSHOPS SESSION - VIII
• Ruth Goodman:
Jewish Superstitions
• Kathryn Spitz Cohen:
Innovative Programming of Jewish Film
• Dr. Khane-Feygl Turtletaub: Sholem Aleichem: A Character from Kasrilevke
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
SHOWTIME - GROUP SINGING AND DANCING
• Karen Goodman:
Dancing Instructor
• Khane-Faygl Turtletaub: Performer
• Lori Cahan Simon:
Musical Leader
• Sebastian Schulman:
Group Dance Leader
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
LUNCH - GRAND BALLROOM –
CLOSING CEREMONIES
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Fishele, vos ken shatn?
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
Mame, vi azoy ken ikh dertseyln profesorn az zey
darfn iberzogn di frage ven emetser shtelt es?
Mame, haynt nokh a lektsye nutst men a tsayt vos
heyst dem “Q un “A” tsayt. S’iz beser az der oylem
zol haltn zeyere frages biz nokh der lektsye. Azoy
hakn zey nisht op di lektsye un es geyt beser far dem
profesor un di andere mentshn vos viln hern im.
Fishele, shem zikh nisht. Di profesorn zenen oykhet
mentshn vos hobn zeyere eygene kinder un mames.
Zey zenen nisht beser oder erger fun dir. Du kenst
redn mit zey azoy vi du redst mit mir. Az du zogst
az s’iz vikhtik un zey tuen es nisht, darfstu avade
zey deklern az dos iz a beserer veg.
Yo, mame, der oylem ken nisht alemol hern di
frages, un der profesor iz der eyntsiker vos zet ale
penemer, vayl der oylem zet nor di hintn fun di kep
fun di andere mener un froyen.
Fishele, zog es tsu di profesorn. Azoy vet es zayn
beser far alemen—vos ken shatn?

Der Bay

Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner
Website: http://www.derbay.org
E-mail: FISHL@derbay.org
Home Phone: 650-349-6946
Published Since January 1991
• Please make checks for chai, payable to
Der Bay. If you’ve been blessed, please do
send a LITTLE extra. Label date is when
you LAST contributed.
• Networking, Networking, Networking,
is having others help you get what YOU
want. Der Bay is a great networking tool.
• Contribute in memory of a dear one,
or send someone a Der Bay subscription.
• Listings in Der Internatsionaler Kalendar
in the hardcopy and the website are free.
• Send a notice of Yiddish club meetings,
lectures, classes, a DVD release, or gigs.
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Remember Me!
Shifra Broida Miller o”h
Shifra of Bellingham, WA passed away, but most
of us never heard of her. Dr. Nathan Kronenberg of
Everson, WA thought enough of her to send a note
and contribution to let us know that her small study
group misses her greatly. Dr. Kronenberg did stress
of Shifra’s deep love of our mameloshn.

Yiddish Service Awardee, Dr. Barney Zumoff and his
long list of achievements; organizational leader,
translator, and as a renowned physician. Barney’s
Yiddish acceptance speech reminded us of the one
given by Lilke Majzner. The team of Janet and Jack
Mostow opened the Saturday evening entertainment.
Jack’s hand & body motions were a thing to behold.
Amazing Yale and Elizabeth closed the evening.

On the way home on the plane from the conference in
Pittsburgh, our 15th, there was time to reminisce about
the many new friendships made as well as those with
whom I had shared wonderful times together. It was
a time to tell them how important they are, and how I
love to skype with them. My great pleasure is to
skype with my ureynikl and others, especially Jack
Sklansky of California, Oscar Antel of Winnipeg and
Gerry Kane of Toronto.

Evenings, at 11pm, featured Yiddish in Slippers: A
Dream Sequence when more talent “strutted
around”. This innovation may be a future staple.

As for the conference, it was great to hear new talent
as well as well-known klezmer musicians and
singers. The stars were the team of Yale Storm and
Elizabeth Schwartz, Binyumen Schaechter and the
Shekhter Tekhter (who received a standing ovation)
and a trio from the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
But, the surprise came with first timers. Fifteen yearold Ben Nadler tap-danced and sang into our hearts
along with his highly talented sister, Becca.

Saturday had keynote speaker Dr. Izik Gottesman and
Avner Yonai’s noon-hour lecture and video of the Ger
Mandolin Orchestra Project. Among the 16 other
speakers that day were: Yale Strom; master storyteller,
Dr. Zeman; Tito Braunstein; Itsik Goldenberg; Vivian
Felsen; Sharon Love; and a panel of Dr. Knippel, Rosa
Becker, and Ruth Kaplan, Studying Yiddish Abroad.

Opening night Chicago-based Leo Melamed’s recital
and description of escaping from Poland to Japan
made it very special. Imagine having the Nadlers, Leo
Melaned, and the Lori Cahan-Simon Ensemble!
Saturday evening opened with IAYC Co-President,
Prof. Refoyl Finkel’s introduction of The Lifetime

We cannot do justice to all the 40 speakers. Opening
by satellite from the Netherlands was Dr. Gerben
Zaagsma. Prof. Ruth Wisse was the featured Friday
speaker that also included a panel of four Holocaust
survivors, Susan Melnick, & Helen Faye Rosenblum.

Sunday speakers: Naftali Ejdelman, The Yiddish Farm,
Profs. Hirose, Vaisman, Bochner, Finkel & Drs. Felsen,
Burstin, Orbach. Monday featured Dr. Motl Rosnbush
on Yiddish Humor, Dr. Turtletaub, Ruth Goodman,
Spitz-Cohan, Lane, Cohen, Kruman, and Rukhl Zucker.
Finally, remember your dear family and friends. Tell
them how much you care, and how important they
are to you before it is too late for them to hear it.

Mishpokhe Kheyndelekh

Transliterated by Ana Berman – Ibergezetst fun yidish, funem forverts
Der 10-yoriker Shmulik hot keyn mol nisht gezen vi
me nemt oyf gest, iz er deriber geven zeyer
gliklekh, ven der tate hot eyn mol aheymgebrakht
tsvey gest oyf vechere.

“Oyb azoy” --- hot der man gezogt, zetsndik zikh
in shershtul ---“ gol mir op dem kop.”

Baym sof fun dem moltsayt iz Shmulik arayn in
kikh un aroysgetrogn di ershte portsye tort. Er hot
es derlangt dem tatn, velkher hot es vayter gegebn
eynem fun di gest. Ven Shmulik hot gebrakht dem
tatn di tsveyte portsye, hot der tate es derlangt dem
tsveytn gast.

Reb Kalmen iz arayn in a shenk, [tavern] un hot
getrunken a glezl tsu fil. Er hot ongehoybn tsu
baleydikn di andere koynim [customers] un zikh
shlogn mit zey. Iz ongekumen di politsey, farkeytlt
Reb Kalmenen di hent un im gebrakht in der
ortiker tfise {prison].

Git Shmulik a zog: “S’vet dir gornisht helfn, tate.
Ale portsyes hobn di zelbe greys.”

Dem tsveytn tog brengt men Reb Kalmenen farn
rikhter. Fregt im der rikhter: “Vu arbet ir?”

*

*

*

*

*

*

Zogt er: “Do un dort.”

Yedn inderfri hot di sekretarshe inem ofis hoykh
oyf a kol geleyent dem horoskop fun yedn
mitarbeter.

“Un vos tut ir far an arbet?”

Sof-kol-sof, hot der balebos zikh arayngemisht.
“Ikh farshtey epes nisht,” zogt er der sekretarshe.
“Du zest mir oys vi a balebatish, ratsyonel meydl.
Gleybstu take in astrologye?”

Der rikhter hot, a ponim, farloyrn dos geduld un
gezogt dem politsyant: “Nemt im tsurik arayn in
tfise.”

“Avade nisht,” hot di sekretarshe geentfert. “Du
veyst dokh vi skeptish mir shteynbek
(CAPRICORNS) zenen.”
*

*

*

A yungerman iz arayn in bank un derklert, az er vil
aynkasirn a chek.
“Hot ir epes an identifikatsye?” hot im gefregt der
bankkasir.
“Yo,” entfert er. “Ikh hob a brodevke hintern
rekhtn oyer.”
*

*

*

A man iz gekumen tsum sherer un gefregt vifl es
kost zikh optsushern.

“Dos un yents.”

“Eyn minut!” shrayt oys Reb Kalmen. “Ven vet
men mikh aroyslozn?”
Entfert der rikhter: “Frier oder shpeter.”
*

*

*

Goldshteyn loyft arayn tsum dokter un shrayt:
“Dokter, kh’hob tsebrokhn dem orem in tsvey
bazundere erter!”
Entfert der dokter: “Geyt zhe nisht tsurik tsu yene
tsvey erter.”
*

*

*

Kedey tsu shporn gelt hobn di luftlinyes shoyn fun
lang oyfgehert tsu servirn moltsaytn oyf di
inlandishe rayzes. Derfar iz Froy Vaserman geven
azoy gliklekh, ven di stuardese hot zi gefregt:
“Volt ir gevolt vechere?”

“Akht doler,” entfert der sherer.
“Un vifl kost zikh optsugoln?”

“Vos zaynen mayne breyres?” hot Froy Vaserman
gefregt.

“Finef doler.”

Entfert di stuardese: “Yo oder neyn.”

Naming the Lost Victims of the Shoah
By Debbie Berman
Who were the six million Jewish victims of the
Holocaust before the Nazis systematic attempt to
eradicate an entire people was put into effect?
Before numbers were branded onto their arms,
before the nightmare of destruction began, they
were simply people—with hopes and dreams, with
families and faces and each with his or her own
given name. As the years go by and the Holocaust
recedes from contemporary experience into a dark
episode in the history of our nation, the collective
responsibility of the Jewish people increases to
ensure that the names of those who perished will
be remembered forever.

maintains that it is our moral imperative not to
leave the commemoration of our lost brethren to
our enemies whose goal it was to destroy them.

There are 4.2 million names of Shoah victims
documented at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and in
the Central Database of Shoah Victims’ Names
online at: www.yadvashem.org. However, the
names and life-stories of millions more still remain
unknown and time is running out. "The grass roots
effort of local Jewish communities is critical in
accessing the millions of additional names that still
linger in the memories of survivors or in the lore of
their families," asserts Cynthia Wroclawski,
Manager of the international Shoah Victims' Names
Recovery Project at Yad Vashem.
We have reached a critical juncture in Jewish
history, where it is incumbent upon us to reach out
to the survivor population, now in their twilight
years, many of whom, despite their choice to
remain silent all these years, find themselves
flooded by painful memory and to the second and
third generations who have become the careful
guardians of their parents or grandparents cruel
wartime legacies. The objective of the local
campaign is to provide vital personal assistance to
those who wish to bear witness and may have
difficulty filling out the forms.

Psychology of Commemoration
Many factors have prevented Shoah survivors from
submitting Pages of Testimony over the years.
During the war many Jews had to cope with
trauma associated with the loss of close family
members or separation from those who had fled or
been deported by the Nazis to an unknown fate.
Jews were often forced to witness the deportation
of their family members to their deaths or even to
witness their murder. The survivors’ painful sense
of loss, sometimes linked with feelings of guilt for
being unable to help their loved ones, or even just
for surviving, remained for many years to come.

Yad Vashem Hall of Names Director and one of the
architect's of the Central Database of Shoah
Victims' Names, Dr. Alexander Avram asserts that
Pages of Testimony (POTs) "rebuild an individual's
identity, beyond a reference on a deportation or a
camp inmate list. If one finds a name on a list and
has additional personal knowledge regarding that
name, he or she should submit a Page of
Testimony, which provides a link to those who
survived them and knew them personally. Avram

Today, over half a century after the fact, many
survivors are still mourning their losses. Those who
have not yet commemorated their lost loved ones
need assistance with this task now.
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International Grassroots Effort

Der Bay and The International
Shoah Victims' Names Recovery
Project at Yad Vashem

Working collaboratively with Yad Vashem the
international Jewish community is taking an active
role in recovering the names of Shoah Victims
before they are lost forever. This grassroots effort
would not be possible without the volunteer
participation of activists from all around the world
committed to recovering as many names of Shoah
victims as possible.

The International Association of Yiddish Clubs
calls on its membership to partner with Yad
Vashem on this historic Shoah Victims' Names
Recovery Project. Der Bay is offering a one hundred
dollar ($100) prize to the IAYC member club or
associated member who is successful in adding the
most names.

Through a one-on-one outreach/visiting program,
a global network of dedicated volunteers work
tirelessly with survivors and others in their
communities to help them recall and record the
names of the undocumented victims. Pages of
Testimony and posters have been distributed
widely to Jewish communal venues in Israel, North
and South America, Europe, Australia, and South
Africa, encouraging people to investigate whether
or not the names of the people they know of who
perished during the Shoah are on record with Yad
Vashem.

How Yiddish Clubs Can Get Involved:
Join the ranks of Yad Vashem’s worldwide network
of Jewish communities and volunteers working in
one-on-one outreach efforts with Holocaust
survivors and members of their generation to
recover and commemorate the names of Shoah
victims before they are lost forever. Adopt this
program to ensure that members fill out Pages of
Testimony and honor the memory of those they
knew who were murdered in the Holocaust.

The project staff in Jerusalem has created training
materials for volunteers as well as an extensive
online guide for implementing the project. Yiddish
clubs all around the world are invited to access
them as well as to register and partner with the
project. Write to:
names.outreach@yadvashem.org.il

This can be at a club meeting which is a training
session on how to do the information-gathering
and better ways of handing the questions during
the interviewing process. A second meeting can be
scheduled as a follow-up to have reports on the
successful interviews and the information
gathered.

The vast majority of the names missing in the
database are from Jews who resided in the areas
occupied by the Nazis in the Former Soviet Union.
The lack of documentation of the destruction of
Soviet Jewry under the Nazi regime is a result of
the stringent ban by Soviet authorities after the war
on anything Holocaust-related.

Contact Yad Vashem via email at:
names.outreach@yadvashem.org.il to receive a
community outreach guide, program guidance and
resources (including a tutorial video and
promotional poster) or to order free copies of
the poster/additional promotional material.
What Can You Do To Help On A Personal Level?

Another previously untapped population where
outreach efforts have been intensively pursued is
amongst the Ultra-orthodox population. Since mid2007, Yad Vashem staff has been employed to
digitally photograph names from memorials,
religious artifacts, tombstones, religious books, and
various other artifacts on which dedications to
Holocaust victims appeared.

Submit additional (unrecorded) names by filling
out a Page of Testimony for each victim online or
download Pages of Testimony and fill one out for
each victim. Send completed Pages of Testimony
directly to:
Cynthia Wroclawski,
Yad Vashem, Names Recovery Project, POB
3477, Jerusalem 91034 Israel

To date, the project has identified over close to six
hundred thousand names, many of which had not
been previously recorded in the Central Database
of Shoah Victims’ Names.

Contact names.outreach@yadvashem.org.il for
more information.
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Shayles un Tshuves in “Hilkhes Libe” - “Forverts” – 8/17-23/12
(Questions and Answers in the Matter of Love) - Fun der khaznte Khane Slek
[transliterated and annotated by Goldie Adler Gold]

Tayere khaznte,

[bothers] mayn man di yorn, vos zi kumt tsu gast on
tsu lozn visn fun frier [visits without…beforehand].
Er drikt oyf mir, ikh zol ir epes zogn vegn dem.
Ikh vil zayn heflekh [polite] un ir nisht vey ton.

Ikh hob zeyer a faynem bokher. Far im [before him],
hob ikh gehat andere bokherim, ober nisht azoy gut
vi er. Sofkl-sof [at last], dakht zikh mir, hob ikh
gefunen vos ikh zukh. Oystsurekhenen ale zayne
mayles [to detail…virtues] volt gedoyert [continue]
tsu lang.

Zi blaybt shteyn bay undz, geveyntlekh [usually],
vayl zi hot a matonele [small gift] tsu gebn undzer
tokhter, oder undz gebn tsu farzukhn frishe aleyngebakene kikhlekh [taste home baked cookies]—oder
tsulib andere maysim-toyvim [good deeds]. Vos zol
ikh ton?

Mayn mame iz mayn beste khaverte, un zi un
mayn bokher hobn shoyn farbrakht a bisl tsayt
tsuzamen [already spent a little time together] bay
undz in shtub. Zi hot gezen vi gliklekh ikh bin [she
has seen how happy I am], hot zi im oykh lib
bakumen un hot lib tsu farbrengen tsayt mit im
[spend time with him].

A Gute plimenitse [niece]
Tayere gute…,
Khotsh [although] ayer mume hot di beste kavones
[intentions], darf men hobn derkherets [respect] far
ayer man in dem fal [in this matter]. Er fodert nisht
az zi zol bikhlal nisht ariberkumen. Er vil poshet
[simply] zi zol onklingen tsu ersht. Zogt ayer
mumen az ir hot lib ven zi kumt tsu gast [that you
like it when comes to visit], ober zi zol koydem-kol
[first of all] onklingen tsu zayn zikher az di tsayt iz a
gute. Dos iz dokh a seykhldike bekoshe [sensible
request].

Ober se dakht zikh ir [she thinks], az mayn bokher
hot zi nisht lib. Dos iz far mir geven a khidesh
[surprise]. Zi hot vayter dertseylt, az er heybt
keynmol nisht on keyn shmues [doesn’t begin to
converse…] mit ir, un zi hot dos gefil, az er iz
heflekh [polite], ober halt nisht [disapproves] fun ir.
Es krenkt mikh vos zi trakht azoy; Ikh halt nisht az
s’iz bikhlal emes [altogether true]. Zol ikh redn mit
mayn bokher vegn den, oder fargesn in dem inyen
[matter]?

=====
Tsvishn 2 noente
Tayere khaznte,
Tayere tsvishn…,
Ikh vil araynshteln a “nani-kas”; a bahaltener
video-aparat [hidden video-camera] tsu haltn an oyg
oyf der kind-hiterin fun mayn eyfele. Tu ikh epes
shlekhts?

Ikh volt gornisht gezogt ayer bokher. Oyb ayer
bokher hot take lib ayer mamen, vet dos im nor
gebn a shtokh. Oyb er hot nisht lib ayer mamen,
vet es say-vi-say [in any case] im gebn a shtokh.
Ven ir volt geredt mit im vegn der problem, volt es
im nor farshaft [cause] a sakh problemen. Mistame
[perhaps] iz ayer mame tsu sensitiv, un mit der tsayt
[as time passes] veln zey beyde zikh filn mer bakvem
[comfortable], ven zey farbrengen tsuzamen [spend
time together].

Farzorgte [worried] mame
Tayere Farz…,
Ikh volt forgeleygt [propose], ir zolt zogn der kindhiterin {tell the baby-sitter the truth] dem emes. Me
ken ir derklern [explain to her] az ir vilt nor gebn a
kuk oyf ayer kind ven ir zent bay der arbet [when
you are at your job]. Azoy vet zi farshteyn [this way
she’ll understand], az ir kent zen vos zi tut yede
minut. Un azoy-arum [this way] ken zi ton ire
private zakhn, oyser der video [that she can do her
private matters no in view of the video].

=====
Tayere khaznte,
Mayn mume [aunt] voynt tsvantsik minut fun
undzer hoyz. Ikh hob zi zeyer lib, ober es dergeyt
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Shayles un Tshuves in “Hilkhes Libe” “Forverts” -- 8/26-9/1/12
[transliterated and annotated by Goldie Adler Gold]
Fun der khaznte Khane Slek.
Tayere khaznte,

Tayere nay…khaz…,

Mayn khaver un ikh hobn zeyer gute batsiungen
[relationships]. Mir zenen shoyn tsuzamen fir
khadoshim. Yedn ovnt zeen mir zikh un hobn a sakh
beshutfes [a lot in common]. Ven er hot zikh bakent
mit mayne eltern, ober, iz er gevorn shemevdik [shy]
un hot koym aroysgeredt a vort [barely said a word]!
Itst haltn mayne tate-mame az er iz an amorets
[ignoramus], khotsh er iz in der emesn a gelernter [even
though actually he is learned]! Vi azoy ken ikh mayne
eltern ibertsaygn [convince my parents] az er iz take a
guter shidekh far mir?

Mazl-tov vos ir hot bakumen di shtele! Ikh bin
oykh a lererin fun bney-mitsve in mayn shil. Bay
der ershter lektsye mitn talmid, leyen ikh iber mit
zey a kontrakt, vos nemt arayn ale mayne
dervartungen [expectations] funem talmid; tsvishn
zey, az oyb zen fern krank, ken men hn di leksye
oyfn telefon, ober nisht in mayn byuro [office]. Vi
lang der talmid un tate-mame veysn vegn dem fun
frier, iz dokh a yoysher [fairness] me zol zey betn
nisht arayntsukumen farkilterheyt [with a cold].
=====

Khaverte
Tayere khaznte,
Tayere khav…,
Mir hobn undzere kinder, 9 un 11 yor alt, geshikt
hanoe hobn [have pleasure] fun zeyer ershter
iberlebung [first experience] in a zumer kemp. Zey
zenen avekgeforn oyf 4 vokhn. Eyder zey zenen
avek zenen zey geven zeyer nervez, vos zey forn
avek fun undz, fun der heym, oyf aza langer tsayt.
Ikh hob zikh zeyer gefreydt, vos zey hobn lib gehat
dem kemp, ober zint zey zenen tsurik gekumen firn
zey zikh oyf [since returning, they behave…] vi in
gantsn tsebalevet [spoiled] – lemoshl, zey hern zikh
nisht tsu tsu undz ven me bet zey zikh leygn shlofn
bay nakht. Vos zol ikh ton mit zey? Ikh hob shoyn
kharote [regret] vos ikh hob zey geshikt in kemp!

Ir darft redn mit ayer khaver vegn zayn
shemevdikeyt, un vi azoy me ken dos farbesern.
Efsher, ven ir fort ergets mit tate-mame, in a kino oder
forshtelung [movie/play], volt der shmues [chat] nokh
dem ongekumen laykhter [easier].
Me darf redn mit ayere eltern oykh. Dertseylt zey vos
gefelt aykh [what you like] in dem bokher, un az er iz a
shemevdiker. Ir kent zey ‘farzorgn’ mit etlekhe
kashes oyf temes [prepare topics] vos zenen im noent
tsum hartsn, velkhe veln zikher aroysrufn [certainly
call for] an entfer bay im.
S’iz avade vikhtik az ayere eltern zoln lib bakumen
ayer khaver, ober me darf oykh gedenken, az
vikhtiker iz, az ir beyde zolt zayn gliklekh.

A mame
Tayere mame,

=====

S’iz take zeyer gut, vos der kemp iz gefeln gevorn
[pleased] ayere kinder. Der zumer lager ken beemes
[truly] zayn a spetsyeler tsayt far di kinder; di
iberlebung [experience] helft zey tsu antviklen zeyer
umophengikeyt [develop independence]. In dem fal
[in this case] darf men zikh avekzetsn mit zey, un
zey gebn tsu farshteyn, az in der heym muzn zey
zikh tsuhern tsu aykh, un aykh aroysvayzn koved
un derkherets [honor…respect]. Azoy vi ir hot
derkherets far zeyer meynung, fregt bay zey, vos
zey haltn far a pasiker [proper] shlof-tsayt. Efsher
darft ir zikh batsien [relate] tsu zey a bisl mer vi tsu
dervaksene, un zey veln zikh filn gut un hobn mer
derkherets far aykh.

Tayere khaznte,
Ikh bin a khazn [cantor] un ikh arbet nisht mer vi a
khoydesh oyf der nayer shtele [in my new position].
Ikh helf tsugreytn a sakh kinder tsu der bar/basmitsve un zey kumen oft tsu mir farkilt [with colds].
Ikh zorg zikh vegn mayn gezunt, az ikh zol zikh oykh
nisht onshtekn [become infected] fun zey. Ikh darf
ophitn mayn kol tsu zingen. Tsi past es [is it proper], az
ikh zol zey betn nisht kumen in aza fal [case]?
A nayer khazn
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The Teacher Zaminski and his Pupil Rifkele II
By Lili Berger
Translated from Yiddish by Vivian Felsen © 2013
Often, when her father sat up until late at night in the
small adjacent room, bent over his Gemore chanting
quietly to himself, Rifkele listened attentively. She
enjoyed the musical murmuring. But when her father
hunched over his book of Psalms, quietly singing the
words “Happy is the man that hath not walked in the
counsel of the wicked,” Rifkele silently repeated the
words with the same melody until she had memorized all the verses of the Psalms that particularly
appealed to her.

On Saturday, after lunch, Rifkele disappeared. No
one knew where she was. Her grandfather, who
always came to Rifkele’s defense, calmly reassured
everyone that she must have walked to the forest
where all the other young people went on
Saturdays. Her mother resented the fact that
Rifkele had not told them that she was going out.
This time her father’s silence indicated that he was
displeased with her behaviour. It was understood
that Rifkele had gone with her friends to the large
forest.

The summer vacation was coming to an end. The
teacher suggested an extra lesson on Friday, a day
when no lessons were scheduled. Perhaps he wanted
to prolong the final week with an extra school day, or
more likely he foresaw that on a Friday morning the
younger sister would not attend, and he could feel
less constrained. The extra class was devoted to
natural science. Where the rain came from, how
clouds formed in the sky, why rain was transformed
into snow in the winter, and similar wonders of
nature he had already explained in detail.

In fact, Rifkele was in the attic. She had hurriedly
eaten her lunch, crept out of the house through the
back door to the porch, and climbed up the ladder
to the attic. Amid boxes filled with Passover dishes,
she took the thin volume from her Sabbath dress,
sat down on a box, and began reading. It was not
easy for her to decipher the difficult introduction.
But she had already climbed up to the attic and,
more importantly, she had promised her teacher to
read the whole book. Therefore, she made an effort
to read it a second time. The second time it was
much easier. But the clearer the words became, the
more heavily they weighed on her heart. Her head
was in a state of confusion.

In the extra Friday class he vividly depicted for
Rifkele how and why the earth we inhabit turned
continuously on its axis, and other secrets of the
universe. Finally he asked her, “Do these things
interest you?”

Later, her worried mother scolded her: “Where did
you disappear to? We looked for you everywhere.”

“Why not? I want to know everything. After all,
I’m already a big girl. In six months I’ll be thirteen,
I’ll be an adult. By then I should like to know
everything there is to know.”

“I went to get some fresh air in the yard. I lay down
in the grass and fell asleep. I was…I was
exhausted…”

“Well, if you would like to know everything, I’ll
give you something to read.” He took a small book
out of a drawer. On the cover in large letters were
the words NATURAL SCIENCE. “Put it in your
satchel and don’t show it to anyone! Don’t let
anyone see you reading it, and bring it back to me
on Sunday.”

“Yes, you’re worn out,” her mother observed. “You
want to grasp everything. You’re always peering
into your notebooks, your schoolbooks, your
religious books. You look as though today is not
even the Sabbath.”
Indeed, that Saturday Rifkele walked around in a
daze. She decided to skip the prayer she recited
every Saturday evening with her mother – God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob – so that her mother
would not notice how disturbed she was.
Immediately after havdalah she pulled out the daybed in her bedroom, made it herself, and lay down.
Her uneasy mother put her hand on her daughter’s

“Can’t I show it to my mother and my
grandfather?”
“Not to anyone! Do you understand? Promise me.”
“Yes, I promise. I will read it and return it to you.”
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forehead and repeated her diagnosis: “Exhausted,
worn out. I’ll take care of you, my little girl. Your
lessons are tiring you out. Thank God they’re
coming to an end.” She said this quietly so that
only Rifkele could hear her, but Rifkele was
absorbed in her own thoughts.

come. She even brought her younger sister.
However, she was no longer the same Rifkele. Her
happy eyes were clouded by sadness.
Eighteen years passed. Rifkele, now Rifke Firmol,
was late for lunch in the cafeteria for the so-called
“displaced persons” – survivors of the deportations
who were unwilling to return to their destroyed
homes. Rifke sat alone in the dining room thinking
about how long she would have to remain in this
accursed German land. Under no circumstances
would she return to Poland. The Germans had
murdered her entire family. Should she wait until
the American Joint Distribution Committee located
her mother’s brother and his family in Montreal?
She could only give the Committee their names,
but not their address. Should she apply to the local
Joint office and ask for assistance to travel to Paris?
She had already bothered them enough. They
would probably advise her again to be patient and
wait for an answer from Canada. You were
supposed to exhaust all your family connections
first. But it wouldn’t hurt to apply to the Joint
again. They say that the more you pester them, the
faster they find a solution.

Sunday morning Rifkele got up earlier than usual,
walking on tiptoe so as not to wake her sister. Her
mother was busy in her shop. Rifkele forced herself
to eat the bowl of cornmeal that her mother cooked
for her breakfast every day. She put on a happy
expression so that no one would become
suspicious. Today she would be able to argue with
her teacher alone, without anyone watching.
“I brought your book back,” she said, catching her
breath. “I hid it so that no one could see it.”
“So, are you happy you read the book?”
She started to stammer, her head dropped, and she
spoke more quietly than usual. “It turns out that
the world created itself…nothing else…no one
else…all by itself…”
“And you don’t like that?”

She was so lost in thought that she didn’t hear the
door open. Suddenly she felt two eyes biting into
her from a distance. She lifted her head to see an
elderly man, his face covered with scars. She
shivered. The man smiled at her broadly, slowly
approached her round table, and nodded his head
in greeting. His appearance, his head covered with
a black hat, aroused in her both fear and pity.

“What about ‘In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth’?” She said the words in one
breath, almost choking, as though stifling a sob.
“Rifkele, the Five Books of Moses are very
interesting and beautifully written. We can learn
many wise things from them. But they were written
many thousands of years ago. In those days people
thought differently. They wrote differently.”

“Are you Rifke Firmol?”
“Yes, but how do you know my name?”

“Was God also different than He is today?”
“I saw your name while searching lists in the
Joint.”

“That, I don’t know. When you grow up and have
much more knowledge and experience, perhaps
you’ll be able to better comprehend. You’re tired
today—you don’t look well. And I have something
else I must attend to. Tomorrow we’ll have a longer
session. Go home before your little sister comes.
Maybe you can meet her on the way and take her
home.”

“Who are you to be interested in my name?”
“My name is Zaminski.”
“Zaminski?” she asked in amazement.
On his face was a strange smile, both bitter and
ironic. “You once had a teacher called Zaminski.
Don’t you remember?”
“So what if I had a teacher called Zaminski?”

These were the last days of the summer vacation.
The teacher Zaminski regretted that whole episode.
What was the point? Did he want to make a free
thinker out of a religious girl? She probably
wouldn’t come to the last few lessons. But she did

“It’s me, your former teacher.”
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“Mama!” she cried in astonishment, the way they
did in her shtetl when something extraordinary
took place. “What happened to you? You’re
unrecognizable.”

Zaminski was taken aback. He stood deep in
thought. Then he gently took her hand and raised it
toward his dry lips. He nodded his goodbye, with
nothing more to say. He stopped at the door for a
while, then turned, and in a friendly voice let his
former student know that they would see each
other again. “Yes, Teacher, we will see each other
again,” Rifke Firmol answered with a smile.

“The same happened to me as happened to you,
except that maybe I received too many beatings.”
Rifke looked at him, trying unsuccessfully to find a
trace of her handsome former teacher. “Take off
your hat. Why are you wearing a black hat in such
blazing heat?”

“The Teacher Zaminski and His Pupil Rifkele” will
be part of the forthcoming anthology, The Exile
Book of Yiddish Women Writers, edited by Frieda
Johles Forman, to be published in March 2013. This
book can be pre-purchased through Amazon.

“I wear a hat because I’m a Jew. A real Jew wears a
hat.”

This story was first published in Ekhos fun a Vaytn
Nekhtn: Dertseylungen, Humash-Meshlekh, Eseyen un
Skitzn, by Farlag Yisroel Bukh in Tel Aviv in 1933.

She suddenly had the desire to make him feel more
at ease. “Teacher, you’re not going home?”
“I have no home, and no one left.”

Lili Berger was born in 1916 in Malkin, Poland.
After graduating from the Polish-Jewish
Gymnasium in Warsaw, she studied pedagogy in
Brussels. In 1936 she settled in Paris where she
taught in a Jewish supplementary school. During
WWII, she and her husband Louis Gronowski
(Lulke Grojnowski) assumed key roles in the
French Resistance. In 1949, they returned to
Warsaw where Berger began publishing articles,
stories and books in both Yiddish and Polish.
Forced to leave Poland in 1968, she resumed her
literary activity in Paris, writing for various
Yiddish publications all over the world. Until her
death in 1996, she continued to publish books of
essays and short stories which received awards
internationally.

“Then we’re in the same boat. Where are you
planning to go?”
“With God’s help, I hope to go to America. They
promised it would be very soon. And you, where
will you go?”
“I had hoped to go to relatives in Canada, but I
don’t have their address. They’re searching for
them by their family name, but who knows
whether anything will come of it. I would rather go
to Paris, and I’ve already talked to the Joint about
it. But as you can see, I no longer count on any help
from God. In our greatest hour of need He didn’t
help us, even when little children were being
tortured and murdered.” Her pain was mixed with
sarcasm.
For a few moments Zaminski smiled discreetly, as
though he understood that this was aimed at him.
Then he answered calmly, like a teacher providing
an explanation: “When great misfortunes befall
them, people change. Sometimes they find God and
become committed Jews. During my four-year
ordeal, like other fugitives, I had the opportunity to
observe such spiritual transformations.”

Vivian Felsen (the translator) is from Toronto,
Canada and is a visual artist who has been active in
Yiddish circles. For thirty years she has been
translating French into English, and more recently,
Yiddish into English. She was the recipient of a
Canadian Jewish Book Award for her translation of
Montreal of Yesterday by Canadian Yiddish
journalist and author Israel Medres her grandfather, and her translation of his book Between the
Wars, World Wars, won the prestigious J. I. Segal
Award.

“And I, Teacher, am also a committed Jew, as you
call yourself. However, you were once my teacher,
and you planted a seed in my mind. The seed
slowly took root and, in the circumstances that you
just mentioned, the roots sprouted.”

Vivian was elected to the IAYC Board of Directors.
Her presentation at the conference was, Yiddish
Women Writers: New Translations. Her husband
Dr. Shim Felsen also gave a presentation, Medical
Practices in the Shtetl.
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The Heymish And The Amish
By Bert Stratton – Leader, Yiddishe Cup – Klezmer Band, Cleveland, Ohio
Klezmer Guy Blog, April 17, 2013
I live near two large Amish settlements—
Middlefield, Ohio and Holmes County, Ohio. I
know some of the differences between the various
Amish sects. Some Amish use battery-powered
lights on their buggies. Some don’t. Some use the
triangular orange “slow vehicle” sign, some don’t.

Grine Kuzine” (The Greenhorn Cousin), which the
Amish didn’t seem to go for. I thought they would
like our Yiddish repertoire—since the Amish speak
Pennsylvania Dutch.
Now I know: go easy on the Yiddish at Amish-Jewish
parties.

Speaking of guys-in-black, I also know some very
frum Orthodox Jews. I know what the crocheted
yarmulke means versus the black hat.

Editor’s note: The Pennsylvania Dutch were
incorrectly named when they landed in Philadelphia
on their way to forming a farming community in
Lancaster, PA. The immigration workers mistook the
word “daytsh” for “Dutch”.

I’ve only been around Amish and Jews once. I saw
an Amish man in the lobby of Green Road
Synagogue — an Orthodox synagogue in Cleveland.
I said to myself, “I’m wrong.”
This “Amish“ guy was probably a hipster Jew trying
to look Amish, with a wide-brim hat, beard, no
mustache and a vest—like Solzhenitsyn.
I saw fifteen Amish women in blue dresses and
white bonnets come out of the kitchen. They carried
parfaits on trays.
Then I saw a horse and buggy at the side door.
(How does a horse and buggy get to suburban
Beachwood, Ohio? By truck.)
Solzhenitsyn stacked bales of hay in the temple
lobby and brought in chickens. He was John, an
Amish from Middlefield, and he worked for an
Orthodox Jew who owned a mattress factory and
was hosting a sheva brokhes (post-wedding dinner).
Yiddishe Cup played the dinner. We played our
usual repertoire of Yiddish, Hebrew and klezmer. I
asked the Amish buggy driver what he thought of
the music. He said, “It sounds like Mozart.” I
thought, maybe because of the violin?

Alan Douglass, Yiddishe Cup's keyboard player,
Green Road Synagogue, 2011
Bert Stratton has a weekly blog. You can sign up at:
http://www.yiddishecup.com/blog/

The man stacking the hay said some Amish in Ohio
play harmonica — the 10-hole diatonic model.
“That’s all, for instruments,” he said. “Other
instruments [like flute, guitar] might lead to forming
a band.” A Jewish joke?

Recent postings have the unusual titles:
Rat-And-Mouse Game
Stylin’
A Rough Review Of Yiddishe Cup
I Have A Criminal Record
Humour Me
Tension Headache
The Coolest Guy In Yiddishe Cup
Sly And The Family Stein
Donald Hall And U

The rabbi jokingly asked if Yiddishe Cup knew any
Amish songs. We tried “Amazing Grace”—probably
a first for Green Road Synagogue. The Amish liked
the song. We also played a Yiddish vocal, “Di
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Mame, vi azoy zogt men
“mischief“ af yidish
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
Mistshiv, dos iz a modne vort. Ikh hob dos keyn mol
nisht gehert. Vos meynt dos. Mame, dos iz ven a
kind tut epes er tor nisht. Dos meynt az er hot geton
a shlekhtkn zakh.
Fishl, farvos hot dos kind geton a shlekhtkn zakh?
Kh’veys nisht mame dos iz nisht vikhtik. Kh’vil nor
visn vi azoy zogt men dos af yidish.
Neyn, dos iz take yo vikhtik derfar yidish kinder
torn nisht tuen shlekhtke zakhn.
Mame ale kinder tuen shlekhtke zakhn.
Neyn, az di eltern rirn di kinder in dem rekhtn veg
veln zey nisht zayn shlekht. Kh’veys nor az mayne
kinder un kinds kinder tuen nisht, vi du zogst
“mistshiv”. Efsher ken men nutsn dem vort shtiferay.
Farvos fregstu mir aza modne vort. Hostu geleygt
t’filn haynt… ?
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4-6 In Search of the Meaning in the Holocaust:
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Mishpokhe Kheyndelekh 50 + extras

Transliterated by Ana Berman – Ibergezetst fun yidish, funem forverts
A froy iz gegangen tsu a psikhiater un derklert, az
zi laydt fun a shreklekher fobie.

“Ershtns, hob ikh geredt tsu fil, un tsu hoykh.
Tsveytns, hob ikh genitst a nisht-gute tsishpayz.
Un dritns—hot zi gezogt mit a zifts—hob ikh
gekhapt a gresern fish fun im.”

“Yedes mol vos ikh leyg zikh shlofn, shrek ikh
zikh, az epes ligt untern bet,” hot zi gezogt.

*
“Nisht gedayget,” hot geentfert der psikhiater. “Vi
ale fobies, ken men zikh derfun oys-heyln. Es vet
fodern 20 sesyes.”

*

*

Der shef-redaktor fun a tsaytung hot eyn mol
arayngerufn tsu zikh a shrayber, vos hot shoyn
gearbet dort 10 yor.

“Gut,” entfert di patsyentke. “Vifl vet es mir
kostn?”

“Lekoved dayn ibergegebnkeyt, hob ikh bashlosn
dir tsu gebn tsvey khadoshim urloyb, mit skhires,”
hot der balebos derklert.

“Bloyz $80 a sesye, ober gleybt mir, s’iz keday.”
Di froy hot maskim geven, ober iz mer nisht
tsurikgekumen tsum psikhiater. Sof-kol-sof, hot er
ir telefonirt un gefregt far vos er hert mer nisht fun
ir.

“A groysn dank, ober kh’bin nisht farinteresirt,”
hot der shrayber geentfert.

Entfert zi: “Ven kh’bin aheymgekumen un gezogt
mayn man vifl di terapye vet kostn, iz im ayngefaln
a mer volveler plan: er hot opgehakt di fislekh fun
bet.”

“Tsvey sibes. Ershtns, hob ikh moyre, az mayn
avekgeyn vet efsher shatn dem tirazh.”

*

*

“Far vos nisht?”

“Nu, un vos iz di tsveyte sibe?”

*

Entfert der shrayber: “Kh’hob moyre, az mayn
avekgeyn vet davke nisht shatn dem tirazh.”

Nokh dem vi Odem Harishon iz etlekhe teg
nokhanand aheymgekumen shpet bay nakht, hot
Khave ongehoybn im khoyshed zayn. “Itst farshtey
ikh shoyn,” hot zi, a getrofene, im gezogt. “Du
farbrengst mit a tsveyter froy.”

*

*

*

“Mame, di lererke hot mikh haynt gefregt, tsi ikh
hob shvester oder brider, vos veln a mol kumen in
shul,” hot dos 6-yorike yingele gemoldn.

“Vos falt dir ayn!” --- hot Odem opgeentfert.
“Keyn andere froy iz dokh nishto!”
Yenem oyfdernakht, in mitn a tifn shlof, hot Odem
plutsling derfilt vi Khave tishtet im in der brust.

“Take!” hot di mame gezogt. “S’iz sheyn vos zi
vayzt aroys aza interes in dir! Vos hot zi gezogt
ven du host ir dertseylt, az du bist an eyntsik
kind?”

“Vos tustu?”— fregt er, a farshlofener.

“Zi hot geentfert: ‘Danken got’.”

Entfert zi: “Kh’tseyl dayne ripn.”

*
*

*

*

*

*

A khosid iz amol gekumen zikh aropredn fun
hartsn farn rebn.

A froy iz tsum ershtn mol gegangen khapn fish mit
ir man. Dem tsveytn tog fregt ir di shkheyne vi
azoy s’iz gegangen.

“Oy rebe, mayn kind iz meshuge gevorn, er tantst
mit meydlekh un est khazer!”

“Nisht gut,” entfert di froy. “Kh’hob alts geton
nisht rikhtik.”

Entfert der rebe: “Ven dayn kind volt getantst mit
khazeyrim un gegesn meydlekh, volt er take geven
meshuge. Loyt vos ir zogt mir, iz er bloyz a
sheygets.”

“Vos heyst?”
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Jews and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
Bert Stratton’s Blog
Shul Guys is a Jewish motorcycle club in
Cleveland. What kind of name is Shul Guys? A
wussy, disgraceful name. There is a Jewish club
called Hillel’s Angels. Better.

Maybe Ralph rides his motorcycle and wears the
leather gear because he hasn’t liberated anybody
lately, like his dad did. Ralph’s father was with the
army unit that liberated Majdanek Concentration
Camp.

My friend Ralph Solonitz is the leader of the Vilde
Chayas (Wild Animals). I think it’s just him.

Maybe Ralph has freed somebody and not told me.
Ralph should take his motorcycle out to Vrooman
Road and liberate the Slovenians in Lake County.

The mayor of Beachwood, a Jew, belongs to a
motorcycle club that hangs out at the Chagrin Falls
Popcorn Shop. Some of the guys in his club ride
trikes. That’s not motorcycling, that’s day care.

The Cleveland Jewish News periodically runs
stories about Jewish motorcycle clubs. It’s an easy
story to write. Just name-drop:
• Chai Riders from Arizona
• HawkChais from Iowa
• Hillel's Angels from New Jersey
• Jews on Twos from South Carolina
• Lost Tribe from Virginia
• Motorcycle Mentshen from Ohio
• Shalom n’ Chrome from South Carolina,
• Wandering Twos from Missouri
• Yiden on Wheels – YOW from Australia

Ralph has long hair, a leather jacket and black
boots. He’s a 100% kosher hog (and this blog’s
illustrator). Ralph’s mother, Bertha, is a big fan of
Yiddishe Cup. She follows the band around, or
vice versa. I said hi to her at a Holocaust survivors’
luncheon, and she said, “You know who I am!”
“Yes, your son is a great artist!” I said. Maybe
that’s why she follows the band around.

Harley, Son of David is a Canadian documentary
that used 2 tracks from a Yiddishe Cup recording.

Mrs. Solonitz is from Lithuania. Ralph’s father,
Julian, was from Lithuania, as well. Ralph’s father
grew up in Vilna, now in Lithuania, though for a
long time in Poland. Mr. Solonitz fought in the
Polish army (part of the Soviet army) during WWII.

Consider joining the Vilde Chayas. Ralph needs
company. And you get this jacket:

Editor’s note: Bert Stratton has a great blog at:
http://www.yiddishecup.com/blog/

Julian Solonitz, 1946
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In Search of the Meaning in the Holocaust:
Enemies, a Love Story – Part I
Prof. Yoshiji Hirose - Notre Dame Seishin University
Presented May 1, 2013 at Brooklyn College
1. Singer’s perspective toward the Holocaust

just after the Holocaust. Shosha, focusing upon ghetto
life in 1930’s Warsaw, appeared in the Forward in
Primo Levi comments on the meaning of the Holocaust: 1974 and was published in English translation in
1978.
“The injury cannot be healed, it extends through
time, and the Furies, in whose existence we are
Singer freely admitted that his treatment of the
forced to believe . . . perpetuate the tormentor’s
Holocaust was totally different from that of those
work by denying peace to the tormented.” (Primo
who possessed the authentic experience of being
Levi) (1919-1987)
survivors of the camps, such as Elie Wiesel, Primo
Levi, or Paul Celan. What is more, Singer seemed
Sholom Aleichem is the most popular Yiddish writer in to be more interested in characters who struggled
Japan, known because of the musical and subsequent
under unusual circumstances, rather than in the
Hollywood film The Fiddler on the Roof, both based on
catastrophe itself. So he emphasized human
Sholom Aleichem’s Tevye, the Milkman. Though Sholom psychology instead of the event itself. In the
Aleichem’s name is not well known in Japan, the
author’s note in Enemies, A Love Story, Singer
Japanese version of the play has been performed over
clarified his position:
900 times. We can easily sympathize with Tevye’s
strong attachments to his daughters. His strong sense
Although I did not have the privilege of going
of tradition is also very easy for us to understand
through the Hitler holocaust, I have lived for
because we have the same sense of tradition. In fact,
years in New York with refugees from this
many Japanese people still believe that The Fiddler on
ordeal. I therefore hasten to say that this novel
the Roof is originally a Japanese play.
is by no means the story of the typical refugee,
his life, and struggle. Like most of my fictional
After Tevye, Isaac Bashevis Singer has also become
works, this book presents an exceptional case
widely read in Japanese translation. Most of his works
with unique heroes and a unique combination
have been translated not from the Yiddish originals
of events. The characters are not only Nazi
but from English translations. Almost every Japanese
victims but victims of their own personalities
library has a collection of his books. His works vary
and fate. If they fit into the general picture, it is
widely, from children’s books to Holocaust-related
because exception is the rule. (Enemies, A Love
books or books dealing with dybuks or shlemiels. Most
Story, author’s note)
Yiddish-learners in Japan were impressed by Singer’s
works and decided to study Yiddish to read his works Janet Hadda asserts that Singer refused to attempt
in their original language. Over one hundred
an integration of the past and present. In order to
Japanese scholars have studied the language.
clarify her assertion, she quotes, “I did not have
However, because we have few native speakers of
the privilege of going through the Hitler
Yiddish in Japan, it is almost impossible for us to
holocaust,” which she interprets as follows:
continue learning spoken Yiddish or even to keep an
interest in the language. We have just four Yiddish
With these words, Singer in effect seeks
study groups in Japan: in Tokyo, Kyoto, Kobe, and
permission not to integrate. Yet the very
Okayama. Altogether, only about 50 scholars and
existence of the novel shows that he cannot
students are learning the mame-loshen on a regular
allow himself to pursue such a path. And, once
basis, dreaming of enjoying Singer’s stories in
allowing himself to question, he must question
Yiddish.
everything. (Hadda 180-81)
Sonim Di Geshikhte fun a Libe (Enemies, A Love Story)—
first serialized in the Jewish Daily Forward in 1966
and published in English translation in 1972—is the
first of Singer’s novels to be set in early 1950’s America,

I disagree with Hadda’s interpretation of Singer’s
remark concerning his non-experience of the
Holocaust. Singer most probably meant by
“privilege” the Holocaust survivors’ unwritten
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agreement by which they are permitted to write
freely of their own experiences related to the
tragedy. As a matter of fact, though Singer himself
did not experience the Holocaust, he lost his
mother and younger brother during the War. Still,
he tried to refrain from hurting the victims’
dignity, and he was afraid of being misunderstood
by his readers. The subject is a very sensitive one,
and one cannot be too cautious in the treatment of
the Holocaust. Furthermore, Singer, as a writer, is
not satisfied with the stereotypical stories or
memoirs of the survivors, as he refers to in his
novel Meshuge (1994); instead he is more interested
in the particulars. He seems to mean by “the story
of the typical refugee” that literature is not merely
a reflection of history, “the general picture,” or
idealized picture of the victims, but a description
of the unique response of each character to the
events of history. This is, no doubt, Singer’s
personal perception, his unique concept of
literature. In Meshuge, Singer writes about the
readers’ response:

Enemies, A Love Story opens with Herman’s
nightmare-like awakening.
Herman Broader turned over and opened one
eye. In his dreamy state, he wondered whether
he was in America, in Tzivkev, or in a German
camp. He even imagined himself hiding in the
hayloft in Lipsk. Occasionally all these places
fused in his mind. He knew he was in Brooklyn,
but he heard Nazis shouting. They were jabbing
with their bayonets, trying to flush him out,
while he pressed deeper and deeper into the hay.
The blade of a bayonet touched his head. (9)
Even four years after the war, Herman, a refugee,
cannot have peace of mind because of the atrocities
of the Nazis. To recover and to identify with the
new circumstances still seems to be very hard. The
“Nazis shouting” never leaves him. Like many
other Holocaust survivors, Herman is haunted by
the terror.
As a result of his own experience of hiding,
Herman’s sense of reality sometimes becomes
blurred. When he dreams the above-mentioned
nightmare, he finds a black-and-blue mark on his
forehead, and he touches the bruise and wonders,
“What is this?” When he speculates that it might
have been caused by the bayonet, “The thought
made him smile.” It is noteworthy that he smiles
here just after he wakes up, because he still has
room to reflect upon himself objectively. This smile
has something in common with Jewish humor in
which one saves oneself from an unpleasant or
potentially tragic situation by laughing at one’s
own anguish.

We enjoy works of literature precisely because
they demand no responsibility from us. We are
not called upon to comfort the sufferer or to lend
him a hand. How many victims of Hitler had
come to our editorial office whose stories we
were not willing to hear? In recent years the
editor almost stopped printing the memoirs of
survivors of Treblinka, Maidanek, Stutthof, and
other concentration camps. (Meshuge, 143)
In others words Singer was more concerned about
the readers’ response in the new world of America,
whose readership always wishes to be entertained
by stories. This is re-enforced in his Nobel Lecture,
where Singer declares the responsibility of writers.

This particular perspective on the Holocaust is well
reflected in the portrayal of Herman Broder, the
protagonist of Enemies, A Love Story.

Both Herman and his Polish wife Yadwiga, the two
protagonists, are outsiders, but in different ways.
Herman never shows his true self to anybody and
tries to conceal himself by telling lies. On the
contrary, Yadwiga is a simple and uneducated
Polish woman. Herman confined her to her
apartment, for he is afraid that she would disclose
his secrets to Jews in Coney Island. Figuratively
speaking, he is still pressing himself “deeper and
deeper into the hay.”

Herman Broder is such an unusual hero that many
readers may hesitate to sympathize with him.
Nevertheless, he is an unusually interesting outsider
character, placing himself, as well as being placed,
in special and unusual circumstances.

Another obstacle which bars her from having
contact with the women in the neighborhood is that
she has no children. The Holocaust wiped out
Herman’s entire family, so that he categorically
refused to have children with Yadwiga:

The storyteller and poet of our time, as in any
other time, must be an entertainer of the spirit in
the full sense of the word, not just a preacher of
social or political ideals. (Nobel Lecture, 3)
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In a world in which one’s children could be
dragged away from their mother and shot, one
had no right to have more children. (12)

Wanda is also a Messiah for Jacob, a religious Jew in
Singer’s historical novel The Slave, whom she saves
from a pogrom. Singer’s depiction of these gentiles is
unique and noteworthy, since this attitude of his is
closely related to his unbiased attitude toward Jews
and non-Jews. According to Israel Zamir, Singer
does not believe in the Jews as a race.

His obsessive reaction is understandable if one takes
into consideration the atrocities experienced by his
children during the war. Herman could not imagine
the return of the Nazis and could not escape from
such dreadful daydreams and obsessions:

“The Jews aren’t a race,” he (Singer) stated. “All
of us were the grandsons not only of Jews but
also of the other nations of the world. For two
thousand years, we haven’t been able to
preserve racial purity. Foreign blood is mixed in
us, and we don’t ask a blue-eyed Jew if he’s of
pure race or not. The main thing is what that
man feels in his heart and what people he wants
to belong to. If a Gentile woman wants to be
Jew, the Talmud says she’s one of us. As Ruth
the Moabite said: ‘Thy people shall be my
people and thy God my God.’”(Zamir 41)

The Nazis had come back into power and
occupied New York. Herman was hiding out in
this bathroom. Yadwiga had had the door walled
up and painted so that it looked like the rest of the
wall . . . Herman began to calculate how much
food Yadwiga would need to bring him each day
for him to survive. (14)
During the war Herman was hidden by Yadwiga in a
barn in her native village of Lipsk. The hiding always
haunted him. Thus his life in New York is intertwined with his life in the Holocaust. If we take the
terror of the Holocaust into consideration, we might
be able to sympathize with Herman’s pathological
reactions. This fear is comparable to the author’s own
anxiety of arrest and expulsion from America.

From the Orthodox Jewish point of view, Singer
might be regarded as a blasphemer.
Enemies, A Love Story is the only Singer novel in
which a protagonist is a bigamist. The confusion
caused by the Holocaust has put Herman in an
extraordinary situation because he thought his wife
Tamara was dead and so married Yadwiga after
the war and brought her to New York.

According to Israel Zamir’s Journey to My Father,
Isaac Bashevis Singer (1995), Singer was pathologically afraid of being arrested and sent back to
Europe because of his son, Zamir. Zamir, as a
young man of Israel, was a firm believer in
Communism. In America in the fifties, the
Communists lost their jobs because of McCarthyism. Herman’s constant fear could be interpreted as
the author’s own apprehension at that time.

In contrast to Yadwiga’s innocence and devotion,
Herman is enmeshed in lies. To his wife and
neighbors he is just a bookseller, but in fact, he is a
ghostwriter for a rabbi. Herman ghostwrites the
rabbi’s books, articles, and speeches. He is afraid
that this Rabbi Milton Lampert will discover
Herman’s secret of having married a Polish woman;
the rabbi made speeches and wrote articles
opposing mixed marriages. Ironically, Herman
himself wrote these articles for the rabbi, warning
against mingling with the “enemies of Israel.”

As for Yadwiga, she resembled Wanda, a devoted
Polish woman in Singer’s novel The Slave (1962),
and Tekla, the Polish servant in his novel Shosha.
Unlike Jerzy Kosinski’s atrocious and crude images
of Polish people seen in The Painted Bird (1965),
Singer is very sympathetic to the Polish people and
their reactions toward Jews during the Holocaust.
In fact, many Polish people were forced to
cooperate with the Nazis, or lose their own lives.
But Yadwiga is a compassionate person who risks
all for Herman.

Besides his mixed “marriage,” Herman has a secret
relationship with a Jewish mistress, the Holocaust
survivor Masha Block, whom he met in Germany.
Masha, like Esther in “The Cafeteria,” is a witness to
the atrocities of the Nazis in the death camp.

She put her mother and sister in constant
jeopardy; if the Nazis discovered that a Jew was
hiding out in the barn, they would have shot all
three women and perhaps burned down the
village as well. (11-12)

Editor’s note: Prof. Hirose has been a popular
speaker at our IAYC conferences. In Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania at our recent conference, his lecture
was entitled, My Journey to the World of Yiddish.
Part II to be continued in the next issue.
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זומער װערטער
Summer Words

Gerry Kane

fun Dzheri Keyn
Toronto, Canada
Di zun shaynt, der zumer iz do, un di yunge geyn
arum halb ongeton—oy s’iz a mekhaye far di alte
oygn.
Ikh hob oysgeklibn a grupe verter vos hobn a
shaykhes tsu ayer tsayt af dacha, in vald, oder af a
shpatsir in park
Di verter far di beymer, khayes, feygl, un blumen
zaynen oysegeleygt mit yidishe oysyes, af yidish
translitertirt af English un oykh af english.
Trees די בײמער
der tsederboym --the cedar-- דער צעדערבױם
di sosne-- pine tree די סאָסנע
the maple--der nezboym
דער נעזבױם
oak tree--der demb
דער דעמב
the poplar--di topolye די טאָ פּאָליע
crab-apple eretz-isroyel-epl ארץ ישראל עפּל
the willow di verbe די װערבע

"Gerry Kane, since 2009 has been the Yiddish
columnist of the Canadian Jewish News. Some of his
favorite columns will be published in Der Bay."
Gerry Kane is a child of a mame un tate vos hobn
gehorevet in Toronto’s sweat shops. Oreme
shnayders who instilled in their children the love of
Yiddish, its traditions, and literature. He grew up
listening to his mame and her friends. After a day’s
work in the shops, they met in a leyen-krayz, and
educated each other reading, Mendele, Sholem
Aleykhem, and even Don Quixote in Yiddish.

Animals חיות
brown bear broyner bear ברױנער בער
wolf volf װאָלף
squirrel veverke װעװערקע
skunk der tkhoyer דער טכױר
otter di vidre די װידרע
red fox royter fuks רױטער פֿוקס
the frog di frosh די פֿראָש
the deer der hirsh דער הירש

“Here I am sitting at Mendele’s table, amidst his
books, both in Yiddish and in English, and enjoying
the description of ne’er do-wells and knaves. His
sharp eyes saw the dirt and poverty of the Russian
shtetlakh, pictures of the natural world, and social
criticism both of Yiddish society and the larger
world. When I read about Fishke der Krumer, or Di
Klatshe (the Nag) I know that I’m reading about the
disparities and inequities and foolishness that invest
the human condition—especially the Jewish
condition biz haynt tsu tog.”

Birds פֿײגל
blue heron bloye tsaplie בלויִע צאַ פּליע
turkey vulture indikgrif אינדיקגריף
partridge di proste kuropate די פּראָסטע קוראָ פּאַטע
bald eagle amerikaner odler אַמעריקאַנער אָדלער
dove toyb אַ טױב
hummingbird zhumfoygl זשומפֿױגל
spotted owl gepintlte sove געפּינטלטע סאָװע
the robin dos roytbristl דאָס רױטבריסטל
Canada goose kanader ganz קאַנאַדער גאַנז

Kane lectures in Yiddish and English on Yiddish
literature and gives reason to remember his words,
“I will fight above all for this Jargon and serve my
people.”

Flowers בלומען
tulip tulplan טולפּלאַן
the rose di royz די רױז
dandelion dos luftl דאָס לופֿטל
the lily di lilye די ליליע
the lilac der bez דער בעז
the grapevine der vaynshtok דער װײַנשאָטק

Gerry was a presenter at the IAYC Cleveland
Conference and was chairman of the Canadian
Yiddish Committee.
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Medicine in the Shtetl
by Dr. Shim Felsen
(Presented at the 15th IAYC Conference, Pittsburgh, PA
This is a very broad and complex subject. I have set
boundaries of time and borders, and to fully
understand this, one must also be familiar with
historical events of the time. To fully examine this
subject would require a lengthy lecture, but I shall
try to distil it down to a reasonable length.

refugees lived in deplorable conditions. The shtetls
of Eastern Europe never really recovered from
World War I. It was followed the Russian Civil
War, deteriorating economic conditions, the rise of
Hitler, and anti-Semitism in Poland.
Specific Medical Conditions in the Shtetl

The period of time I’m commenting on here is
between 1800 and 1900. Let me take you on a
medical trip down memory lane. Today we have
PET scans, MRIs, CT, ultrasound, X-rays, and
antibiotics. Penicillin first came into use in 1940, and
sulpha in the 1930s. There was no antisepsis until
1880, when Joseph Lister began washing his hands in
carbolic acid to decrease the infection rate of his
surgeries. He had been inspired by the writings of
Semmelweis and Louis Pasteur, who years earlier
had postulated something invisible – until the advent
of the mircroscope – was causing disease.

Childbirth:
Statistics show that 10 to 20% of women in
childbirth died. They died from the three major
causes that fortunately have been almost eradicated
today, i.e., sepsis (infection), eclampsia (seizures
caused by hypertension, usually with the first
baby), and hemorrhage, which would occur
especially after the 4th or 5th pregnancy. It was
incumbent on all women to do three mitsves, to
ensure a safe childbirth: lighting shabes candles;
following the laws of nide (family purity); khale
nemen, which meant taking a piece of the dough
and throwing it into the oven to commemorate
tithing during the temple period. When a woman
had a miscarriage, it was assumed that she had
neglected to do one of these mitsves.

By shtetl I mean a town in Poland and Russia where
the majority of the population were Jews. Hygiene
was practically non-existent until the late 19th
century. For Jews, washing was for ritualistic
purposes, not for cleansing. Negelvaser, the washing
of the hands upon rising in the morning, washing
before meals when eating bread, and going to the
mikve was for purification spiritually and not for
cleansing. However, bathing before shabes
requiring a good head to foot cleansing, did have
hygienic merit. Sanitation conditions were
rudimentary. Outhouses, if available, were filthy
and smelly, and people tried to avoid them.
Drinking water was fetched from shallow, handdug wells or local streams, and with no regard for
human, animal or other waste. Hence, water-borne
epidemics such as cholera, gastroenteritis, and
hepatitis, were commonplace.

Pediatrics:
Assuming a child was born without being crippled
during delivery by trauma (cerebral palsy), up to
50% of children died before their 5th birthday.
They died from various infant infections,
dehydration or accidents.
General Population:
If children survived to age 5, they would be
considered part of the general population and
would be subject, like everyone else, to the various
epidemics, such as influenza, cholera, or measles.
Also, various infections were rampant in the shtetl,
such as rheumatic fever and tuberculosis. Rarely
was any surgery done, as that science was in its
infancy. As a result, people walked around with
deformed bones after breaking limbs, or hernias
(kiles), for example. Sometimes the hernias were so
big that people had to wear a special truss, (kile
bendl) and, khas vekholile, if you had appendicitis,
you died.

It was not until 1912 that inroads in public health
were made. In 1912 in St. Petersburg, the Society
for the Protection of Health Among the Jews (OZE)
was founded. This society dealt with sanitation
problems in both cities and small towns, and
encouraged health centers, sanitary public baths,
special clinics for mothers and infants, and even
children’s camps. Its efforts were short-lived. With
World War I, death and destruction were
widespread, and hundreds of thousands of
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I won’t even comment on the skin abscesses, boils,
rashes, lice, and the infestation of mice and rats that
were visited on the population in general.

1. Human: a witch or a sorcerer that cast an evil
spell causing a sudden a mental or physical illness.
2. Supernatural: demons or devils or unclean
spirits would cast an evil eye on a person and cause
disease. Not just demons, but angels sent by the
Almighty, for whatever reason, could also cause
illness.
3. Natural causes: old age, natural disasters.

Delivery of Medical Services
Medical care, regardless of its effectiveness, was
delivered as a communal effort in the shtetl.
Organizations or societies were organized usually
around the synagogue. I’m going to list them:
1. Malbish arumim [clothing the naked]– clothing,
protection from the elements.
2. Oyzer dalim – help the poor by collecting
money.
3. Hakhnoses Kale – provide poor brides with
weddings and dowries.
4. Beys yesoymim – orphanage. There were a lot of
orphans
5. Talmud Toyre – education for poor and orphan
kids.
6. Bikur Kholim which helped defray medical
expenses for poor people, and visit the sick
7. Hegdesh – the bikur kholim helped to support
the hegdesh, which was the poorhouse.
8. Hakhnoses orkhim which provided indigent
strangers board and shelter in the hegdesh.
9. Moyshev zkeynim old-age home to help support
the elderly who had no other supports.
10. Khevre Kedisha, looked after the burial and
assisted family during the shive and shloshim.

Understanding cause of disease allows one to treat
it. Specifically, from supernatural causes, one
needed a counter-magic. Hence people believed in
the power of charms or amulets and religious
invocations. Amulets were good luck charms from
early Biblical times and even until today, for
example: four-leaf clovers, lucky coins, etc.
Jewish amulets were of two types, either written or
objects such as herbs, fox’s tails, or stones, and
these were used to heal and protect not just people,
but also property.
There are many references to amulets in the
Talmud. One Talmudic amulet, the even tekume,
was a stone believed to protect against
miscarriages. In the Middle Ages a piece of the
afikomen was placed in a pouch and worn around
the neck to prevent the evil eye. Amulets could be
made from almost everything, and were given
magical powers because of superstitious beliefs.
Rings and medallions became amulets, and
especially precious and semi-precious stones were
thought to have occult magical powers. But
written amulets are thought to be more powerful
because they contained names. These written
amulets were prepared by experts and some had
various psalms, some against Lilith, who would
lurk around the house of a new-born and try to
cause damage. Most amulets had various names of
God and the attributes and name of the person
needing protection. These amulets were custommade.

Practice of Medicine
Medical practice was a mixture of religious belief
and superstition. From Talmudic times, poor
eyesight was thought to be helped by staring at the
shabes candles, or, as in medieval times, by
applying wine to your eyes after havdole.
It was also generally believed that the nastier
tasting the medicine, the better it was for you.
Hence some potions incorporated human or animal
urine and excrement as part of remedies. One
quoted rabbi from the Middle Ages believed that
rubbing warm urine over a gouty joint effected
relief. Applying horse’s blood could cure warts.

Another counter-magic method stemmed from the
belief that illness and death are visited upon man
for his sins. These illnesses were delivered from
God by angels. In the Talmud there are 4 ways to
counteract an adverse decree from above: charity,
prayer, change of conduct, and Change of name.
Hence, when a sick person, especially a child, is
given an additional name, and it is announced in a
minyen, or in a public gathering, it is to fool the
angel charged with bringing the illness to a fatal

Causes and Treatment of Disease
Since the Middle Ages, it was generally thought
that disease was caused by any one or a
combination of all of the following three groups of
causes:
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conclusion. The added name such as Chaim, for
life, or Alter, for old age, is considered as good luck,
especially if the illness recedes.

• cupping (bankes), and in severe cases
• leeches (pyefkes).
The bankes seemed to give people reassurance that
something was being done because they could see
the bruises from the suction of the cup, and the
idea was to draw out the bad blood, leaving the
good blood alone.

Herbs
Herbs were also used to counteract natural and
supernatural diseases. They are the prime
ingredients in all folklore medicine. Some herbs
indeed did have healing powers, but many
ingredients were used because of their magical
powers, for example, herbs picked in or near a
cemetery were considered to be very powerful.

If the sick person did not show improvement, only
then was a doctor called, if one were available. The
doctor would arrive, sit by the patient and assess
him or her, but in many cases that wouldn’t help
either. When the doctor left, having received his
fee, the family would call in the miracle rabbi who
would bring his amulets and prayers.

Medical science has shown some of these
ingredients to be very effective. For example,
• Foxglove for certain types of palpitations, from
which we derive digitalis today.
• Willowbark, for fevers and aches, contains
salicylic acid which we use to make aspirin.
• St. John’s Wort for depression, which is still used
today.
• Valerian, made from a perennial flower, was
used for anxiety and is still used today.

Types of Illnesses in the Shtetl
There were transitory illnesses that people got, and
got over, such as colds and mild flus, and these
were expected in daily life. They were freely
discussed in the home and neighborhood. Chronic
diseases, however, or physical and mental defects,
were not discussed in public, and were considered
a shame (shande) upon the family. Physical defects
such as deafness, blindness, left-handedness, were
hidden. Mental illnesses of all types were also
hidden. Well-off families could afford to contrive
concealment, but for poor families especially in
crowded areas, it was impossible to conceal. These
“meshugeners” would sometimes scare other people
with their antics, and would be derided and
ridiculed by the general population.

Diary of an Illness
When a person became ill, the women took over.
The men became helpless, other than reciting
prayers and psalms. The women rolled up their
sleeves and attacked the problem. But what was
the problem? Something had gotten into the
person and it had to be eliminated. After all the
simple remedies of the house had been tried, such
as raspberry jam in tea or blueberries, the first
person they would call in would be the “enema
lady”. This woman devoted herself exclusively to
administering enemas, using a calf’s bladder and a
goose quill. The warm water was supposed to flush
out the waste matter.

Conclusion
Medicine in the shtetl was a composite of folklore
and superstition with very little scientific
knowledge. When all avenues available to the
healers were exhausted, people prayed. Today, we
have much more scientific knowledge and much
less superstition, but still, when all that can be done
is exhausted, we still pray.

If no improvement occurred, the next person to be
called in would be a feltsher who had a basic
knowledge of various medicines. The term feltsher
stems from the 15th century German meaning
“field shearer”. Feltshers followed the various
armies after a battle was fought to chop off the
wounded arms and legs of the combatants, hence
the name “barber-surgeons”. The most common
cures the feltshers had were:
• castor oil,
• certain gargles for sore throats,

The shtetl is no more, and Fiddler on the Roof
perpetuates an idealistic happy society which is
furthest from the truth. It was a filthy, diseaseridden, impoverished place that one was lucky to
to escape from, but it had its communal societies
that have endured and have blossomed into health
institutions today of which we can be proud.
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Correspondence with S. Gelgor

Synopsis of Shattered Childhood
Author - Lucy Deutsch

The article written by Ethel Gordon; May-June 2013
is very interesting. She asks if there were words to
describe the specialties in the garment industry!

Lucy was born in Irshava, Czechoslovakia on April
13, 1930. Shattered Childhood is a true story of a child
living through the unspeakable horrors in World
War II. In 1939, Irshava and its provinces became
Hungary. Lucy learned of hatred and oppression
against Jews, but she was able to have a happy
childhood.

These were cutter, tailor, and finisher. If you know
the history, they were all one person, the ‘chiat’.
Because the Jews were not allowed to pursue the
professions, or any other reserved for the public of
higher echelon, he was put into the trades, where he
excelled. Many became tailors or shoemakers. The
result of this is that the garment industry in most of
the World was in the hands of the Jews. Examples:
USA. UK, South Africa, France, spring to mind.
We can be very proud of this achievement. Please
bring this to her attention; he was the specialist!!

The author’s compassion and insight develops her
character, using an innocent style that reflects her
childhood purity.
High Points In This Story
1. Her efforts to organize help for old people and
bring laughter to small children in the ghetto.

S. Gelgor.
***
Thank you for bringing it to our attention. What is
your background and interests? Most people do not
take the time to add wonderful information to
articles. It is appreciated.

2. On the train to Auschwitz, she describes terrible
events.
3. First night in Auschwitz, with the discovery that
people are being burned in the crematoriums.
4. Touching and heart-warming events between
her and her big sister, but only to be tragically
separated.

Fishl
***
I am ex South African; born in Israel; aged 8 months
taken to Grodno, Belo Russia, was there for 12
months, where I was exposed to Yiddish. At 21
months I arrived in South Africa. From that date I
remember most things that happened to me. I met
Norman Sarkin, with whom I had a glancing
acquaintance from the old country. He introduced
me to a Yiddish speaking group, and lent me your
newsletter, hence the comment! Kol Hacoved to you
for this effort.

5. Later, in Camp Branau, finding compassion
from a German woman.
6. Being saved by a miracle from the death house
after a tragic accident.
7. On the death march, in constant physical pain,
seeing women prisoners shot to death in the ditch.
8. Liberation from the Germans—vivid description
of the front between the Russians and the Germans.

Editor’s note: Our readers may remember Norman
Sarkin and his lovely wife Heather from the IAYC
conference in La Jolla, California, a northern suburb
of San Diego.

9. The homecoming and bitter discovery that she
has become an orphan.

Norman sold his very successful insurance company,
and they made aliyah to Israel where he promptly
became involved with the Sirkin Yiddish Club (no
relative to the name). The club soon joined IAYC and
it has been a member ever since.

11 Coming of age and discovering love.

10. Struggling to reach freedom from a new
oppression—unjust imprisonment by the Russians.

12. Description of spiritual feelings and becoming
a freedom fighter for a good cause.
13. Reaching America and becoming a writer of
human-interest stories. Creating a successful
manufacturing business of fine leather goods.

In a recent skyping with Norman and Heather we
again were reminded about the high real estate
prices in Tel Aviv. Heather suggested Ynetnews.com
as the best news source to follow.

All through this script, Lucy describes horrible
events with flashbacks of happy memories.
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Fishele, vos tustu haynt?
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
Mamenyu, oy, s’iz gut tsu redn mit dir. A dank far
klingen.
Farvos fregstu mikh? Du bist in gan eydn. Farvos
dertseylstu nisht vos du tust? Hostu gegesn mit Im
oder dem tatn. Hostu geredt mit Ruvn? Du veyst az
er iz gegangen tsvantsik yor frier. Zayn tsviling
voynt in palo alto nisht vayt fun serke un mir. Mir
zeen im yede tsvey vokhn.
Okay, kh’vel onheybn un dertseyln vos pasirt mit
undz. Yedn tog kling ikh Debi, efsher azeyger zeks
in der fri. Zi arbet mit Steven, ir man. Er iz a
khezhbn-firer un hot zayn eygene firme. Bay ir in
florida iz es nayn azeyger, vayl dortn iz es dray sho
shpeter.
Arum nayn azeyger, mayn tsayt, skype ikh mit
Melani, Debis tokhter, un Lyla Sofia, undzer
ureynikl. Mir hobn a sakh fargenign, nisht nor fun
redn mit zey nor fun zeen zey afn kompyuter ekran.
Nekhtn hobn zey beyde getrogn kleyder funem
zelbn kolir.

Der Bay

Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner
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2 Hart and Bob Hoffman in Hawaii – Hart writes
about their visit to Fishl and her Canadian tour
and writes about her grandfather.
Jews and Yiddish in the Intermountain Region –
This article was prompted by a note sent from Dr. Ted
Century of Boise, Idaho. The College of Idaho now has
the only chair in Judaic Studies in the entire region.
Professor Howard Berger holds that position.
3 Mishpokhe Kheyndlekh zenen ibergezetst fun
yidish, funem forverts. These transliterations are
done by Ana Berman of Toronto, a long time
Yiddish teacher. This is a regular column. Her
husband Sol is thanked for submitting them.

10-11 Sarah Brett nee Luel – This is the biography of
a remarkable woman who was in the Łódź ghetto,
Auschwitz, and finally Mauthausen. She
presented this at the Pittsburgh IAYC conference.
12 Montreal: Odes in Kanade – Fun Dzheri Keyn
Er heybt on mit dem toyt fun Khave Rozenfarb un hot a
reshime fun vikhtike shraybers vos hobn gevoynt in
Montreal.
13 Farvos darf men yidish? – Fun Dzheri Keyn. In
yidish mit yidishe oysyes. Dzheri shraybt nokh amol un
vet hobn mer artiklen far undz.

1 14 Yiddish Club Handbook – Fishl lays out the
chapters of a future Yiddish club handbook.
4-6 In Search of the Meaning in the Holocaust:
Yiddish and an Alzheimer Episode – Max Fallek
Enemies, a Love Story – Part II Prof. Yoshiji
skillfully describes an emotional experience he
Hirose delivered this lecture at Brooklyn College
had in his Chaplaincy with a patient when Max
after his presentation in Pittsburgh, PA. It was his
spoke to him in Yiddish.
fifth IAYC conference appearance.
7 Seiger’s Restaurant by Bert Stratton – Bert returns
with another of his “homey” and well-written
stories of the old times in Cleveland, his hometown.
8 Dr. Fernando Peñalosa: A Life of Diversity – This
is the biography of a remarkable convert to
Judaism whose father was a Mexican immigrant
and mother an Indiana Hoosier. He was a
professor of library science at USC and later
completed a second Ph.D. in Sociology.
9 A Love Affair with “The Dybbuk” – This article
is about how Dr. Peñalosa became interested in
the Dybbuk and the three books he has published
on the topic.

15 Dr. Jack Berger Comments – Jack gives an erudite
discourse in reference to Gerry Kane’s article
containing “Summer Words”.
Shmuel Polonski's 1931 Yiddish Songbook "Far
Yugnt" by Eric Gordon - Polonski, a 29-year-old
composer, prepared a songbook for use in the
Yiddish school system and by Yiddish choruses.
16 Mame, s’regnt indroysn – Fishl’s monthly shmues
with mame. There are 90 mame stories online in
Hrabina of Hunterdon and in paperback.
The back page has Fishl’s email address and URL
for Der Bay’s website. See how to receive the free
online edition for your club and other friends.

Mishpokhe Kheyndelekh 32

Transliterated by Ana Berman – Ibergezetst fun yidish, funem forverts
A khirurg hot gemakht a forzikhtike guf-batrakhtung
fun a nayem patsyent. Nokhn iberkukn di rezultatn
fun der magnetisher tomografye (MRI), hot der
dokter gefregt: “Vet ir konen batsoln far an
operatsye, oyb ikh zog aykh, az s’iz neytik?

Der 17-yoriker Shmulik iz geven a gerotener
talmid, ober iz oft mol gekumen shpet in shul.
Plutsling hot Shmulik ongehoybn kumen yedn tog
batsaytns. Ven der shul-direktor hot zikh bagegnt
oyf der gas mit Shmuliks tatn, hot er im ibergegebn
di gute bsure.

Fregt der patsyent: “Vet ir haltn, az s’iz neytik, oyb
ikh zog aykh, az ikh ken nisht batsoln derfar?”

“Avade!” -- hot der tate gezogt. -- “Kh’hob im dokh
gekoyft an oyto.”

*
*
*
Der balebos hot tomid gerufn di vekhntlekhe zitsung
oyf Fraytik, 4:30 nokh mitog. Sof-kol-sof, hot eyner
fun di arbeter gefregt far vos.

“Nu, iz vos?” -- fregt der director.
Entfert der tate: “Itst muz er kumen fri, kedey tsu
gefinen a parkir-ort.”

“Poshet,” entfert der balebos. “Kh’hob ayngezen, az
dos iz di eyntsike tsayt fun der vokh, ven keyner vil
zikh nisht oystaynen mit mir.”

*
*
*
A farvalterin fun a groyser firme hot gehat a zun,
velkher hot, nebekh, nisht gekent gefinen keyn
arbet.

*
*
*
A Yid iz geforn oyf a vikhtiker zitsung un, zeendik
vi shpet es iz, hot zikh geyogt tsu gefinen a parkirort.

“Far vos arbetstu nisht far der mamen?” -- hot
zayn khaver gefregt.

Kukndik in himl arayn hot er geshepshet: “Got, oyb
du helfst mir gefinen a parkir-ort, zog ikh tsu, az ikh
vel onheybn yedn tog leygn tfiln.” Plutsling hot
zikh far zayne oygn antplekt an ort. Der Yid hot
vider gekukt in himl un tsugegebn: “Farges vos
kh’hob gezogt; kh’hob shoyn gefunen!”

“Ikh ken nisht,” hot er geentfert. “Ir firme hot a
shtrenge politik kegn onshteln noente kroyvim.”

*
*
*
Goldshteyn hot bakumen a briv fun a khoyvesagentur mit di verter “tsveyte dermonung”,
vorenendik, az er hot nokh alts nisht batsolt zayne
shtayern. Er iz glaykh geforn in agentur-byuro un
zikh antshuldikt, vos er hot nisht reagirt oyf der
ershter dermonung.

*
*
*
Perls 8-yorike eynikl iz gekumen farbrengen
etlekhe vokhn bay ir, hot Perl bashlosn ir
oystsulernen vi tsu neyen. Nokh dem vi Perl hot ir
gevizn vi azoy durkhtsufedemen di ney-mashin un
vi zi tsu nitsn, hot dos meydele zi ongekukt mit
groyse oygn un gefregt: “Du kenst dos alts ton,
ober mayn video-shpil veystu nisht vi tsu shpiln?!”

“Ver hot oysgetrakht aza narishe takone?”
“Mayn mame.”

“Zorgt zikh nisht,” hot der ongeshtelter gezogt mit a
shmeykhl. “mir shikn nisht aroys keyn ershte
demonung, vayl mir veysn shoyn, az di tsveyte iz a
sakh mer efektiv.”

*
*
*
Vaserman iz gegangen tsum dokter un zikh baklogt
vegn farshidene veytikn ibern guf. Nokh a
protimdiker batrakhtung hot der dokter im
ibergegebn, az er zet oys gezunt.

*
*
*
A man hot ongeklungen a gevise luft-linye un
gefregt: “Vi lang doyert a direkter fli fun Nyu York
keyn Boston?”
“Eyn minut,” hot di telefonistke gezogt.

“Nemendik in batrakht, az ir zent alt 85 yor, zent ir
in an oysergeveyntlekhn matsev,” hot der dokter
gezogt. “Ober keyn kishef-makher bin ikh nisht.
Kh’ken aykh nisht makhn yinger.”

“A dank,” hot er geenfert, un oyfgehangen dos
traybl.
*
*
*

“Ver zogt, ir zolt mikh yinger makhn?” -- hot
Vaserman gezogt. -- “Kh’vil bloyz zayn zikher, az
ikh vel nokh vern elter!”
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In Search of the Meaning in the Holocaust: Enemies, a Love Story – Part II
Prof. Yoshiji Hirose – Presented May 1, 2013 at Brooklyn College

2. A Religion of Protest

ideas of the Holocaust theologian Ignaz Maybaum.
In his The Face of God after Auschwitz, Maybaum
affirms the continuing validity of God’s covenant
with Israel. He insists that God continues to
intervene in the history of the Jews, His Chosen
People. Maybaum sees the Holocaust as God’s
deliberate intervention. He categorically rejects the
idea that it was in any sense divine punishment, but
instead he insists on a sacrificial interpretation of the
Shoah (Holocaust): just as Jesus was the innocent
victim whose death made possible the salvation of
humanity, so too the millions of Holocaust victims
must be seen as divinely chosen sacrificial offerings.

In Singer’s novel Meshugah, Aaron Greidinger, the
first-person narrator, defines “a religion of protest.”
“What I meant was that one may believe in God’s
wisdom and yet deny that He is the source of
goodness only. God and mercy are not absolutely
synonymous . . . We will no longer be flatterers
and masochists; we will no longer kiss the rod that
whips us.” (Meshugah, 37)
After the Holocaust, many Jews no longer remained
unconditional believers in God’s mercy. Having lived
through the incredible situation of the Holocaust,
Masha has formed her own philosophy and says
without hesitation:

Masha strongly rebuts such an interpretation of the
Holocaust:
If it had been God’s purpose to improve His
Chosen people by Hitler’s persecution, he had
failed. The religious Jews had been practically
wiped out. The worldly Jews who managed to
escape had, with few exceptions, learned nothing
from all the terror. (41)

“Slaughtering Jews is part of Nature. Jews must be
slaughtered—that’s what God wants.” (34)
Masha graphically and dramatically expresses “a
religion of protest”. She never denies the existence of
God, but she cannot believe in His mercy. In her
eyes, God was never an incarnation of goodness or
mercy to Jews, but was merciless enough to allow the
Nazis to kill non-resisting Jews in the Holocaust.

Obviously she does not deny the existence of God,
and yet she cannot accept either the sacrificial
meaning of the Holocaust or the punitive
interpretation.

Like Herman, she fears that extermination of Jews
could begin in America. Her mother, Shifrah Puah, is
still haunted by the atrocity of the Holocaust.

A similar philosophy of “a religion of protest” is
repeated by the first person narrator, David
Bendiner, of Singer’s The Certificate (1992).

Other refugees used to say that with time one
forgets, but neither Shifrah Puah nor Masha
would ever forget. On the contrary, the farther
removed they were from the Holocaust, the closer
it seemed to become. (39)

Jews have been pleading, “Hear, O Israel . . .” for
countless thousands of years, while the Lord
continues to do what He likes. He guides the
stars in the sky and devotes Himself to comets,
planets, protons, electrons. He is a physicist, a
chemist, and astronomer. (The Certificate, 224)

Masha’s suicide after her mother’s death has much to
do with this haunting nightmare of the Holocaust.
Cynthia Ozick maintains,
To Holocaust survivors, Hell in fact did not end
when the chimneys closed down, but was simply
freshening for a second run—Auschwitz being the
first hell, the post-Auschwitz the second. (Ozick 35).
Masha’s concept of “a religion of protest” is also a
result of the Holocaust. In order to understand fully
what she means by that, it is worth looking at the
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In this way, Singer’s concept of the Jewish God
never shows any special favor to Jewish believers;
instead, God just continues to do what He likes.
Because of his concept of God, or “a religion of
protest,” Singer is sometimes labeled a “pessimist.”
However, he strongly claims, “The pessimism of the
creative person is not decadence, but a mighty
passion for the redemption of man.” (Nobel Lecture
6) So even if Singer’s religion of protest may sound

pessimistic, it is a starting point to find an answer to
suffering other than being intoxicated by fanatical
religious belief or believing in a messianic political
movement such as socialism.

Consequently there are no major works of Jewish
imaginative genius written in any Gentile
language, sprung out of any Gentile culture. . . .
The fact is that nothing thought or written in
Diaspora has ever been able to last unless it has been
centrally Jewish. If it is centrally Jewish it will last for
Jews. If it is not centrally Jewish it will last neither for
Jews nor for the host nations. (Art &Ardor, 168-169)

3. Yiddish after the Holocaust
Irving Howe comments, “Singer writes Yiddish
prose with a verbal and rhythmic brilliance that, to
my knowledge, can hardly be matched.” The great
master of Yiddish prose continued to write in
Yiddish until the end of his life. To him, Yiddish
represented a uniquely symbolic time and space
wherein he dwelled. In other words, he expressed
his identity through the dying language.

According to this concept of the literature of the
Diaspora, Singer’s particular depiction of Jewish
experiences in a Yiddish-speaking ghetto or milieu
is the best example of the literature of a Jewish exile.
However, Singer is “an artist and transcendent
inventor, not a curator.” (Art &Ardor, 220) He never
hesitates to deviate from the mainstream of the
Yiddish literary tradition. As often happens with
creative artists, Singer was destined to become an
outsider even among Yiddish writers in America, as
a “betrayer of Israel” or a double-distanced outsider,
because of the nature of his honesty.

Long after he immigrated to America, Singer still
belonged to the old East European Yiddish culture
which was eradicated by the Holocaust. It is no
wonder that he was critical of Modern Hebrew.
Because of the Holocaust, “Yiddish has,
paradoxically, turned into a holy language, loshn
hakodesh, thus taking the place of Hebrew”
(Milbauer 75) which, having discarded its religiosity,
became the mundane language of the state of Israel.

In the Jewish Daily Forward of January 24, 1958,
Singer writes about his significant subject matter:

The juxtaposition of Yiddish and Modern Hebrew
has much to do with Singer’s own identity. In
Meshugah, he comments upon Hebrew, comparing it
to Yiddish:

In the period of the Hitler catastrophe, many Jews
carried around with them all kinds of fantasies
about how to take revenge on the Germans and
how to save Jews. My fantasy was: to find a way
to revive those who died. In my fantasy, I had
some sort of potion or herb that would bring the
dead back to life. . . .

Not Yiddish but Hebrew reigned there, the proud
language of the patriarchs, not the jargon of exile.
Those who continued to wage the ancient battle
with the Philistines planned to erase from their
memories two thousand years of expulsions and
ghettos, inquisions and pogroms. They wanted to
be a nation among nations, the same as all the
others. (Meshugah, 156)

Unfortunately, a human being doesn’t possess
the ability to revive the dead. But I wanted at
least to bring to life in literature those who had
been annihilated, to provide the Yiddish reader
with images of individual men and women with
all the features and peculiarities that are
characteristic for an individual. This is, in fact,
the purpose of everything that I write. (My
Father’s Court, XI)

To Singer, Yiddish is not only a symbol of the ghetto
Jews but also a symbol of a religious and peaceloving people.
Cynthia Ozick argues, “Literature does not spring
from the urge to Esperanto but from the tribe.” This
is true of Singer, who continued writing in Yiddish
until the end of his life. Interestingly, Ozick further
expands her concept regarding literature and its
language of the Diaspora.

Singer never hesitates, if necessary, to deviate from
the genteelness of traditional Yiddish literature by
recreating the life of Yiddish-speaking people in
Poland before the war. Not only sexual affairs but
also the Yiddish-speaking underworld, as seen in
Scum (1991), were objects that he could deal with. To
Singer, the darker side of pre-war Jewish life is also
an integral part of the whole picture of the society,
and the Yiddish language is the best means to
“revive those who died.”

Imaginative writers, by contrast, are compelled to
swim in the medium of culture; literature is an
instrument of a culture, not a summary of it.
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At the banquet held for the Nobel Prize winners in
1978, Singer delivered a humorous speech about
Yiddish.

Prof. Yoshiji “Yoshi” Hirose

I am often asked why I write in a dying language.
I like to write about ghosts, and a dying language
is best suited to writing about demons and ghosts.
The deader the language, the more alive the ghost.
Ghosts like the Yiddish language, and as far as I
know, they all speak it. I believe not only in
demons and ghosts, but also in resurrection. I’m
sure that someday millions of Yiddish-speaking
corpses will rise out of their graves, and that their
first question will be: “What’s the latest Yiddish
book?” (Zamir 177)
Notes
Cynthia Ozick, Metaphor & Memory (New York:
Vintage International, 1989), 35.
Professor Hirose is in the English Department at
Notre Dame Seishin University and received his
doctorate from Kansai University (Osaka, Japan).
He is affectionately called “Yoshi” and has a
diploma in Jewish Studies (Oxford Centre for
Hebrew and Jewish Studies, England), and an MA
from the University of Washington.
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Kyoiku Tosho, 2002.

Singer, Isaac. A Friend of Kafka. New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, 1962.
--------. Shosha. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1978.
--------. Enemies, A Love Story. London: Penguin
Books, 1983.
--------. Nobel Lecture. New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 1994.
--------. Meshugah. New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 1994.
--------. The Certificate. New York: Penguin Books,
1994.
--------. My Father’s Court. Jerusalem: The Hebrew
University, 1996.

Articles in Der Bay
• In search of the meaning in the Holocaust: Enemies,
a Love Story - Singer’s perspective toward the
Holocaust (In two parts)
• Howard Jacobson’s The Finkler Question: Yiddish
Humor and Jewish anti-Zionism (In three parts)
• Yiddish-style “kuwabara kuwabara!”
• E-mail sent to Murray Meld, Seattle, WA
• Michael Chabon: Wonder Boys:
Tradition and Innovation in Comic Figures
• Ode to a Vanishing Language: Participating in the
11th IAYC Conference

Zamir, Israel. Journey to My Father, Isaac Bashevis
Singer. New York: Arcade Publishing, 1995.

Prof. Hirose’s Current Address:
459-8 Nakai Okayama-city, Okayama 703-8205 Japan
Phone: (Japan) 86-275-6557
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Seiger’s Restaurant
By Bert Stratton

The cops at the Sixth District police station in
Cleveland considered me a hippie spy from the
Heights. But when I told the cops I was a Seiger
(“My uncle owned Seiger’s Restaurant on E. 118th
and Kinsman”), the cops warmed up to me. The
cops — the older ones, the bosses — all knew
Seiger’s Restaurant.

sometimes cars were parked two-lanes deep on
Kinsman. “I couldn’t even spend a nickel in
Seiger’s,” retired cop Bill Tofant said.
Itchy Seiger, my great uncle, was the owner and
chief kibitzer (glad-handler/talker). He had been a
cloak-maker in Galicia, Austria-Hungary. Itchy
was the greeter. Aunt Lil did the cooking, except
the breads and strudels, which she bought.
There was a party room, seating about 65, in the
basement. The matchbooks read: “Seiger’s
Restaurant, Delicatessen, Barroom, and
Rathskeller.”
I didn’t go to Seiger’s Restaurant often. My parents
didn’t think Kinsman was the right direction for a
Sunday drive. More often we wound up out east —
the other direction — at the Metroparks.

Cleveland Jewish News, 1968
Seiger’s Restaurant was a Damon Runyon casting
hall on Kinsman Road. All manner of hustlers,
cops, businessmen and shnorers (beggars) hung out
there. The shnorers were Orthodox Jewish tzedaka
(charity) collectors who had their own booth in the
back.

Danny — my cousin – started showing up at
Yiddishe Cup gigs in the 2000s. I asked him about
the mini-feud between his father (my Uncle Itchy)
and my grandmother, Anna Soltzberg (nee Seiger).
Itchy and Anna had been half-siblings. (Enough
with the genealogy, Klezmer Guy!) Danny said
Itchy and Anna had had two things in common:
sugar diabetes and iron wills.

My Great Aunt Lil Seiger served the shnorers
kosher food from her apartment, which was at the
back of the store. The shnorers wouldn’t eat the
non-kosher food from the restaurant. The deli was
kosher-style, not kosher. “We served the rabonim
[the rabbis] on special china and silverware,
milkhig,” Lil’s son Danny said.

My grandmother’s candy store — near Itchy’s deli
on Kinsman — had frequently been “oyf tsoris”
(badly off), and Itchy rescued it, Danny said.
“Everybody loved Itchy,” Danny said. Everybody
but my grandmother who complained about
Itchy’s buy-out terms on her store. Later, my
grandmother opened a candy store further east on
Kinsman, near Shaker Heights.
“At the restaurant, there were two brothers, the
Schoolers,” Danny said. “One, Joe, wanted a soft
matzo ball. The other, Morty, wanted a matzo ball
as hard as a baseball. Ma made both kinds. That’s
how we thrived.”
Somebody should take Danny, age 80, and a video
camera for a stroll down Kinsman. Walk Danny
through the old neighborhood and into Seiger’s,
which was recently a soul food restaurant. (Today
it’s boarded up.)
—

Seigers: Audrey (daughter), Lil, Danny (son) and
Itchy, 1948

Footnote: Seiger’s is pronounced Sigh-ger’s
(rhymes with High-gers) by Jews, and See-ger’s by
cops. Seiger’s closed in 1968.

Rabonim – and cops — ate well at Seiger’s. Nobody
ever got a ticket for an expired parking meter, and
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Dr. Fernando Peñalosa
A Life of Diversity
diversity still beckoned to me, and I completed an
M.A. in anthropology and a second Ph.D. in
sociology. Until my retirement in 1990, I taught
sociology, anthropology, Chicano studies, and a few
linguistics courses. I received a third M.A. in
linguistics, and wrote two books on sociolinguistics.
In 1965 I converted to Judaism because of my
admiration for all the creative Jews throughout
history and because of an attraction to the Hebrew
language. In 1968 I spent six months in Israel
researching the integration of olim from Latin
America. I was able to visit people in 198 homes
and quiz them on their lives in Latin America and
Israel. They were very cooperative and gracious.
My stay enabled me to travel all over Israel, as well
as into the West Bank, Golan Heights, the Gaza
strip, and the Sinai Peninsula. It was only six
months after the Six Day War, and it was one of the
most rewarding experiences of my life.
I was born in Berkeley, CA in 1925 to a Mexican
immigrant and a Hoosier from Indiana. I spent a
year in Mexico City living with my grandparents
and three aunts. That is when I really learned
Spanish, although I also majored in it in college.
My parents had a wide range of friends: French,
German, Polish, Jewish, Russian, Guatemalan,
Armenian, Chinese, and Swedish. I was fascinated
by the discussions that took place when we had
company. Out of this grew my lifelong fascination
with languages and cultures.

Since my retirement in 1990, I have concentrated on
publishing books, both my own and those of
others. I established Yax Te’ Books and the nonprofit Yax Te’ Foundation for publishing books by
and about the contemporary Maya of Guatemala.
(Yax Te’ means ‘green trees,’ which is what Palos
Verdes means.) I published about 40 books, only
three written by me. I translated folktales from
Akatek Maya, recent Maya literary works from
Spanish to English, and some Maya ethnographies.
I then published four books on Yosemite, Yosemite
in the 1930s, The Joy of Yosemite, Gabriel Sovulewski:
Yosemite’s Master Trail Builder, and Shirley Sargent:
Yosemite Historian under the Quaking Aspen Books
imprint. The name has a Yosemite connection,
carried forward with Tsiterboym Books.

During World War II, I was drafted into the
Mexican Army, serving as a sergeant in the medical
corps. I was studying in Mexico, and since my
father was still a Mexican citizen, I was too, and
was subject to Mexican military service. When I
returned to the U. S., I volunteered for the U. S.
Army and served at Camp Lee, VA and Fort
Warren, WY, where I was assigned to the post
library and decided to become a librarian. My
library skills are invaluable in my research. To a
former cataloguer, the algorithms by which one
searches for information are patently transparent.

I was almost 70 years old when I made my first trip
to Hawai`i. I published an environmental and
historical account of a high-altitude rain forest with
treacherous bogs, the Alaka’i Swamp: The Alaka`i:
Kaua`i’s Unique Wilderness. That is the last book I
published before embarking on Jewish topics.
We live in Rancho Palos Verdes, about 25 miles
south of Los Angeles, on a hill directly overlooking
the Pacific Ocean with a view of Catalina Island.

After receiving a Ph.D. in library science, I taught it
at the University of Southern California. But
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A Love Affair with “The Dybbuk”
By Dr. Fernando Peñalosa
I do not recall the circumstances under which I first
heard about The Dybbuk. But in the late 1960s I was
studying Modern Hebrew in preparation for my trip
to Israel. While browsing in a Jewish bookstore in the
Fairfax District of Los Angeles, I found a two-LP
recording of the play, and bought it. It was a
performance by Habima, and was probably the last
time the iconic Hanna Rovina sang the role of Leah. I
played it over and over again until I could follow it
without consulting the libretto. Later when cassettes
and CDs came into fashion, I got rid of my 78s and
LPs, including Hadibbuk. A few years ago I was
thinking about the play, and was seized by the desire
to listen to it again. I consulted WorldCat to see if any
library might be willing to lend it. Only one library
was listed, and they would not lend it. However,
they would lend the libretto to the Palos Verdes
Library so I could make a photocopy. I knew nothing
about the play or its author, and it aroused my
curiosity. I began to research its origins and history
and found out it had originally been written in
Russian and Yiddish, and the play I was familiar
with had been translated from Yiddish. I realized
that if I wanted to understand the play, I would have
to read it in the original, so I taught myself to read
and translate Yiddish.

unsuccessful lover inhabits the body of the hapless
bride. That is, the two love each other. This is the
nature of the tragedy.
An-sky wrote another Hasidic tragedy, Tog un
nakht that depicts Hasidism less favorably. The
central character in each play is a powerful tzadik, a
Hasidic wonder rabbi. In The Dybbuk, Rabbi Azriel,
who performs the exorcism, is a saintly charismatic,
saintly figure, the only real hero of the play. In Day
and Night, Rabbi Dan is a lecherous scoundrel.
All this discussion about the themes of the play
does not give the reader an idea of what the play is
like. Reading it can convey a great deal, but to fully
enjoy it, you must see a performance. Small theatre
groups around the world have produced successful
performances and operas, ballets, and musical
compositions based on The Dybbuk.
The major publication from my research is The
Dybbuk: Text, Subtext, and Context, (2012), consisting
mainly of an analysis of the play’s sources, its
development, and the history of its performances.
In addition I published bilingual editions of
Parodies of An-sky’s “The Dybbuk” (2012) and Four
Plays by S. An-sky (2013). The first is the tragic Tog
un nakht; the others take place around 1905 Russian
Revolution: Der Zeyde, Foter un Zun, and In a
Konspirativer Dire (In a Conspiratorial Apartment).
All three books are published by Tsiterboym Books
and are available at Amazon.com. A fourth book is
awaiting final proof from the printer and should be
available in early July 2013. It is a bilingual
(Hebrew-English) edition of Chaim Nachman
Bialik’s superb translation from the original
Yiddish. It is generally considered a masterpiece in
its own right. It had never been translated into
English before.

The author of this, the crown jewel of the Jewish
theatre, was Sh. An-sky (1863-1920), a freethinking
Socialist playwright, poet, novelist, ethnographer,
relief worker, and political activist. Disturbed by the
virulent anti-Semitism in the Russian Empire, he
wrote The Dybbuk to counteract the negative
stereotypes by offering a favorable presentation of
Hasidic folklore. The basic plot is simple: A young
maiden in love with one youth being forced to marry
another—that is the kernel of play around which the
rest is developed. It is preceded by another narrative,
that of two young men who vow that if the wife of
one gave birth to a son and the wife of the other gave
birth to a daughter, they would be betrothed. This
theme of prenatal betrothal is common in classic
Jewish literature and folklore: the result is usually a
tragedy for one party to the agreement violates it.

What next? Several editions of the Yiddish version
of The Dybbuk exist, and English translations, but
there has never been a bilingual edition. I have
produced one, but it needs much work. It should
soon be available. Visit my Facebook page at:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/TsiterboymBooks-Publishers-of-Yiddish-Theatre/
608966492462524 where you will find much
information about The Dybbuk and related topics.

The other half of The Dybbuk is the dybbuk himself. A
dybbuk is usually defined as a malevolent spirit that
inhabits the body of a living person. An-sky’s
dybbuk is unique in that the spirit of the
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Sarah Brett nee Luel - From Pittsburgh, PA
Presenter at the 15th IAYC Conference

We had two Jewish schools, but were allowed to
speak Polish only. We attended school six days a
week with only Shabbat off. Four afternoons a
week I went to Beth Yakov, which was a school
where Jewish girls learned Yiddish and Hebrew. It
had been organized by the Orthodox men of
Pabianice.
After finishing grade school, I commuted to Lodz
every day except Shabbat to a private Jewish
gymnasium (high school). Pabianice had two statesupported high schools and some Jewish kids
attended, but I didn't go there, because one had to
go on Shabbat and my family was very observant.

I was born in Pabianice, Poland (which now has a
population of 70,000 people) and lived with my
mother, father, two younger sisters Frumet and
Raisa, little brother Yakov, and my maternal
grandmother. We lived in a large apartment
complex that had a central courtyard.
My father owned a textile factory in Pabianice in
partnership with his brother and two brothers-inlaw. They manufactured fabrics for shirts. Father
designed the fabric patterns, took care of running
the factory in Pabianice, and commuted several
times a week by streetcar to Łódź, a larger city that
is about a thirty minute streetcar ride away from
where we lived. He and his partners had a store
and warehouse in Łódź.
The growth of the Jewish population in Pabianice
was tied to the development of the local textile
industry and the spinning mills. In 1938, there were
8,000 Jews in Pabianice, which was 16% of the total
population. Many Jewish organizations were active
in the community, including a Zionist organization.
Our city had a beautiful synagogue that had been
built in 1847 and was restored in 1880. It was
famous for its frescoes, wooden engravings, and
the artistic construction of its ark.
I went to a private kindergarten and attended
public elementary school for both boys and girls.

Every summer, we went for a vacation to the
country. The summer of 1939, the summer before
the war, our family spent in Kolumna, a resort in
Poland. Some of our parents' friends and their
children came and we spent many pleasant times
together. Besides swimming, hiking in the woods,
and bike riding, the girls learned how to knit,
embroider, and crochet from Mother and her
friends. Father came on Fridays and stayed for the
weekends.
So, as you can see, I grew up in a comfortable home
and had wonderful experiences and an excellent
education as a child. I was aware of growing antiSemitism in Poland, but as a happy 15-year-old, it
didn't directly affect my life until 1939. Then came
September 1, 1939. After a frightening day and
night of bombing, the German forces entered
Pabianice and immediately introduced a series of
repressive acts against the Jewish population.
On Rosh Hashana, the synagogue was destroyed
and the building converted into a stable. Jews were
brutally evicted from their homes and businesses to
make room for the Germans, and were taken in the
streets for labor. In 1940 a ghetto was formed in the
old district of town, into which all 8000 Jews were
crowded. We had only one room for an entire
family, no matter how many in a family. I worked
as a seamstress in a tailor shop, sewing German
uniforms. Life was very difficult for everyone, but
we were thankful that the family stayed together.
This lasted for two years until May 16, 1942, when
we were ordered to assemble and then marched to
an athletic field. We were told that a census was

going to be taken, so we decided to take nothing
along with us. We were placed in the center of the
field and were surrounded with machine guns and
German soldiers. Then the entire group was
segregated according to the letters received at a
medical examination.
People with a letter "A" were told to pass to one
side, while the aged, sick, and children, with a
letter "B" were not allowed to join group "A."
Infants were torn from mothers, children ran
crying, looking for their parents, while the parents
begged the German guards to allow them to take
their children with them. Those who were selected
to be in group "B" were loaded into wagons and
taken away to parts unknown, while the "A" group
was loaded into trains to the Lodz ghetto. My
father, sister Raisa and I were in group "A" and
were sent to the Łódź ghetto. The rest of my family
were placed in group "B," and I never saw them
again.
In the Łódź ghetto, I first worked in a straw factory,
braiding straw for boots for German soldiers at the
Russian front. Later, I worked as a seamstress in a
clothing shop. With our meager rations of food, we
survived from day to day with never-ending
hunger and exhausted from long hours of work
and no hope for the future.
In August 1944, the Ghetto was being liquidated
and the three of us were transported in cattle trains
to Auschwitz. We arrived in Auschwitz in the
middle of the night, pitch dark, and it was like a
sudden nightmare. Vicious dogs were jumping and
barking at us. It seemed that German soldiers were
everywhere. Men called "capos" in striped pajamalike clothing were pushing and yelling "Schnell!
Schnell!" or "Fast! Fast!"
Before we had a chance to orient ourselves, my
sister Raisa and I were separated from our father. It
was all happening so fast. Then guards marched us
with a group of other terrified women to the
showers. We were forced to undress, and they
shaved us with rusty razors from head to toe. After
a cold shower, we were thrown ill-fitting dresses to
wear, no underwear. Then we were marched to
special barracks and crowded into hard, wooden
bunks.
It is hard to describe the horror of the camp at
Auschwitz, or to explain what it was like just to
survive from one day to the next in the ghetto and

in a concentration camp, while trying to retain your
sanity and a sense of humanity. I think that Raisa
and I both expressed our feeling that this was not
happening to us—that we were on the outside,
looking in on some truly terrible scene. To this day,
I still have this eerie feeling that it must have been a
way to protect our sanity.
After three weeks in Auschwitz, my sister and I
were sent with a transport of women to Freiberg, in
Germany, where we worked in an aircraft factory.
With Allied forces advancing in April 1945, the
entire camp was loaded onto cattle trains and we
were transported to Mauthausen concentration
camp.
We were liberated on May 5, 1945 by the American
army. There was no ecstasy, no joy at our
liberation. My sister and I were very ill and
emaciated. We had lost our families, our homes.
My sister died two months later, July 10, and was
buried in Mauthausen.
From the list of survivors, I found that my father
survived concentration camp Dachau and lived in
Feldafink, a displaced persons center. That's where
our sad reunion took place. Father also expected
that my sister would be with me. It was a very sad,
emotional, tearful reunion. We cried for the
untimely and tragic loss of my sister and our whole
family that perished. We found after the war that
besides my father, one uncle, and me, our entire
close and extended family had been a killed by the
Nazis.
In 1946, my father and I came to the United States,
sponsored by my father's uncles who had come to
this country and settled in New Jersey in the 1920s.
Right away, I went to work as a salesgirl in a
Jewish bakery, and I went to night school to learn
English. In the summer of 1947, Leon and I met at a
picnic in Spring Valley, New York. We were
introduced by a mutual friend of ours. Leon came
from Pittsburgh to spend his vacation in New York
to visit friends. We were married the following
year in January 1948.
After we both had survived the horrible war, we
wanted to build a productive life. We worked hard
and raised three wonderful children—giving them
our love and instilled in them fine qualities and
pride in their ancestors. We are proud of them and
their families. They filled the void in our hearts and
they helped mend our shattered lives.

Dr. Jack Berger Comments

Shmuel Polonski's 1931
Yiddish Songbook "Far Yugnt"

In reference to Gerry Kane’s “Summer Words”

By Eric Gordon

Gerry Kane’s “Summer Words” raises a very
interesting issue regarding differences in dialect as
you move around the ‘Klal Yisrael’ of Yiddishspeaking Eastern Europe. Not everyone used the
same words for various objects, including animals
and plants. What caught my eye was his choice of ‘di
frosh’ for a frog. As a gebrotener Litvak, I never heard
this usage. At home, a frog was a zhabe. It’s a Slavic
cognate.

It was 1931 and the autonomous republic of
Birobidzhan had just been founded. Shmuel
Polonski, a 29-year-old composer, prepared a
songbook, comprising 19 separate numbers, for
use in the Yiddish school system and by Yiddish
choruses.
His songs for solo voice, small ensembles, and
chorus show an impressive level of musicianship
and modernity, even of experimentalism, and the
vocal and technical range demanded of the
musicians that would challenge the capacities of
any children's chorus. Some of these are more
properly characterized as art songs. The lyrics are
by many of the most respected names in the
Soviet Yiddish pantheon: Itsik Fefer, Perets
Markish, Izi Kharik, and others. Subject matter
includes pastoral scenes and village life, the
passing of the old ways, collective farming, a
woman who becomes a tractor driver, the death
of Lenin, the Red Army, the machine rhythms of a
shoe factory, seamstresses, and building the new
cities.

I recall a similar experience with my late father-inlaw, of blessed memory, who was a dyed-in-thewool Jaecke. I once asked him what word he used for
a monkey. He said ‘affe,’ (frosch is also German). But
this isn’t “my” word. In my vocabulary, a monkey is
a ‘malpe.’ (Malpe is in Max Weinreich’s Dictionary)
This too is a Slavic cognate.
Fifty years ago, when I studied Russian, I had an
eerie understanding of certain Russian words for no
reason. It shortly dawned on me that they were part
of my Yiddish. I later went through a Russian
dictionary, from A to Z, and found over 300 words
that were familiar to me. Accordingly, one must
approach the task that Khaver Kane did with a
certain caution.

The first performances anywhere of the complete
set of songs in cantata form, by the Arbeter Ring/
Workmen's Circle in Los Angeles, CA and
Tucson, AZ, drew an enthusiastic response, given
that only one song in this collection, "A krenetse”
(A Well), ever became widely known in the West.
The songbook we uncovered is a rare item few
scholars even knew about.

I will have more to say about Dr. Shim Felsen’s
superb summary of “Medicine in the Shtetl” at a later
date; however, at this point I need to point out that
even though the word sounds very much like
‘hegdesh’ it is properly rendered as ‘hekdesh.’ The root
word is the Hebrew cognate ‘kadosh’ whose generic
sense is to dedicate, or to set apart. It is identified
with things that are dedicated and/or set apart for
sacred or holy purposes, but that is not its exclusive
use.

Yiddish culture and Jewish life enjoyed a spotty
and sometimes tragic career in the USSR, but we
understand these songs by Shmuel Polonski from
the first decade of the Soviet Union as a record of
a fleeting, uplifting moment, and as a legacy to
the future for us to discover and cherish.

In this case, the “hekdesh” was a premise set apart by
the community for use by itinerants, paupers, and
anyone in need of a night’s lodging. As a public
facility, it never obtained the level of care and
maintenance by the community that it needed, and
the word itself evolved into a metaphor for a run
down, filthy location. It would not be unusual for
my bobe, of blessed memory, to come into my room
and admonish me by saying: ‘vos far a hekdesh hostu
gemakht?’ if she was dissatisfied with the way I had
kept order in my room. Perhaps you may have had a
similar experience.

We are creating a CD of the 19 songs, produced
by musician, filmmaker, writer Yale Strom with
the Sholem School student chorus, and a booklet
with translations and transliterations by master
translator Hershl Hartman and an introductory
essay by historian/activist and Southern Calif.
Arbeter Ring Director Emeritus Eric Gordon.
For more information and how you can help,
contact Eric at ericarthur@aol.com
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Mame, s’regnt indroysn
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
S’regnt indroysn. Vos zol ikh trogn. Kh’vil nisht vern
nas ven ikh gey in klas mit di andere kinder. Zey trogn
naye regnmantlen, un ikh hob nor an altn tserisenem
mantl vos zapt ayn di vaser. Letstn dinstik iz der regn
aruntergekumen azoy vi koyln fun a biks.
Un vayter, mamenyu mayn linker shukh hot a lokh in
podeshve. Ven es regnt indroysn un der veg iz nas,
vert mayn linke zok nas. Ven mayn linker fus vert nas,
farkil ikh zikh; ikh heyb on hustn un nisn, un dan ken
ikh nisht geyn in klas. Nu, vos zol ikh ton?
Fishlele, mayn kadish zoger, du bist shoyn akht yor
alt. Du host mir gefregt di zelbe frages letstn dinstik.
Vos hob ikh gezogt?
Trog di kaloshn un nem dem tatns shirem.
Hot dos geholfn letstn dinstik?
Yo!
Vet es helfn haynt oykhet.

Der Bay will be going fully
online and not accepting
renewals.
All back issues are available on
the website with a special search
box. In the near future the
abbreviated issues will become
full issues.
Der Bay

Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner
Website: http://www.derbay.org
E-mail: FISHL@derbay.org
Home Phone: 650-349-6946
Published Since January 1991
• Networking, Networking, Networking,
is having others help you get what YOU
want. Der Bay is a great networking tool.
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Inside This Issue
2-3 Mishpokhe Kheyndlekh zenen ibergezetst fun
yidish, funem forverts. These transliterations are
done by Ana Berman of Toronto, a long-time
Yiddish teacher. This is a regular column. Her
husband Sol is thanked for submitting them.

11 Hrabina of Hunterdon: A Sequel by Fishl. Hrabina
was the name given by a Polish hired-hand on our
farm in Hunterdon County, New Jersey. The 90
short stories in the book also are on the Der Bay’s
website at: www.derbay.org/hrabina/

4-5 "Visiting Jewish New York” - Lectures at Brooklyn
College, Spring 2013 – Part I by Dr. Yoshiji Hirose Notre Dame Seishin University, Japan.

12

6 Memoir Group - From Yiddish Secretary to Shule
Teacher by Troim Katz Blacker Handler. Troim
leads a memoir-writing group. She has published
a book of her love poems in Yiddish, English, and
transliteration.
7  לערערין דזשאַנעט- ענדונגען ״לק״ און ״רק״ פֿון קאָמבינאַציעס

קאָהען פֿונ טרוים הענדלער
Troim shows a sample of the Yiddish shorthand
from a page in Janet Cohen’s booklet.
8-9 Genumen Nekome fun Rebn – by Chales Goldberg is
an appropriate story for our upcoming Chanukah
holiday. It is both in transliteration (Romanized)
and translated into English.
10 Being Politically Correct – Ashkenazi vs. Yiddish
by Fishl. This is a controversial proposal. It is
meant to start a lively discussion and does not
necessarily represent your editor’s opinion.
Heart and Lung Stew – A Tale of the Depression by
Dr. Arnold Adicoff (retired cardiologist)
Other Meats We Ate by Fishl is a follow-up of the
article by Dr. Adicoff

געמישטע חתונות אין דער יי ִדישער ליטעראַטור
פֿון דזשערי קעין
Gerry Kane continues to have his columns
published in Der Bay. Up until recently he was the
only Yiddish columnist in Canada. In this article
he discusses intermarriages in Yiddish literature.
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פֿאַרװאָס דאַרף מען יי ִדיש? פֿון דזשערי קעין
In a very thoughtful and provocative article, Gerry
quotes Chaim Nachman Bialik in Di Shprakh
Frage Bay Yidn.

14-15 An Eyn un Eyntsike, Boymer, Nekhtike Teg,
Baynakht, A Kindershe Kholem fun Linda Mankin.
These are the first poems published by Linda in
Der Bay. She has translated them in addition to
being transliterated in rhyme.
16 Mame, vos tut dem zeydn? – Mama, What is
Grandpa Doing? Fishl’s monthly shmues
mit mame is a regular column on the back page.
There are ninety mame stories online in Hrabina of
Hunterdon and in paperback.
The back page has Fishl’s email address and URL
for Der Bay’s website. See also how to receive the
free online edition for your club and other friends.
The online edition likewise enables you to search
all of the Der Bay articles since its beginning back
to January 1991.

Mishpokhe Kheyndelekh - 31
Transliterated by Ana Berman
Ibergezetst fun yidish, funem forverts

An 85-yorike almone iz gegangen oyf a randke
mit a 90-yorikn man. Ven zi iz aheymgekumen iz
zi geven a bisl tserudert.
“Vos hot pasirt?” hot ir tokhter gefregt.
“Dray mol hob ikh im gedarft patshn in ponim!”
“Vos, er hot zikh getshepet tsu dir?”
“Neyn,” hot geentfert di altitshke. “Er hot
gekhalisht.”
*

*

*

Di shul hot ongeshtelt a fotograf aroptsunemen
bilder fun di talmidim, say bazunder, say mitn klas.
Eyn lererin hot gepruvt ibertsaygn di kinder
tsu koyfn dos klas-bild. “Shtelt zikh for, vi sheyn
s’vet zayn, ven ir vet, in yorn arum, onkukn dos
bild un zogn: ‘Ot zitst Adina; zi iz an advokat’,
oder ‘Ot shteyt Moyshe; er iz a dokter.”
Fun der letster rey hot Shmulik oysgerufn:
“Oder --- ot iz di lererin… aleyha hasholem…”
*

*

*

Goldshteyns an alter fraynd hot itst gevoynt in
der provints, iz Goldshteyn geforn im zen. Dos
shtetl hot er gefunen, ober dem veg tsu zayn shtub
--- nisht.
Hot Goldshteyn gefregt bay a politsyant, ober
yener hot dem veg nisht gevust. Di fayerlesher
hobn oykh nisht gevust. A yungerman, zeendik vi
Goldshteyn shtudirt di mape, hot im gefregt vos er
zukht, un ven Goldshteyn hot im geentfert, hot der
bokher glaykh ongevizn oyfn ort oyf der mape.
“A dank!” hot Goldshteyn gezogt. “Ober vi
azoy veyst ir dos?”
Entfert der bokher: “Ikh shtel tsu pitse.”
*

*

*

Froy Goldshteyn hot ongehoybn geyn oyf
meditatsye-sesyes un hot bamerkt, az letstns filt zi
zikh a bisl ruiker.
“Du voltst es oykh gemegt pruvn,” hot zi
gezogt ir man.
“Vos tut men dort?” fregt er.
A gliklekhe, vos zi hot, a ponim, dervekt a bisl
interes bay im, hot zi geentfert: “S’iz nisht vos du
meynst --- me darf nisht farmakhn di oygn. Kenst
zey haltn ofn; abi du kontsentrirst dayn blik oyf

zey haltn ofn; abi du kontsentrirst dayn blik oyf
eyn zakh, vi a likhtl, oder a flek oyf der vant.”
Goldshteyn hot zikh fartrakht, un gefregt: “Ken es
zayn a televizye?”
*

*

*

Shmulik un Avi hobn zikh gelernt in eyn klas
in der zuntik-shul. Nokhn hern di mayse vegn
Noyakhs teyve, hot Shmulik gefregt zayn khaver:
“Meynstu, az Noyakh hot farbrakht a sakh tsayt
mit khapn fish?”
“Vi hot er gekent?” hot Avi geentfert. “Er hot
bloyz gehat tsvey veremlekh.”
*

*

*

A rabay [non-Orthodox rabbi] hot gefunen a naye
shtele un hot zikh gezegnt [said goodbye] mit di
mispalelim [congregants} fun zayn shil. Baym sof
funem davenen, iz an eltere froy tsugekumen tsu
im.
“Der kumendiker rabay vet nisht zayn azoy gut vi
ir zent geven,” hot zi gezogt.
“A dank, ober kh’bin zikher, az er vet zayn zeyer
gerotn [good],” hot der rabiner gezogt.
“Neyn, s’iz emes,” entfert di Yidene. “Bemeshakh
[during] fun mayne yorn do hob ikh shoyn gezen
finf farshidene rabays, un yederer iz geven nokh
erger vi der frierdiker.”
*
*
*
Lekoved ir 16-tn geboyrn-tog, hot a meydl
bakumen a sheyne matone fun der mamen—ir
eygenem oyto.
“Zolst visn, dos iz a kishef-oyto,” hot di mame
gezogt.
“Vos heyst, a kishef-oyto?” – fregt di tokhter mit a
shmeykhl.
Entfert di mame: “Bald vi du bakumst a shtrofkvitl, vestu shoyn zen vi gikh er vet nelem vern!”
*

*

*

Mishpokhe Kheyndelekh

Transliterated by Ana Berman – Ibergezetst fun yidish, funem forverts
A froy hot zikh farbundn mit a shadkhones-byuro
un gezogt, az es geyt ir nisht on vi azoy der man
zet oys, vifl er fardint oder fun vanen er shtamt. Zi
vil bloyz a man mit a gutn kharakter.

“Ober ketsele,” entfert di mame. “Kh’tu es di
gantse tsayt!”

Dernokh hot a man ongeklungen in byuro un
gezogt, az di eyntsike zakh vos er fodert bay a froy
iz, az zi zol zayn a kluge.

A sinagoge hot gepravet ir 25stn yoyvl mit a
banket, un gebetn dem shil-prezident zogn a por
verter. Der prezident hot ober gehat a sakh vos tsu
zogn, un s’hot gedoyert kemat tsvey sho.

Nokhn bakenen zikh mit beyde kandidatn hot der
shadkhn zey teykef tsunoyfgeport vayl zey hobn
gehat eyn zakh beshutfes -- beyde zenen geven
fulshtendike ligner.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Sof-kol-sof, hot er zikh gekhapt un zikh farentfert:
“Antshuldikt mir, vos kh’hob zikh farredt. Kh’hob
ibergelozt mayn zeygerl in der heym.”
Ruft zikh op eyner fun hintn: “Nisht gedayget,
hinter aykh hengt a kalendar.”

Vashington iz bakant vi di shtot mit di same ergste
taksi-shofern. Ober leynendik a statistic vegn der
tsol aktsidentn in land, hot Goldshteyn bamerkt, az
Vashington figurirt davke gants niderik.
Forndik eyn mol in a taksi in Vashington hot
Goldshteyn gefregt dem shofer, tsi er veyst far vos
es iz azoy.
“Zeyer poshet,” hot der shofer geentfert. “Ale gor
shlekhte shofern gefinen zikh shoyn oyfn oylemhaemes.”
*

*

*

*

*

*

!
An Amerikaner turist in England hot gefregt dem
treger fun hotel, vu s’iz der “eleveytor”.
Der treger hot oysgezen a bisl tsetumlt ober
dernokh hot er mit a shmeykhl geentfert: “Ir
meynt mistome dem lift.”
“Neyn, ikh meyn dem ‘eleveytor’,” hot der
Amerikaner, a denervirter, gezogt.
“Do in England ruft men es a lift.”

“Tate, ikh hob a gute bsure!” hot der kaledzhstudent gezogt b’eys a telefonishn shmues mitn tatn.

“Ruf es vos du vilst, ober gedenk, az der grinder
funem ‘eleveytor’ iz geven an Amerikaner.”

“Vos?”

“Emes,” entfert der treger. “Ober der grinder fun
der shprakh iz geven an Englender.”

“Gedenkst di $500, vos du host mir tsugezogt, oyb
ikh bakum an A in ale klasn?”
“Yo, zikher.”
Entfert der student: “Nu, kenst es haltn bay dir.”
*

*

*

“Ven ikh bin geven in dayn elter --- hot di mame
gezogt ir 15-yoriker tokhter --- fleg mayn mame
bahaltn gelt far mir in ale vinklen fun hoyz, un oyb
ikh hob gut geramt, hob ikh es gefunen. Eyn mol,
vashndik dem bufet, hob ikh gefunen $20.”
“Take!” hot di tokhter gezogt, a farkhideshte. “Far
vos hostu dos keyn mol nisht geton far mir?”

*

*

*

B’eys di 1960er yorn, ven yeder Amerikaner
yungerman hot zikh gemuzt tsushteln in militer,
hobn gevise fun zey gepruvt zikh aroysdreyen.
Ven eyner aza bokher iz gegangen tsum dokter
tsulib a militerisher guf-batrakhtung, hot der
dokter im geheysn leynen di oysyes oyf der vant.
“Velkhe oysyes?” hot der bokher zikh gemakht
tamevate.
“Zeyer gut,” entfert der dokter. “Ir hot ersht
durkhgemakht dem geher-test.”

"Visiting Jewish NY” - Lectures at Brooklyn College, Spring 2013 – Part I
Dr. Yoshiji Hirose - Notre Dame Seishin University
I traveled to New York to visit Brooklyn College.
This was my first visit to the university in five
years. The purpose of my trip was to give lectures
to undergraduate and graduate students in the
Department of Judaic Studies.

He spoke only Yiddish until the age of six and had
difficulty learning English. According to Modern
Language Association reports, the number of
Yiddish-speakers in the United States is fewer than
200,000. In this sense, Brooklyn is a very special
place. Home to almost 600,000 Jews, Yiddish is
spoken daily by Hasidic and Satmar Jews living in
Brooklyn’s Orthodox Jewish neighborhoods.
Chaim Potok, a prominent Jewish American
author, vividly depicts the world of these
communities in his novel The Chosen.

When I walked into the department office, it was
the exact same scene as five years ago. The
secretary greeted me warmly with a hug. After not
having seen her for such a long time, this made me
very happy. Professor Robert Shapiro came out to
greet me. A professor of Jewish history, it was Dr.
Shapiro who had invited me to lecture. Even
though it was the first time we met in person, since
we had previously exchanged many e-mails, I
senses that I was reuniting with an old friend.

For lunch, Dr. Shapiro took me to a restaurant near
the Avenue J subway station in Brooklyn. Everyone
walking on the street in that area was an Orthodox
Jew clad in traditional black clothing. As the rare
non-Jew, I felt a bit like an Eskimo at a beach party.
This is one of the intriguing aspects of New York.
One of the famous Jewish-Americans born and
raised in this part of Brooklyn is movie actress and
singer Barbra Streisand. Well-known Jewish
American author Bernard Malamud is also from
this part of the borough. In fact, several notable
Jewish-Americans hail from Brooklyn. Unless you
actually see with your own eyes the multitude of
black clad Orthodox Jews drifting by on their way
to synagogue with their prayer books in their
hands, you cannot fully understand the separate
world, the distinctive Jewish society, that still exists
in modern-day New York City.

Dr. Shapiro ‘s office was crammed with documents
written in Yiddish, Hebrew, Polish and English.
After a brief exchange of pleasantries, he took out
three books that he had written. He specializes in
the history and culture of Jews in Poland, focusing
mainly on the 20th century and WWII, and noted
that he travels to Poland many summers to do
research. The thick collections of documents piled
in his office were ones that he had translated from
their original Yiddish and Polish into English.
During WWII many personal documents such as
diaries were buried in the ground in an effort to
hide them and were exhumed after the war.
However, after being covered by dirt for such a long
time, they were severely damaged almost to the
point of being wastepaper. It is these types of
materials that Dr. Shapiro has painstakingly
deciphered, translated into English, and published.
The documents in his collections are fragmentary
and not cohesive in the way literature and stories
are--yet they provide valuable clues for gaining
insight into Jewish lifestyle and customs of the time.

We had our lunch at a kosher restaurant called EstiHannah. “Esti” is a traditional female name
derived from the Book of Esther in the Old
Testament, it is also the source of the name of the
famous cosmetic company Estée Lauder.
I was told that kosher restaurants that exclusively
serve traditional Eastern European dishes are not
very popular nowadays; hence this particular
kosher restaurant actually served sushi. With that, I
ate kosher sushi for the first time. It was prepared
in accordance with Jewish dietary laws. The taste
was much the same, but for fish to be kosher it has
to have both fins and scales, so shark, shellfish, and
octopus, are not considered kosher and could not
be served. There are several restaurants that call
themselves “kosher restaurants,” and not only
Japanese food, but Chinese food is served in them
as well. These restaurants are popular even

We continued our conversation over coffee before
going out to lunch. Having bought drinks from a
stand on the premises, we went outside and sat
down on one of the benches lining the beautiful
campus lawn.
Dr. Shapiro is a German-born Jew whose mother
tongue is Yiddish. He came to the United States
while still very young and was raised in Maryland.
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amongst Jewish people. This is a phenomenon I
could not have even imagined a decade ago.

thought as to how the Orthodox students felt and
appeared to be somewhat diffident. However, after
my lecture, when Professor Shapiro asked the
students for questions and comments, one student
kindly responded that she found Singer’s
distinctive “religion of protest” to be interesting. As
this student’s comment was not spoken in a
negative tone, I breathed an internal sigh of relief.
Another student raised the question as to why
Singer was well-disposed towards the Polish
people. It was an unexpected, yet very pertinent
question. Many Jews feel that the people of Poland
were Nazi collaborators during WWII. They
followed Nazi orders and betrayed the Jews, who
had been their neighbors for hundreds of years.
They informed the Nazis of hiding places of Jews,
thus sending them to their deaths. Also, in one
village in Poland during the War, Jews were
persecuted and slain by Poles. Because of this,
Poles have been given the opprobrious label of
cold-blooded betrayers. Polish born Jewish author
Jerzy Kosiński (1933-1991) depicts these inhumane
events in his novel The Painted Bird (1965).

After lunch, we returned to the CUNY-Brooklyn
campus in time for me to give my lectures. The first
class was an undergraduate course of ten students.
My lecture focused on how the literary works of
Isaac Bashevis Singer (1904-1991) relate to the
Holocaust despite the author’s tendency to deny
Judaism. Born in Poland, Singer was the son of an
Orthodox Hasidic Rabbi; however, he began to
drift away from religion in his early twenties. After
immigrating to the United States in 1935, Singer
earned his living working as a journalist and
columnist for the Forverts. He would go on to be
awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1978 as
the distinguished author of many essays, short
stories, and novels.
In his writing, especially after the Holocaust, he
took a position of “religion of protest” that denied
the benevolence of God. While he never denied the
existence of God, he held a dissenting point of view
on religion, noting that, “God and mercy are not
absolutely synonymous.” The distinctiveness of
Singer’s philosophy also emerges in his view of the
Jewish people. His theory was that, “The Jews
aren’t a race. All of us were the grandsons not only
of Jews but also of the other nations of the world.”
In particular, his assertion that, “For two thousand
years, we haven’t been able to preserve racial
purity. Foreign blood is mixed in us, and we don’t
ask a blue-eyed Jew if he’s of pure race or not. The
main thing is what a man feels in his heart and
what people he wants to belong to” demonstrates
his true character as an outsider within the Jewish
community. Because of these beliefs, the valuation
of Singer’s writings, even amongst Jews, tends to
be polarized. There are probably very few
Orthodox Jews who have actually read his works,
because they view modern literature as idolatrous.
Because of these factors, I was a little perplexed as
to whether it was appropriate for me to give a
lecture on Singer’s work at a university with many
Orthodox Jewish students. I wanted to know the
reactions of these students, so I was determined to
address Singer’s writing head-on.

Despite this background, Singer often portrays
Poles with a sense of integrity in his works that
give even me, a Japanese, a feeling of discomfort. In
Enemies, A Love Story (1972), a Polish peasant
woman puts her and her family’s lives in danger by
helping a Jew hide from the Nazis during the War.
He then marries her and moves to the US.
This is how I responded to the graduate student’s
question as to why Singer portrayed Polish people
in a positive light. Perhaps Singer’s views came
from his own personal experiences, from the fact
that he himself was an outsider within Jewish
society. There are good and bad people in every
race and ethnic group. Novelists must not be slaves
to the prevailing view of things; it is essential that
they ascertain the true nature of humankind by
looking at it from every point of view. For Singer,
Judaism was nothing more than one part of his
own cultural background. In this sense, it is neither
superior nor inferior to any other religion.
After my lecture, I had the opportunity to speak
with students individually. I learned that the
student who had asked me the question regarding
Singer’s view on Poles was originally from the
Orthodox Satmar community but has moved away
from religious society and plans to be a lawyer.

I observed the reactions of the students as I
lectured and, as I had expected, some students
were looking at me with sullen expressions.
Professor Shapiro too seemed to have given much
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Memoir Group - From Yiddish Secretary to Shule Teacher
by Troim Katz Blacker Handler Sept. 8, 2013

When Frank and I married in September of 1946, I
immediately needed a job. I had been commuting
to New York University from Passaic, New Jersey,
for three semesters. Frank came home from the
Navy after having served in the Pacific, and I did
what many brides did. I switched to evening
classes so that Frank could attend NYU on the GI
Bill of Rights.
Soon afterward, my girlfriend, Sylvia Hoffman,
called to tell me that there was an ad in the New
York Times for a Yiddish secretary. My parents
were the Yiddish writers Chaske Blacker and
Menke Katz, but I had been reared mostly by my
maternal grandparents, Shtessye and Moyshe
Blacker, who were born in White Russia in 1880
and had never learned English.
I had studied typing and Gregg shorthand in
Passaic High School, assumed I was qualified for
the position, and made an appointment for an
interview. The man who interviewed me was
Gedaliah Sandler, who worked for the Jewish
Peoples Fraternal Order (JPFO) of the International
Workers Order (IWO). Gedaliah asked me to read
aloud some Yiddish correspondence, which I was
able to do because I had been graduated from the
Workmen's Circle Shule in Passaic. He then asked
whether or not I could take dictation in Yiddish
and transcribe it on a Yiddish typewriter. I had
never heard of people who could do that and did
not get the job. A few days later, however,
Gedaliah called to tell me that they were unable to
find anyone who was qualified and asked me to
take a course, which his office would pay for, at
what he called Di Hekhere Kursn in Manhattan.
My teacher was Jeanette Bailin Cohen, and since
she used an adapted form of Gregg and had
produced a mimeographed book of short forms, I
learned very quickly. Typing on a Yiddish
typewriter was faster than on an English machine,
because Yiddish has no capital letters and there is
no need for a shift key. The typewriter, of course,
goes from right to left and touch-typists have to use
a new set of habits for a new home position.
I remained at that job five years, primarily taking
dictation from Itche Goldberg and David
Davidovitch, who were in charge of the children's
shules. I soon learned that I did not know Yiddish
grammar and was often scolded for my mistakes.
If I made an error, I had to type the whole page
over again. There was no white-out, no photocopying machine, only mimeo stencils and plain
paper. The Uriel Weinreich dictionary had not yet

been published, and I had no Yiddish grammar
book. I had always loved grammar and eventually
became an English teacher, so I took the criticism
from my bosses gratefully. All filing was done
according to the Yiddish alphabet.
Once Dovi, as we called Davidovitch, asked me to
take over the Passaic shule on Sunday mornings,
and, although I had no teacher training, I did it
instinctively.
The secretarial job was very exciting. I also took
dictation from Reuven Saltsman and Reuven
Yukelson. After work, I raced from 14th Street and
Fifth Avenue to NYU in Washington Square Park.
Frank and I lived in furnished rooms, because there
was a housing shortage after the war.
On Saturday mornings, I studied Yiddish literature
in Itche Goldberg's class at the Hekhere Kursn. He
was an intellectual snob and a sarcastic teacher, but
I learned.
Itche was my university of one, for me. After five
years, I left to start a family. We moved to Long
Island and I taught in shules week-ends or after
school in shules in Valley Stream, Freeport, Great
Neck, Huntington, and Center Island, which had
about 300 pupils. Once a week Frank taught a class
called "Jews in Literature" to older students at
Center Island. Our two daughters, Claudia and
Shelley, grew up on Long Island and attended our
shule classes. I left the shules in 1960 when I
became an English teacher in Port Jefferson, New
York.
Retirement in 1986 was dull, and I thought about
the happy times in Itche's office. I called him and
asked whether I could be his secretary again one
day a week. He was in his 90s by then and agreed.
I refused to take a salary. He was then editor of
Yiddishe Kultur magazine, and I loved the work.
His full-time secretary, Shoshane Balaban
Volkovitch, was using a computer, but my old
manual Yiddish typewriter was still there. When I
started writing Yiddish poetry in 1991, Itche
published a few of my poems in Yiddishe Kultur
magazine.
That 1946 phone call from my girlfriend about the
job changed my life. I am enclosing a photocopy
from the Yiddish shorthand book that Jeannette
Bailin created.
Editor’s note: This is one of the memoirs Troim
wrote for the class she teaches in West Palm Beach.
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Being Politically Correct –
Ashkenazi vs. Yiddish
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
This is meant to start a discussion and not meant as
my personal opinion.
Isn’t everyone else doing it?
Is it time to join the crowd?
Should we swallow our pride?
Have the times changed that much?
Will it bring in more young people?
As a person with poor vision, I started out as a
youngster hearing “four eyes” and “blind”. As time
went by, society became more sensitive and then it
became “visually disabled” and then “visually
impaired”. Other “disabled” people became “hard
of hearing” and not “deaf”.
The latest phrase for us folks who are physically or
mentally disabled is physically or mentally
challenged. Disabled was replaced with challenged.
Later there were gender-neutral terms such as
“flight attendant” instead of “stewardess”.
Then there appeared “law-enforcement officer”
instead of “policeman”. Also there appeared the
“firefighter”, instead of “fireman”.
I can’t keep up with the changes in the names with
which we refer to our dark-skinned neighbors to be
politically correct.
What are the arguments for changing the name of
our beloved mameloshn from Yiddish to Ashkenazi?
• We would be very near the top in the alphabetical
listing instead of being almost at the bottom.
• Yiddish was frowned upon in Israel in its
formative years and thus retained the image of
being the language of the common folk and
“women”.

Heart and Lung

By Dr. Arnold Adicoff (retired cardiologist)
Here is the heart and lung stew that my mother
used to prepare in the 1930’s. Although it has been
80 years since I last ate it, I can still taste its
amazing mix of flavors and still smell the
wonderful aromas.
Heart and Lung Stew – A Tale of the Depression
In the early 1930’s, I would accompany my mother
in some of her shopping trips. Visiting the kosher
butcher shop was the most interesting. The most
memorable visits were those were those shopping
for the ingredients of one of my favorite dishes —
harts un lungen gedishekhts.
My mother would start by ordering a halb-fertl frishe
fleysh (1/8 lb. of fresh beef). Then she would
continue on in this fashion. Varf arayn a por markh
beyner—no charge; zay azoy gut un a shtikl leber—no
charge; oykhet a shtik milts (spleen)—no charge. Nu a
bisl harts—no charge; oykhet a shtikl lungen un nirn
(kidneys)—no charge; un etvos grashitse (a bit of
sweetbreads—no charge.
The next two or three days were like a holiday,
eating our fill of a most delicious and flavorful
stew, virtually unobtainable today. And all for 15
cents—the cost of a halb-fertl frishe fleysh.
Editor’s note: These nostalgic memories are from
Dr. Adicoff who is affectionately known as Arnie.
He and his wife Ruth of blessed memory were the
first to register for the IAYC conferences. They
came up first in the alphabetical listing of
attendees. He attended six conferences and is an
IAYC associate member, a category for those living
too far from a Yiddish group to be able to attend.

Other Meats We Ate
By Fishl

• There is a resurgence in interest in Eastern
European music and in genealogy that are
bringing in a new generation interested in
translating the literature written in Yiddish.

You name it and we ate it. Not only were the heart
and lung parts of our diet, but the liver, tongue,
brains, gizzard, feet, neck, marrow, little egg yolks,
and we ground, tough, old hens to make cutlets.

What do you think? Your opinion is important.
Since we hopefully agree that a new approach is
needed to reinvigorate our mameloshn, why not
give it a try? Az mame volt gezogt, “Vos ken shatn?”

Words used in cooking meat—Yiddish and English
include: Bake (bakn), boil (kohn), braise (?), broil
(brotn), fricassee (frikasi), fry (preglen), roast
(opbrotn), stew (dempen), and stuff (onshtufn)

געמישטע חתונות אין דער ייִדישער ליטעראַטור
פֿון דזשערי קעין
אָנפֿאַנגען מוזן מיר מיט דעם תנ"ך –דער
פֿונדאַמענט פֿון אונדזער יי ִדישער ליטעראַטור .דער
תנ"ך דונערט קעגן געמישטע חתונות און װאָרנט אַז
גאָט װעט זיך ָאפּזאָגן פֿון די װאָס גײען אױפֿן װעג פֿון
געמישטע חתונות און אױך פֿון זײערע קינדער .אָבער
דורכױס אונדזער געשיכטע װײַזט אונדזער ליטעראַטור
אַז געמישטע חתונות זײַנען אן אומבאַקװעם
רעאַליטעט אין יעדן דור.
הײַנט ,אין אַמעריקע ,זענען פֿופֿציק פּאָרצענט
פֿון יי ִדישע חתונות געמישטע .נישט נאָר דאָס--אין
מערסטן טײל ,גײען אָן די פּאָרלונגען מיט זײער
אײגענער רעליגיע .שמד איז נישט דער װעג פאַר
מאָדערנע.
שלום עליכם ,אין דער מעשה פֿון חוח אין זײַן
טובֿיה דער מילכיקער ,שלום אַש אין זײַן איסט ריװער.
י י זינגער אין זײַן ראָמאַן די משפּחה קאַרנאָװסקי ,י י
שװאַרטץ אין קענטאָקי ,פּרץ הירשבײן אין בבל –
אַלע האָבן געשטעלט דעם פּראָבלעמ פֿון געמישטע
חתונות – אָן אַן ענטפֿער װאָס װאָלט צופֿרידנגעשטעלט
אַלע מײנונגען אין אונדזער יי ִדישער לעבנסװעג.
אונדזער מאָדערנע יי ִדישע ליטעראַטור איז אַ
ליטעראַטור פֿון ענדערונג ,קריזיס ,דיװערסיפֿי-
קאַציע ,און רעװאָלוציע .עס האַנדלט זיך אין אַ צײַט
װען יי ִדן האָבן זיך באַפֿרײַט פֿון דער שטעטלשער
עקאַנאָמיע און די טיף פֿאַרװאָרצלטע גלױבוּנגען װאָס
האָבן געהערשט אין דעס געטאָ-לעבן .דער
עמאַנציפּירטער שטעטל-יי ִד איז פֿרײַ געלאָפֿן איבער
דער גאָרער װעלט צו געפֿינען אַרבעט און בילדונג .אין
די שטעטלעך זענען געמישטע חתונות נישט אָפֿט
פֿאָרגעקומען ,אָבער װען די װענט פֿון שטעטל זענען
געפֿאַלן ,װען די אידעעס פֿון דער השכּלה און
װעלטליכקײַט און די פּאָליטיק פֿון רעװאָלוציע זײַנען
אַרײַנגעדרונגען האָט זיך די לאַגע געביטן .דער פּרײַז
פֿון באַפֿרײַען זיך פֿון טראַדיציאָנעלע װערטן ,איז אַ
פֿירנדיקע טעמע פֿון דער מאָדערנער יי ִדישער
ליטעראַטור.

װי האָט טוביה געהאַנדלט דעם שמד פֿון זײַן
באַליבטער טאָכטער חוה און איר חתונות צו אַ קריסט?
װען ער באַהאַנדלט טאָג-טעגלעכע פּראָבלעמען
באַהאַנדלט ער זײ מיט אַ סאַטירישן טאָן .אָבער װען עס
איז געקומען צו אַנאַרקעזען אַז זײַן חוה האָט זיך טאַקע
געשמדט האָט זיך דער טאָן געביטן .הערט זיך צו׃
"איך קום צו גײן אַהײם און טרעף מײַן גאָלדע ליגנדיק
צונױפֿגעקאָרטשעט װי אַ קנױל אין בעט ,זי האָט שױן
מער קײַן טרערן נישט אין די אױגן .רוף איך מיך אָן
צו איר׃ "שטײ אױף מײַן װײַב ,טו־אױס  ,די שיך און
לאָמיר זיך אַװעקזעצן שּבֿעה ,אַזױ װי גאָט האָט
געבאָטן; ד' נתן ,ד' לקח .מיר זענען נישט די ערשטע,
און מיר װעלן נישט זײַן די לעצטע .זאָל זיך אונדז
אױסדאַכטן ,אַז מיר האָבן קײן מאָל נישט געהאַט קיין
חוה".
די מאָדערנע יי ִדישע ליטעראַטור זאָגט זיך
נישט ָאפּ פֿון די טױזנטער און טױזינטער יי ִדן װאָס
געפֿינען זיך אין געמישטע חתונות און האָבן קינדער.
איז טובֿיהס ָאפּזאָגן זיך פֿון חוהן דער אײנציקער
ענטפֿער צו שטאַרקן און בױען אונדזער פֿאָלק? אָדער
װי װײַזט אונדז אַ מיטגליד פֿון אַ "ליבעראַלער"
ענגלישער שול ,אין אַ בריװ צו דער "דזשערוסעלעם
רעפּאָרט" ,אַן אַנדער װעג? ער װײַזט װי זײַן שול
האָט אונטערגענומען צו אַרבעטן מיט אַ גרופּע קינדער
פֿון געמישטע חתונות אין גראָדנע ,בעלאַרוס.
די קינדער אידענטיפאיצירן זיך װי יי ִדן און
װילן לערנען מער װעגן יי ִדישקײַט .װעמען'ס װעג :די
װאָס זאָגן ,אַז מיר מוזן זיצן שבֿעה פֿאַר די קינדער
אָדער די װאָס זוכן דאָס פּינטעלע יי ִד װאָס ברענט אין
די קינדער? עפֿשר װעט אונדזער מאָדערנער יי ִדישער
ליטעראַטור – אין װאָס פֿאַר אַ שפּראַך זי שרײַבט זיך–
ברענגען ליכט צו אַ פֿינצטערער פֿראַגע.
אױב איר האָט געדאַנקען װעגן אונדזער װינקל שרײַבט
דורך פּאָסט אָדער בליץ -פּאָסט:
info@cjnews.com

פֿאַרװאָס דאַרף מען ייִדיש?
פֿון דזשערי קעין
דאָ ס איז אַ פֿ ראַ גע געפֿ רעגט ,אָ פֿ ט מאַ ל
בײַ עם-־הארצים .אָ בער דער װײטיק איז אַ ז די
פֿ ראַ גע שטײט אױף די ליפּ ן פֿ ון דער מערהײַ ט
פֿון הײַנטיקע יי ִדן און שפּיגלט ָא פּּיאַלעק דעמ
אָ נגײענדיקן אַ רגומענט אַ רום די שפּ ראַ ך פֿ ראַ גע
בײַ יי ִדן :יי ִדיש אָדער העברעיש? שױן אַ פֿאַקט
אַז אונדזערע קינדער קענען נישט קיין יי ִדיש.
אָבער די מערהײַט פֿון יי ִדישע שילער ,אַפֿילו די
װאָ ס קומען אַ רױס פֿ ון אונדזערע טאָ ג שולעס,
זײַ נען אױך נישט באַ קװעם מיט העברעיש װי אַ
ניצלעכע שפּ ראַ ך .איז דאָ ס װיכטיק? װאָ ס
פֿאַרלירן זײ װען אַ יי ִדיש שפּראַך איז זײ נישט
נאָענט? זײַנען איבערזעצונגען פֿון יי ִדיש אָדער
העברעיש גענוג צו געבן זאַפֿט צו דער יי ִדישער
אידענטיטעט פֿ ון הײַ נטיקער יוגנט? לאָ מיר
דערמאָ נען די װערטער פֿ ון חײַ ם נחמן ביאַ ליק.
די שפּראַך-פֿראַגע בײַ יי ִדן,
חײַ ם נחמן ביאַ ליק
"רבותי! כ'װיל הײַ נטיקן אָ װנט װידמענען
דער שפּראַפֿראַגע בײַ יִי דן .איר װייסט אַלע,
װיפֿ ל בײז בלוט די פֿ ראַ גע האָ ט אָ נגעמאַ כט אין
דער יי ִדישער װעלט .די שפּראַכפֿראַגע פֿאַרסמט
די לופֿ ט אונדזערע און שטערט אונדז הן
געזעלשאַ פֿ טלעך און הן נאַ ציאָ נאַ ל .ס'װערן אין
איר אַ רײַ נגעטראָ גן מער פּ ערזענלעכע אַ מביציעס,
און אָ פֿ ט מאָ ל פּ אַ רטײאישע ,װי אָ ביעקטיװן
אמת .און קײנער האָ ט זיך ניט געגעבן די מי
צוצוקן זיך צו דער פֿ ראַ גע ריין געשיכטלעך .און
סוף-כל-סוף איז דאָ ך אַ שפּ ראַ ך אין לעבן פֿ ון אַ
פֿ אָ לק אַ דערשײַ נינג פֿ ון דער געשיכטלעכער
קאַ טעגאָ ריע און ס'הערשן דערבײַ אײַ זערנע

געזעצן װאָ ס װירקן אײַ נצופֿ לאַ נצן אַ שפּ ראַ ך אין
אַ פֿ אָ לק און זי אױסצורײַ סן פֿ ון אים...
דאָ ס בײַ טן די שפּ ראַ ך איז אָ ן ספֿ ק אַ
טראַ גישע דערשײַ נונג אין לעבן פֿ ון אַ פֿ אָ לק .די
פֿ אָ לקס-נשמה װערט דורך דעם אַ ריבערגעטראָ גן
פֿ ון אײַ ן װױנונג אין אַ ן אַ נדערער ,װײַ ל די
שפּ ראַ ך קאָ נסטרואירט דאָ ך די אינערלעכע
װעלט פֿ ון אַ פֿ אָ לק .און װען די נשמה פֿ ון אַ
פֿ אָ לק קלײַ בט זיך איבער ,איז עס פּ ונקט אַ זױ ,װי
די נשמה פֿ ון אײן מענטשן װאָ לט מגולגל געװען
אין אַ ן אַ נדער מענטשן .די גלגולים ברענגען אַ
קאָ לאָ סאַ לן שאָ דן .איידער אַ פֿ אָ לק לעבט זיך
אײַ ן אין אַ שפּ ראַ ך ,דערפֿ ילט זיך אין איר און
װערט מיט איר הײמיש ,באַ העפֿ ט זיך מיט איר,
װי אַ גוף און אַ נשמה – נעמט אַ לאַ נגע צײַ ט.
דער פּ ראָ צעס איז פול מיט יסורים ,ס'װערן
פֿ אַ רלאָ רן פֿ יל פֿ ון דעם פֿ אָ לקס רײַ כטימער ,ס'איז
אַ טיף טראַ גישע דערשײַ נונג און זי מוז דעריבער
באַ טראַ כט װערן װירקלעך אָ ביעקטיװ ,װײַ ל מיר
האָ בן ניט קיין אַ נדער ברירה .אַ שפּ ראַ ך איז אַ
דערשײַ נונג פֿ ון אייביקײַ ט ,מיט אַ לאַ נגן עתיד– ,
קען מען דאָ ך דאָ ס ניט באַ טראַ כטן פֿ ון הײַ נטיקן
טאָ ג .דער איינציקער מאַ סשטאַ ב איז דער עבר
און די געזעצן פֿ ון דער געשיכטע .דערבײַ קען
קיין רצון ניט מכריע זײַ ן ,אײב עס שטימט נישט
מיט די דאָ זיקע געזעצן...
איך װײס ניט צי העברעיש װעט קענען פֿ אַ רדײַ ען
די יי ִדישע שפּראַך ,צי פֿאַרמאָגט זי די פּאַסיקע
עלעלמענטן און מאַ טעריאַ ל .מיר דאַ רפֿ ן אָ בער
דער יי ִדישער שפּראַך זאָגן אַ גרױסן דאַנק ,אַ
יי ִשר־-כוח"

An Eyn un Eyntsike
fun Linda Mankin
Kh’ob nisht gehat keyn bruder,
Un nisht gehat keyn shvester,
Ale yorn fleg ikh klern
Az mayn leben iz der bester.
Di eltern, hob ikh geklert,
Hobn nor vegn mir tsu zorgn.
Ikh ken zey fregn frages
Un tshepenen fun haynt biz morgn.
Oyb men hot a kleyne shvester
Vil zi onton dayne kleyder.
Oyb men hot a kleynem bruder
Veys men keynmol nisht vos tut er.
Oyb di shvester iz nisht kleyn,
Ken zi oyskuken mer sheyn.
Oyb der bruder iz a greser,
Ken er zayn a groyser freser.
Ven men iz a kleyninke,
Iz gut tsu zayn an eyn un eyntsike;
Ober itst, ven di yorn loyfn,
Vu ken men a bruder, a shvester koyfn?

An Only Child
I never had a brother
And I never had a sister.
The boy would be a bother
And the girl--I never missed her.
I had my parents to myself
And that was quite alright,
For I could question them all day
And bother them all night.
If the girl were younger
She would want to wear my clothes.
If the boy were small
I'd have to "watch where brother goes."

Trees

by Joyce Kilmer - 1886-1918
I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is pressed
Against the sweet Earth's flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.

Boymer
Translation by Linda Mankin
Ikh trakht az ikh vel nisht zen bald
A poeme sheyn vi a boym in vald.
Mitn moyl di zise erd zi kusht
Un trinkt vi fun a mamens brust.
A boym vos zingt tsu Got a nign,
Un mit ire tsvaygn ken tfillin leygn.
A boym, in zumer, vil ikh aykh zogn,
Ken in di hor feygelakh trogn.
Af ir brust hot shnay gelegn,
Un zi shtayt a sakh mol in a regn.
Poemes zenen mentshlikhe zakhn,
Ober a boym - dos ken nor Got makhn.

Nekhtike Teg
fun Linda Mankin

If the girl were older
She'd get everything brand new.
If the boy were older
He would tell me what to do.

Far akht un fertsik gliklekhe yor
Hob ikh gelebt in a sheynem dorf.
Di feygelekh flegen zingen dortn
In undzer zeyer sheynem gorten.

Living as an "only child"
Is fine when one is young and wild,
But now that time is rushing by.
Please - where can one a sibling buy?

Mit kinder hobn mir dort gelebt
Un fun di dray - nakhes geshept.
Vegen takhlis flegen mir nisht zorgn,
Nor arbetn shver fun haynt biz morgn.

Mir hobn nisht gedayget vegn nekhtike teg –
Nor bloyz gegangen oyf undzer veg.
Un az di kinder zenen elter gevorn
Zenen zey farheyret gevorn un avekgeforn.
Nu, blaybt men in a hoyz aleyn.
Tsu benken? Ikh kler az neyn.
Ikh ze shoyn vi dos lebn loyft:
Nekhtn hob ikh mayn hoyz farkoyft.

Bygone Days
by Linda Mankin
March 5, 2010
For forty-eight delightful years
I lived nearby among my peers.
The apples in the trees would harden.
Birds would sing in our garden.
We raised three children in that place
Whom we would every day embrace.
We never felt that funds were tight,
For we worked hard from morn 'til night
Nor did we fret about the past
But looked upon a future vast.
The children grew, and didn't tarry;
They all found mates, and left to marry.
Now stay at home, alone and sad?
That was not the plan I had.
Before I know it, I'll be old...
So yesterday my house was sold.

Baynakht
fun Linda Mankin
Marts 5, 2010

At Night
By Linda Mankin, March 5, 2010
I hear music in my head.
Tunes keep me company in bed,
And I recall my father singing
All the songs of my upbringing.
One is of a "Sheyne meydele,"
One of "Yankl" in his cradle . . .
On the stove a fire is burning,
For his love a boy is yearning.
Stop! Enough! I need to sleep now.
All the melodies will keep now.
And they're gone - without a warning,
'Til I wake up in the morning.

A Childhood Dream
By Linda Mankin - April 3, 2009
I caught a little nap
And dreamt about a small store.
It was in my young years,
When I turned eight.
It was a lovely store.
I would go there many times.
From school I would run,
Before all else, wanting to buy
A candy, such a sweet one,
From the proprietess, the ugly one.
Quick - the road home I must take
Before from this sweet dream I wake.

A Kindershe Kholem
Fun Linda Mankin - April 3, 2009

Es geyt mir muzik in mayn kop;
Di notn lozn mir nisht op,
Un ikh gedenk mayn tate zingen
Vegn tantsn. . . vegn shpringen. . .

Ikh khob gekhapt a kleynem dreml
Un gekholomt fun a kreml.
S'iz geven di yunge yorn,
Bin ikh akht yor alt gevorn.

Ot shteyt a klor vays tsigele,
Do ligt a kind in vigele.
Ikh her fun bulbes un fun mandlen.
Vi mit a shnayder muz men handlen.

S'iz geven a kreml sheyn.
Ikh fleg dort a sakh mol geyn.
Fun di shule fleg ikh loyfn
Eyder vos, gevolt dort koyfn

Sha! Genug! Ikh vil itst shlofn.
Zenen di lider avekgelofn.
Ober herst - m'darf nisht zorgn:
Zey veln zayn tsurik kumt morgn.

A tsukerke, aza zise,
Fun di kremerke, di miese.
Shnel muz ikh shoyn geyn aheym,
Eyder fun dem kholem ufshteyn.

Mame vos tut dem zeydn?
by Philip “Fishl “ Kutner
Mame, vu du bist:
Iz do an erev?
Iz ale fleysh kosher?
Trogn di froyen shaytls?
Zenen do mezuzes af di tirn?
Darfn di mener onton t’filn?
Zenen do nor frume yidn?
Bentshn di vayber likht fraytik tsu nakht?
Az a man iz an erlekher mentsh un git tsedoke, ober
er arbet shabes, davent nisht, tut nisht on t’filn, geyt
nisht in shul, est khazer—lozt men im arayn in gan
eydn?
Dayn man, mayn tate, hot nisht gegesn koshere esn
indroysn. Iz er mit dir?
Zeyde, dayn tate, iz geven a shoymer shabes un a
kohen, un du bist a bas kohanes. Zest im un di bobe
vu du bist?
Mame, oyb er iz mit dir, vos tut der zeyde dem
gantsn tog?
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